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Wireless communications have greatly changed peoples' lives. Nowadays, people can exchange 
information wherever they are and whenever they want. The development of radio communi-
cation not only enhances the freedom of communications, but also enhances the lifestyle of 
human beings. People can watch television programs when they are on the road, can receive 
and reply to business messages wherever they are, can talk with someone without having to sit 
together when they are travelling, etc. All of these prove that the wireless communication has 
already become a part of human life. In this chapter, we briefly introduce wireless communi-
cations and one of its important applications - cellular radio system, then summarise the major 
contributions of this thesis and outline the structure of this thesis. 
1.1 Wireless communications 
Wireless communications have been used by human beings for a long time, even before civil-
isation. Generally, wireless communication is a method which allows people to transmit and 
receive information without a fixed line. In ancient times, sound, smoke, fire, etc., were used 
as basic wireless communication tools. However, all of these have very limited transmission 
distances. If a long distance communication is needed, they have to build and maintain a lot 
of relays and it will cost lots of resources. Furthermore, these old wireless communication 
methods usually can not carry much information due to their simple styles. Wireless commu-
nications over long distances and using complex messages were impossible in that time. 
This changed after the discovery of electromagnetic waves in the end of the 19th century. Peo-
ple found that the electromagnetic waves can travel a long distance and can be detected by 
suitable equipment, often called a receiver. Lots of research and experiments have been done 
in order to implement the wireless communication using electromagnetic waves. In 1895, Mar-
coni demonstrated the first radio transmission between two distant places and this can be seen 
as the birth of radio communications. After that, radio communication advanced quickly to 
enable transmission over longer distance, using lower power consumptions, higher throughput, 
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more reliable communications, cheap devices, etc. All of these make radio communications 
can not only be used by governments, business, and organisations, but also can be privately 
-, used by individuals. Wireless communications are used in all kinds of fields of life and lots 
of new applications are advanced everyday. Currently the most popular applications of wire-
less communications may include mobile networks, wireless local area networks (WLAN), and 
television broadcast networks. Televisions are almost universal electronic equipment in fami-
lies and it also is an important form of relaxation for human beings. The mobile networks and 
wireless local area networks have not only become the critical parts of business communica-
tions-but also  one of the key methods to form and develop personal relationships. People have 
already developed powerful mobile networks and they will be introduced in the next section. 
1.2 Cellular radio system 
Cellular radio system is one of most important applications of radio communications. Currently 
there are more than two billion users of cellular radio systems and cellular networks are dis-
tributed almost all over the world. The first successful and widely accepted cellular network is 
GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) systems which have been deployed world-
wide as second-generation (2G) mobile communications systems. It is originally developed to 
transmit voice but also can be used for data transmission. It can support maximum 9.6kbps 
for uplink and downlink. In order to satisfy the throughput requirements of new applications, 
the third-generation (3G) mobile communication systems are developed by Europe, China, and 
USA respectively. There are three kinds of 3G mobile systems, including WCDMA (wide-
band code division multiple access), TD-SCDMA (time division - synchronous code division 
multiple access), and CDMA2000 (code division multiple access 2000). All of these are based 
on CDMA (code division multiple access) technology and can greatly increase the throughput 
compared to 2G mobile systems. The WCDMA system uses a 5MHz bandwidth and originally 
the peak data rate was 2Mbps. The updated version of WCDMA system can support up to 
28Mbps for downlink and 11Mbps for uplink. The CDMA2000 system only uses 1.25MHz of 
spectrum but its maximal supported data rate is 307.7kbps which is much smaller compared to 
the WCDMA system. The TD-SCDMA system is the combination of a TDMA (time division 
multiple access) component and a CDMA component. This system uses of 1.6MHz spectrum 
and can support up to 2Mbps for the initial version and 2.8Mbps for the updated version. To 
further increase the throughput, the fourth generation (4G) mobile network also has been stud- 
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ied. Currently, there are two technologies that can be seen as potential 4G technology: one 
is LTE (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System Long Term Evolution) and the other is 
WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access). Unlike the 3G mobile networks, 
OFDM (orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing) not CDMA technology is used in both 
LTE and WiMAX. The multiple antenna technologies will also be used in these two networks 
and both of the radio networks will support up to more than 100Mbps data rate. 
Figure 1.1: Example of cell deployment: reuse one with three sectors 
From the above description of mobile radio networks, it is clear to see that the main purposes of 
study on mobile radio network are to support more applications according to the requirements, 
increase the cell throughput with limited spectrum resource, and improve the reliability of wire-
less communications. However, one of major factors to limit the cell throughput and coverage 
of mobile radio network is the co-channel interference (CCI) caused by reusing of spectrum. 
Since the total spectrum is limited, some cells have to use the overlapping spectrum resource 
and this will reduce the performance of mobile network. Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 show two 
examples of cell planning for cellular systems, one is reuse one case and the other is reuse three 
case. In the two examples, each cellular network includes 19 cells. The base stations (BS) in 
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Figure 1.2: Example of cell deployment: reuse three with three sectors 
sector use the same spectrum and thus it will receive the interference from other cells and other 
sectors in its own cell. In Figure 1.2, the sectors in one cell use different spectrum resource but 
every cell uses the same spectrum. In this case one sector in a cell only receive the interference 
from other cells and there is no intra-cell interference. Of course the reuse three case will have 
a better coverage and a higher cell throughput due to less interference, but it needs three times 
more spectrum compared to the reuse one scenario. Therefore, one of the major challenges of a 
cellular radio system is how to control the co-channel interference to enable low spectrum reuse 
factors when spectrum resources are scarce. In this thesis we consider interference mitigation 
using multiple antennas when multiple radio systems coexist in overlapping spectrum. 
1.3 	Contributions and structure of thesis 
The major objective of this thesis is applying multiple antenna technology to coexisting radio 
environments to cancel or control the co-channel interference and improve the performance of 
coexisting radio systems. We need to show how the multiple antenna technologies are used 
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in cognitive radio environments and what performance the cognitive radio system can achieve 
with the help of multiple antennas while considering :the computational complexity and the 
hardware costs. Basically, we will focus our interest on downlink multiple input and single 
output cognitive radio environments. 
This thesis is organised in six chapters and in the introduction chapter a general view of wireless 
communications are given. We also describes the basic idea of cellular radio system which is a 
major research topic and coexistence of cellular networks may be an important application of 
cognitive radio. The rest of this thesis is organised as follows: 
Chapter 2 describes the background information of this thesis. We firstly discuss the concept of 
cognitive radio, then analyse the interference scenarios and the possible applications. Further-
more the basic interference channel model and fundamental results of the interference channel 
are Ipresented. An introduction to multiple antenna technologies forms the final part of this 
chapter. 
Chapter 3 discusses the single system precoding method for cognitive radio environments. An 
optimal interference constrained precoding method is proposed for a given interference limit 
of the primary system when only interference channel and data channel state inforthation are 
known by the transmitter of the secondary system. This chapter also compares the performance 
of several single system precoding methods and it shows that the proposed method achieves the 
best performance with the constraint of a given interference power level. 
Chapter 4 discusses and analyses the joint beamforming approaches when both the interfer-
ence channel and data channel information of the primary system and the secondary system 
are known by the two transmitters. The adaptive joint beamforming and overall performance 
optimisation beamforming methods are proposed and analysed in this scenario. The adaptive 
joint beamforming can dynamically adjust the precoding vectors according to the channel state 
information, and it maximises the signal to interference and noise ratio of the secondary system 
while keeping the QoS (quality of service) of the primary system at a certain level. For theover 
all performance optimisation beamforming, the sum mean squared error and sum throughput 
are used as our optimisation metrics. 
Chapter 5 applies antenna selection technology in multiple input and single output cognitive 
radio environment to reduce the cost of the radio chain because of the application of multiple 
antennas. Two scenarios, single antenna selection and multiple antenna selection with beam- 
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forming, are considered. For the single antenna selection scheme, a maximum signal to leak 
interference power ratio method is proposed to achieve a performance trade-off between the 
primary system and the secondary system. A subset optimal selection method is proposed for 
the multiple antennas selection scenario to reduce the computational complexity while keeping 
near optimal performance. 
Chapter 6 summarises and concludes this thesis. The limitations of this thesis and possible 
further research topics for cognitive radio are also presented in this chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Cognitive Radio and Multiple 
. Antennas 
The interest of this thesis is to discuss and design advanced transmitter and/or receiver tech-
niques for coexisting radio environments. More specifically this thesis deals with the applica-
tion, of multiple antenna technologies in cognitive radio systems to increase the overall spec-
trum efficiency with reasonable and acceptable effects on the radio network that owns licensed 
spectrum. 	 . 	 . 
The background of this thesis is introduced in this chapter. In Section 2.1, the basic ideas of 
cognitive radio, its benefits and technical difficulties, interference scenarios, and possible ap-
plications are first reviewed; then for better understanding the physical layer model of cognitive 
radio, a brief description of the interference channel, which has already been studied for more 
than thirty years, is given in Section 2.2; Section 2.3 is an introduction of multiple antenna 
technologies, and finally this chapter is concluded in Section 2.4. 
2.1 	Cognitive radio 
The cognitive radio is an novel idea which comes from Mitola [3] to increase overall spectrum 
efficiency. In this section, the background of cognitive radio is reviewed. Basically this section 
answers the following three questions: 
Why and what is cognitive radio, including the benefits and technical challenges? 
What kind of interference do cognitive radio systems have to suffer? 
How can the cognitive radio technologies be used? 
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Figure 2.1: Measurements of spectrum usage near London (Ofcom) 
2.1.1 Introduction 
The development of radio communication technologies have greatly increased people's living 
quality. Nowadays, many wireless communication applications have emerged and people re-
quire wireless communications to have higher transmission rates, higher reliability, and better 
coverage. Thus the frequency spectrum has become more and more congested. Some inves-
tigations, however, illustrate that the spectrum resources allocated to users are often not used 
sufficiently [4] [5]. For example, the Office of Communications (Ofcom) has made measure-
ments of spectrum usage near London in different places and times, and the results are shown 
in Figure 2.11  [6]. This result clearly indicates that many spectrum resources are not fully 
utilised. Only a small percentage of spectrum is used in any time. This gives an opportunity to 
increase spectrum efficiency and expand radio access via reusing the spectrum by other radio 
communication systems when it is vacant. Cooperation between two radio systems may or may 
not be needed depending on scenarios. This idea, called "cognitive radio" and advanced by Joe 
Mitola in his PhD thesis in 2000 [3], has attracted lots of attention from academia and industry. 
'There is no clear units for the usage of spectrum in Figure 2.1 on Ofcom website. Basically the lower value 
indicates the lower spectrum usage and higher value means the higher spectrum usage in this figure [6]. 
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2.1.1.1 Definition of cognitive radio 
Cognitive radio can be seen as an adaptive software defined radio (SDR) according to the radio 
frequency (RF) environment. But what is the essence of cognitive radio? A generic definition 
of cognitive radio is proposed by Simon Haykin [7]: 
"The cognitive radio is an intelligent wireless communication system, which can be 
adaptive to its environment through adjusting its internal states in order to support 
highly reliable communications and efficient utilisation of the radio spectrum." 
This definition expresses at least three important requirements: 
In cognitive radio. environments radio systems are coexisting. This is why the radio 
systems need to sense the radio environment. The word "coexistence" means that several 
systems operate in an overlapping frequency domain. 
Radio systems need to adjust their internal states to increase their performance, such 
as spedtrum efficiency and quality of communication (e.g.,bit error rate). These inter-
nal states may include transmission power, carrier frequency, modulation constellation, 
transmission and detection strategy, and so on. 
Cognitive radio systems are intelligence radio systems. It can adaptively adjust its state 
according to surrounding radio environments and its own requirements, such as interfer-
ence level, spectrum usages, and throughput requirement. 
Altogether, the key point of cognitive radio is "spectrum sharing". Basically, two or more radio 
systems utilising the overlapping RF band can be included in cognitive environments. Some 
of them are licensed primary systems which have higher priority and the others are secondary 
systems with low priority. Higher priority systems have higher communication quality guaran-
tees or preferential access to the radio resource. The secondary system can access the licensed 
spectrum only when it causes no interference or acceptable interference to the primary system. 
However, if the legacy radio systems are directly used as the primary system in cognitive radio 
environment, the performance improvement, including spectrum efficiency, coverage, reliabil-
ity, etc., may be very.  limited. One reason is these radio systems usually have very limited-
capability to counter interference, especially from coexisting radio systems, and some radio 
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distinguish the coexisting interference from received interference and noise. The other reason 
is current radio systems have no capability to measure interference channels to/from coexisting 
radio system, and this information usually is very important for interference management for 
cognitive radio. Without loss of generality, a typical cognitive radio scenario which will be 
discussed in the following part of this thesis is presented in Figure 2.2. The primary system is 
denoted as System A, and the secondary system is denoted as System B. 
Figure 2.2: Typical scenario of cognitive radio 
Some papers that discuss coexisting scenarios are now considered. The coexisting scenarios are 
classified into three types based on the discussion in [8], including underlay, overlay, and in-
terweave approaches. The underlay system would allow the primary system and the secondary 
system to transmit signals at the same time, and the secondary system uses the spectrum mask 
to guarantee that the interference generated by the secondary system is below the acceptable 
interference level for the primary system. Typically, it is a wideband system coexisting with 
a narrow band system, and the narrow band system appears as co-channel interference to the 
wideband system. Several papers have focused on such a coexisting scenario, such as ultra-
wide band (UWB) [9] [10] [11], or code division multiple access system (CDMA) coexisting 
with other relatively narrow band radio systems [12]. The overlay system also allows the co-
existing radio system to transmit signals while the primary system is using the spectrum. The 
secondary system only uses part of its power to transmit its own signals and the rest of the 
power is used to help the primary system to cancel the co-channel interference. Normally, 
the secondary system needs to know the signals transmitted by the primary system, and relay 
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technology [13] [14] [15] or dirty paper coding [16] [17] technology may be used, in such sce-
narios. The last one is the interweave approach, in which the secondary system only transmit 
its signals when it finds a "hole" This hole may be in the time domain [18], the frequency 
domain [19] [20] or any orthogonal domain, and it may change according to the primary radio. 
The secondary system dynamically detects these holes and utilises them without generating 
interference to the primary system. 
2.1.1.2 Benefits and technical challenges of cognitive radio 
The benefits of cognitive radio is as follows: 
Spectrum efficiency One of the major benefits of cognitive radio is to improve the spectrum 
efficiency. It allows multiple radio systems to share the spectrum in order to improve 
the system throughput. Some papers have already discussed the throughput issues for 
cognitive radio. Reference [8] discussed the potential throughput of cognitive radio for 
different cognitive radio scenarios; the theoretical capacity of cognitive radio when side 
information is available ig presented in [16] and [17]. 
Improve quality of service (Q0S) For individual users, the cognitive radio can improve their 
quality of service. Firstly, the total throughput will increase, and it means each user can 
have a higher traffic rate or more users can be supported. Moreover, the users can access 
the radio network via the secondary system when the signal of the primary system is too 
Weak to be received because of channel fading, and it means the reliability and coverage 
of communication are improved. 
Higher power efficiency The cognitive radio system can improve the power efficiency since 
normally it should havea good power control in order to reduce the interference to the 
primary system For the same reason, the coexisting radio system only covers the neces-
sary communication area which usually is a small area. All of these can reduce the power 
consumption and supply high throughput and therefore increase the power efficiency. It 
is also positive for the environment, and a similar concept, green radio [21], has been 
proposed recently to save power and decrease the emission of carbon dioxide. 
Lower spectrum costs .For the point of view of operators, the cost of spectrum will be reduced 
when using cognitive radio. One operator can share the spectrum with other operators 
when it does not fully use the spectrum, therefore these operators who are coexisting in 
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overlapping spectrum can share the costs and revenues of using the spectrum. This also 
gives regulator flexibility of allocating spectrum resource. 
Despite the. above benefits, cognitive radio researchers have to solve the following technical 
challenges in order to apply this idea in the real world: 
Co-channel interference Since these radio systems utilise overlapping frequency space, they 
would have to suffer co-channel interference from each other whichever type of coex-
istence is used. As per the definition of cognitive radio, the secondary system should 
not generate serious interference to the primary system and only a little degradation on 
the performance for the primary system can be acceptable. Thus, how to eliminate the 
interference is the first challenge for cognitive radio systems. 
Extra information In order to control and manage the interference, the coexisting radio sys-
tem needs to know some extra information about surrounding environments and even 
some information from the primary system. For example, if the secondary system would 
like to use the spectrum which is not used by the primary system, it must firstly sense 
the radio environments and detect which spectrum can be used. This. procedure has to 
be done repeatedly since the primary system may change the spectrum allocation from 
time to time. Moreover, it will be good for the secondary system if it knows the interfer-
ence channel between the base station of the secondary system and the terminals of the 
primary system. This information may be used to determine the maximum transmission 
power of the secondary system. However, current radio systems do not provide such in-
formation. This means current radio systems can not be used directly in cognitive radio 
environments and modifications must be implemented not only for the secondary system 
but also for the primary system. 
Complexity The cognitive radio system increases the spectrum efficiency and QoS of users at 
the cost of extra complexity. This may include both hardware complexity and software 
complexity. Some new equipment may be needed to sense the radio environment and 
mitigate interference. Since cognitive radio has to be adaptive according to the environ-
ment, dynamic algorithms also have to be used. All of these will increase the complexity 
of a cognitive radio system. 
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2.1.1.3 Key features, of cognitive radio 
Cognitive radio is a very complex technology, and it may include many techniques from the 
physical layer to higher layers. A brief discussion about three mainly research topics in physical 
layer and MAC layer for cognitive is listed in the following: 
Spectrum sensing is an important functionality in cognitive radio since the secondary system 
needs to know how the spectrum is used by the primary system. Generally, there are three types 
of spectrum sensing, and they are energy detection [22], coherent detection [23], and cyclosta-
tionary feature detection [23]. These detection methods may be used in different scenarios. 
Energy detection is the optimal approach if only the local noise power is .known by the 'sec-
ondary system [24]. However if the secondary system knows some information of the primary 
system, such as the pilots, preamble, or any synchronisation message formats, it will be much 
better to use coherent detection. The cyclostationary detector is used to obtain the power of the 
primary system from received interference and added noise. 
Interference mitigation is an key issue for cognitive radio since it directly links to the per-
formance of the cognitive radio network. Multiple user detection and multiple antenna tech-
nologies can be used for interference mitigation in cognitive radio. Since multiple antennas can 
supply extra degrees of freedom for radio systems and have the ability to control interference, 
lots of papers apply multiple antennas in cognitive radio networks [25] [26] [27] [28] [29]. Gen-
erally, multiple antennas, combined with other techniques, are used to, achieve the best trade-off 
between the primary system and the secondary system according to difference scenarios. 
Resource allocation is another important topic for cognitive radio. The resource may include 
spectrum, time slots, transmit power, etc. The secondary system can control or avoid interfer-
ence to the primary system through allocating user different resource according to surrounding 
radio environments. 
2.1.2 Analysis of interference scenarios 
As was discussed in the previous subsection, the key problem of cognitive radio is co-channel 
interference. In this subsection, we analyse the interference scenarios for cellular cognitive 
radio systems to see how the coexistence impacts on the performance of radio systems. In this 
subsection, we assume that there are two cellular radio systems and both radio systems are time 
division duplex (TDD) systems, as shown in Figure 2.3 (Note: both radio system are multiple 
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cell cellular systems, and only one cell is presented in this figure.) 
System A Primary 
System B Seconda 
Figure 2.3: Coexistence of two cellular radio systems 
Firstly, we assume that the two radio systems have the same frame structure and they are syn-
chronised, and the two systems switch between uplink and downlink at the same time, as in 
Figure 2.4. Then for the downlink of the primary system, the interference received by the user 
of system A includes two parts: one is from the base stations of its own system which use 
the, same spectrum resource as this cell (inter-cell interference), and the other is from the base 
stations of the secondary radio system which share the same spectrum resource (inter-radio 
interference). The uplink interference is similar with the downlink case. The interference re-
ceived by the base stations of the primary system in a cell also includes two parts: one is from 
the users of other sector/cell in its own network, and the other is from the users of the coex-
isting radio network. All the users who cause interference to this cell users share or reuse the 
spectrum which is used by this cell 
Now we consider more complex scenario in which the two radio system are unsynchronised, 
shown in Figure 2.5. In this case, the downlink interference received by users of the primary 
system not only include the interference come from the base stations (the base stations in its 
own system who reuse the spectrum and the base stations from the coexisting radio system who 
share the spectrum), but also includes the users of the coexisting radio system who send uplink 
data to its serving base stations. Furthermore, it is more serious when the user who generates 
the interference is near to the user who tries to receive signals from its serving base station. 
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System A 	 DL 	 UL 
System B 	 DL 	 UL 
Figure 2.4: Interference scenario of synchronised CR 
System A 
System B 
Figure 2.5: Interference scenario of unsynchronised CR 
For the uplink scenario, the base station will not only be interfered with by other co-channel 
users but also the base stations of the coexisting radio system who also utilise the overlapping 
spectrum resource since the two coexisting radio systems are not synchronised. 
In the rest of this thesis, we will only consider the synchronised scenario in order to simplify 
the problem. 
2.1.3 Application of cognitive radio 
Basically, cognitive radio technologies can be used in any environment in which multiple ra-
dio systems share the spectrum and need to dynamically control and mitigate the interference 
with some intelligence. In this subsection, two very hot topics, femtocell and self-organising 
networks (SON), in which cognitive radio technologies may be used, are introduced. 
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Figure 2.6: Femtocell 
2.1.3.1 Femtocell 
Femtocell is a new concept that allows users to install a small base station typically in indoor 
environments using licensed spectrum [30] [31] [32]. It connects to wireless networks by a 
broadband connection such as asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL), shown in Figure 2.6. 
The aim of this technology is to solve the problem of indoor coverage for cellular radio sys-
tems The mobile users can reduce the cost because normally the broadband connection is 
cheaper' than wireless connection. The throughput for indoor environments can also be in-
creased because the whole licensed spectrum can be used by the femtocell base station. From 
an operator's point, of view, femtocell technology can also reduce the cost of building a radio 
network and network maintenance expense because the macrocell base station only needs to 
cover those users who can not connect via a femtocell base station and it reduces the number of 
• 	required macrocell base stations and the throughput as well as coverage requirements of each 
macrocell. 	 • 	• 
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On the other hand, the owner of a femtocell base station may just want a few users to access 
his femtocell since he pays the expense of maintenance and the broadband connection. For 
example, a closed subscriber group (CSG) femtocell base station is defined in 802.16m [33] 
and it is accessible only to mobile stations which are members of this femtocell except for 
emergency service. In this case, users which are covered by the femtocell base station but 
can not access this femtocell will have to suffer strong interference and may not be able to 
connect with its own macrocell base stationlfemtocell base station. Therefore, the cognitive 
radio technologies can be used to deal with the coexistence of femtocell and macrocell and thus 
mitigate the interference in order to reduce the effect on the macrocell connected users. 
Compute configuration parameters 




Network Status 	 Distribution/application of 
Measurements computed parameters 
Figure 2.7: Seif-organising network 
2.1.3.2 Self-organising network 
Self-organising network (SON) is another hot topic which is included in System Description 
Document of 802.16m [33]. Current networks are managed manually and it is quite difficult 
for large-scale systems due to growing complexity. Highly skilled engineers are needed there-
fore increasing the cost of operators. The aim of SON is try to achieve an automatic network 
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management system which removes human intervention from the "control/management loop" 
and increases the system efficiency and system reliability. Further more, it can also place the 
intelligence in the network and simplify overall network management tasks. 
Typically, a SON operation has three steps, network status measurements, parameter optimisa-
tion, and configuration, shown in Figure 2.7. The network status measurements may include 
interference measurements, spectrum usage of adjacent cells, etc; and the optimised parame-
ters may be transmission power, modulation and coding scheme, spectrum allocation etc. It is 
clear that SON system is just like a cognitive radio system and both of them are intelligent and 
can dynamically adjust according to the surrounding envirOnment. Thus the algorithms used in 
cognitive radio can be directly used in SON. 
2.2 Interference channel 
An interference channel model is a .scenario. where multiple independent transmitters try to 
communicate their separate information to corresponding receivers using the same frequency [34]. 
The receiver will not only receive the signals but also receive the interference transmitted by 
the other transmitters. The study on interference channel is trying to answer two questions: 
What is the capacity bound of the interference channel? 
How can the capacity be achieved? 
This issue has already been discussed for more than thirty years, and a review of interference 
channel and many basic results of interference channel can be found in [34] and [35]. In 
this section, the fundamental results are given to help to understand interference mitigation 
of cognitive radio. We also assume that the transmitters do not have the side information which 
includes the transmitted signals of other transmitters. 
A simple model of interference channel is presented in Figure 2.8. There are two transmitters 
and two receivers in this figure (System 1 and System 2). Without loss of generality, we assume 
that it is a Gaussian interference channel, which means that the two data channels are added 
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can be expressed as: 
Ill = Si + /S2 + z1 	 (2.1) 
y2=/jsi+s2+z2 
The sl and 82  are transmitted signals with power of P1 and P2 respectively. In the receiver, the 
z1 and z2 are added Gaussian noise with zero mean and variances c2 and 7 respectively. a12 
and a21 > 0 are the interference channel power gain which determine the achievable capacity 
of Gaussian interference channel. 
Generally, the interference channel model can be classified into the following classes according 
to the value of a12  and a21: 
No interference When a12 = a21 = 0, the interference channel becomes two parallel inde-
pendent AWGN channels. Therefore, the capacity region for this scenario is a rectangle. 




Figure 2.8: Gaussian interference channel 
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Very strong interference When a2l and a12  satisfy the following conditions simultaneously, 
a21 	(P1 + 	 (2.3) 
a12 	(P2 + 	 (2.4) 
it is the called very strong interference case. Then the interference is no harm to data 
signals and the capacity region is just like no interference scenario [34]. This is because 
in this case it is possible for both receivers to estimate the interfering signal in a first 
decoding step, and then subtract it away. 
Strong interference When a21 and a12  satisfy the following conditions simultaneously, 
a21 > 	 (2.5) 
a12 > 	 (2.6) 
then it is called the strong interference scenario. The capacity region .is given as fol-
lows [36] [37] [38], shown in Figure 2.9: 
0< R1 <C1 	(2.7) 
0R2 C2  




2 	 011 	
22 
Weak and moderate interference When a21 and a12 E (0, 1), it is called the weak or mod-
erate interference scenario. The completed capacity region is unknown Even when 
a21 = 0 or a12 = 0 and the other coefficient e (0, 1), the capacity region is still un-
known. 
2.3 Multiple antennas technologies 
Multiple-antenna techniques are one of the most important technological breakthroughs in the 
radio communication field during the last ten years [39]. It utilises space-time signal processing 
and multiple antennas to obtain higher capacity or transmission reliability for wireless commu-
nication. The basic form of a multiple antenna system, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) 
system, uses multiple antennas at both the base stations and the user terminals. The system 
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Figure 2.9: Capacity region for the strong interference scenario 
model of MIMO is shown in Figure 2.10, which is compared with a single input single output 
(SISO) system. When only one side of the radio system, i.e. the transmitter or receiver, has 
multiple antennas, the system can be called multiple input single output (MISO) or single input 
multiple output (SIMO) system. The system models of MISO and SIMO are shown in Fig-
ure 2.11. The key feature of multiple-antenna systems is that this technology turns multipath 
propagation into a benefit for users, which normally is considered as a defect in wireless trans-
mission. Initial work in this area shows that a MIIvIO system can be seen as multiple parallel 
SISO systems without any co-channel interference due to the independent of fading between 
each pair of transmitter and receiver antennas [40] To summarise the literature about multiple 
antenna systems, we can conclude that this technique can offer three kinds of advantages: 
1. Multiplexing gain; The MIMO technologies offer a capacity increase without increasing 
transmitted power and extending bandwidth. This gain, the so called multiplexing gain, is 
realised though transmitting multiple independent data streams from multiple antennas. 
The receiver can separate the data if the channel is ideal (the rank of channel matrix is 
greater than or equal to the number of independent data signals) and the channel state 
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Channel 	 Channel 
sIso 	 LJY MIM0 Y—L] 
Figure 2.10: SISO & MIMO.systém models 
information is known. 
Space diversity gain; Diversity is a strong technology to reduce the effect of the fading 
in radio systems. The basic ideal of diversity is to transmit the same data through inde-
pendent channels. For a MIMO system, the channel between each antenna pair is inde-
pendent (ideal channel assumption) and therefore it can offer diversity gain. Moreover, 
the diversity gain can improve the quality of received signals in fading environments, 
therefore improves the capacity performance and/or reliability. 
Interference cancellation; Due to the independence, of the fading channels, the MIMO 
system has ability to avoid/mitigate the interference to/from other co-channel systems 
through selecting suitable transmitted/received vectors. 
Overviews about MIMO technologies can be found in [39] [41]. Since our focus is interfer-
ence mitigation for cognitive radio in this thesis, only related topics in MIMO technology are 
reviewed, including the basic MIMO capacity, the detection technologies, precoding, smart 
antennas, and multiple antennas in cognitive radio. 
2.3.1 Singular value decomposition 
The singular value decomposition (SVD) is the theoretical foundation of MIMO technology. 
It has been used when MIMO technology was introduced in 1995 [42]. In most of papers, 
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Channel 







Figure 2.11: SIMO & MISO system models 
this is used to calculate, the capacity of MIMO system and to 'prove that MIMO system can 
offer a capacity gain which is proportional to the rank of channel matrix when the channel state 
information is known. In this method, the detection task is to recover each transmitter's signal 
at the receiver. Its basic structure is shown in Figure 2.12. 




Figure 2.12: Singular value decomposition block diagram 
Assume that there are N antennas in the transmitter and receiver respectively, and the elements 
of channel matrix H are independent. It means that the rank of H is equal to N. Then the 
channel information matrix H can be decomposed as: 
H=UDV' 	 , 	(2.8) 
where U and V are both unitary mafrices respectively, and V' is the conjugate transpose of 
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matrix V. D = diag {/X, 	, /)7} is a diagonal matrix of the singular values of 
the channel state matrix H, and Aj is the eigenvalue of H. The transmitted signals x, whose 
elements are independent, are precoded by the matrix V at the transmitter and is expressed as 
R. Therefore 
=Vx 	 (2.9) 
The received signals are filtered by UH  at receiver, as shown in Equation (2.10). 
y = uHy=uHH+uHz  
= UHHVX + I = (UHU)D(VHV)x + 1 	 (2.10) 
=Dx+I 
where z is the added Gaussian noise vector with unity power, and—z is filtered by U, defined as 
I=U11z. 
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Figure 2.13: Capacity of MIMO systems 
It is obvious from Equation (2.10) that the MIMO system can be seen as N = rank (H) parallel 
channels without interference because D is a diagonal matrix. Since U and V are unitary 
matrices, the transmitted power of signals and the received noise power will not be increased 
by this transformation. 
The capacity of the MIMO channel can be expressed as Equation (2.11) when equal transmitted 
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power is applied to each antenna [40] 
C = log det[(INR + (/NT )HHH} 	 (2.11) 
where is the average signal to noise power ratio (SNR); IV,-, NR are the number of antennas 
at the transmitter and receiver, respectively; IN, is identity matrix with size NR; det(.) is the 
matrix determinant. The capacity of a MIMO system corresponding to the average SNR and 
the number of antennas (NT = NR) are shown in Figure 2.13. It is clear that increasing the 
number of antennas can greatly increase the capacity of system. 
When the water-filling algorithm (optimal power and bit loading algorithm) is used, the maxi-
nium value of capacity can be achieved [39]: 
(2.12) 
C = E(1og()) 	 (2.13) 
where P is the total power; A, is the eigenvalue of the channel matrix and P is the so-called 




This algorithm cannot be easily implemented in practical systems since the number, of transmit-
ted bits must be an integer. Simple approximations from water-filling results are not necessarily 
optimal. A greedy algorithm, which is the optimal discrete bit loading and power allocation 
algorithm, is introduced by [43]. Some algorithms with reduced complexity have also been 
advanced [44]. 
2.3.2 Linear detection and linear precoding 
The optimal detector for MIMO in the sense of minimising error probability is the maximum 
likelihood (ML) detector. However;  this method has to search in the full space to obtain re-
sults. Some fast algorithms for sphere decoding have been developed to reduce the complex-
ity [45]. In this subsection our interest is in linear algorithms, and two kinds of linear detec-
tor/precoding technologies, including zero-forcing (ZF) and the linear minimum mean squared 
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Channel 	- [ 	Receiver 
H - H 	M
-------------------------------- 
Figure 2.14: Linear detector block diagram 
error. (MMSE), are discussed.. 
The architecture of the linear detector is presented in Figure 2.14. The received signals are 
filtered by a transforming matrix M. The ZF detector cancels all the interference from other 
independent streams, and the MMSE try to achieve the best trade-off between interference and 
noise. The difference between ZF and MMSE is the transformation matrix. For the ZF, the 
transformation matrix M is the left pseudo-inverse of channel matrix H: 
M (H"H)H' 	 (2.15) 
For MMSE, the decorrelation matrix M is [41]: 
M = (H"H + NR/INT)'H" 	 . (2.16) 
The performance of the MMSE detector tends to that of the ZF detector when the signal to 
noise power ratio is high. It is well known that ZF will enhance the effect of noise, and, hence, 
have poor power efficiency. 
The linear detector is a receiver side technology. Similar technologies used in transmitter side 
are precoding which also includes the transmit ZF and transmit MMSE (also named the Wiener 
filter) [46]. Before signals are transmitted, the data messages are precoded by a transformation 
matrix, as shown in Figure 2.15. This transformation matrix is the right pseudo-inverse of 
channel state matrix for the transmit ZF technology (equation (2.17)) [46] [47]. This method 
will increase the transmission power and decrease the power efficiency, if the matrix is ill-
conditioned. For transmit MMSE, the transformation matrix is more complex and can be found 
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Transmitter. - Channel Z: 
M 	 H 
-------------------------------- 
Figure 2.15: Linear precoding block diagram 
in [46]. 
M .= HhI(HHH)_l 	 (2.17) 
2.3.3 Spatial decision feedback equalisation 
The disadvantages of linear equalisation and precoding can be overcome by spatial decision 
feedback equalisation (DFE) [47] [48]. This method is similar to successive interference can-
cellation (SIC) in multi-user detection [49]. 
Channel Z [----------------------------------------------------- 
X 
H -ø.EH 	H-H 	H__H Decson L 
Transmitter 	 Receiver 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Figure 2.16: Decision feedback equalisation block diagram 
The block diagram of the DFE is shown in Figure 2.16. The receiver consists of a feed-forward 
matrix F , a diagonal matrix G, and a feedback matrix B. These three transformation matrices 
can be obtained from the channel state information matrix H. The channel state information 
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matrix can be decomposed as: (QL decomposition) 
	
H = FHS 	 (2.18) 
where, F is a unitary matrix; S is a low triangular matrix; Then define a matrix S as 
B=GS 	 (2.19) 
where G = diag {s', 	, s'}, N denotes the minimum of AIR and NT. The DFE is a NN 
receiver-side technology for MIMO detection. In the first stage the antenna which is decoded is 
only disturbed by noise. The data for the current antenna is decoded depending on the previous 
stage results. If the SNR of the received signals is low, this detector may lead to inaccurate 
decoding for the antennas. This is because incorrect data decisions will cause increased inter-
ference, an effect called error propagation. If the feedback part is moved to transmitter side, 
this problem can be overcome. In this case, the channel state matrix H is decomposed in an 
LQ sense (a low triangular matrix multiplies a unitary matrix) when the feed-forward matrix is 
also moved to transmitter side. However, the feedback operation in the transmitter will lead to 
the increase of transmitter power. 
The above decomposition is described for the zero-forcing case. For lower SNR, some per-
formance advantage may be achieved when the transformation matrix is generated using the 
MMSE criterion. 
2.3.4 Non-linear precoding 
The disadvantage of the DFE is its performance will greatly degrade due to error propagation 
when the SNR is low. Although moving the feedback matrix to transmitter can overcome this 
problem, this will lead to the increase of transmitter power which will limit system performance, 
and, thus lower power efficiency. To overcome these shortcomings, the Tomlinson-Harashima 
precoding (THP) technique can be used. This method was initially proposed for mitigating 
inter-symbol interference of SISO channels [50]. Itcan also be used in MEMO-DFE systems 
[47]. The block diagram of THP is shown in Figure 2.17. 
The THP in fact is a modulo operation in the feedback loop. It constrains the encoded signals in 
a square area which includes the signal constellation. For example, as shown in Figure 2.18, if 
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Transmitter 	Channel 	z 	Receiver 
-p--H MOD 	H F 	H H-i-H_GH Decision. 
Figure 2.17: Tomlinson-harashima precoding block diagram 
the constellation (M-QAM modulation) is a + jag, where al, aQ E {±1, ±3,-
1) 
 
}, the constellation is bounded by the square area with width 2/M. In the receiver, the same 
modulo operation is utilised before decision model to resume the message. 
I 	• I 
---------- 




Figure 2.18: Modulo operation 	. 	. . 
After the modulo and feedback operations in the transmitter, for an ideal case, the signals can be 
assumed to be uniform distributed in the constrained area. This leads to a slight enhancement 
of transmitted power, but it is much less than if the modulo operation were not used at all. 
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2.3.5 Smart antennas 
The concept of smart antennas was proposed before MIMO technology. The main idea behind 
smart antenna technology is transmitting or receiving the signals using directional informa-
tion via signal processing to avoid interference to other co-channel receivers or to maximise the 
received SNR. The corresponding signal processing is carried out in the multi-antenna transmit-
ters or receivers. The typical technologies for smart antenna are maximum ratio transmission 
(MRT) and beamforming. 
The MRT is a two-side (transmitter and receiver) technique. It transmits a single data stream 
over multiple antennas after multiplication by a direction vector. In the receiver, the signals 
are multiplied by a weight vector to recover the signal. The direction vector is the eigen vector 
corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of the channel matrix [51]. This is the optimal 
transmission strategy in the terms of maximising the received SNR or in the terms of mutual 
information. Maximum ratio combination (MRC) is a special case for MRT in the case of a 
SIMO system. When multiple data streams are transmitted, an extended MRT is also proposed 
in [52]. 
Beamforming is another method to transmit signals for a multiple antenna system. It can be 
used in the transmitter-side or the receiver-side. The key idea is to transmit signals without 
interference. For the transmitter-side technique, the transmitted data stream is multiplied by a 
direction vector, which is orthogonal to the Other rows in the channel matrix. This means that 
the signal is transmitted to one receiver and Other receivers do not receive the signals. In this. 
case, the interference is mitigated to zero [52]. The receiver-side beamforming technique is 
similar with the transmitter-side one. The received signal vector is multiplied by a row vector, 
which is orthogonal to channel of interfering users, thus the interference from other users is 
zero. 	. 	. 	 . 
2.3.6 Comparison of MIMO detector 
The aim of this subsection is to compare the performance of different detection and precoding 
methods for MIMO via simulation. These methods include linear equalisation (ZF detector), 
DFE, and THP. Simulation conditions are shown in Table 2.1. 
The simulation results are shown in Figure 2.19. The nonlinear pre-coding method, THP, 
achieves the best performance among all the methods because of the usage of modulo operation 
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Number of transmitter antennas 4 
Number of receiver antennas 4 
Modulation type 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM) 
Average power of transmitted signals 0 dB (compared to 1.0) 
Channel Rayleigh fading channel, zero mean, unit power 




—e--- Linear Equalisation (ZF) 
—s-- Decision Feedback Equalisation (DFE) 
— e--Tomlinson - Harashima Precoding(THP) 
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Figure 2.19: Comparison of different  MIMO detectors 
in the transmitter side. The effect of modulo can be seen as virtually increasing the transmis-
sion power without really consuming extra power. However high noise may lead to a erroneous 
modulo operation and thus the worse performance. The linear equalisation method achieves 
the poorest performance since the decorrelation matrix increases the power of noise. The DFE 
method does not increase the effect of noise, but error propagation degrades its performance 
when the SNR is low. 
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2.4 Conclusion 
The cognitive radio is an intelligent radio system which allows multiple radio systems dynam-
ically to share the spectrum resource. It can increase the spectrum efficiency and improve the 
Q0S of users. Typically, a cognitive radio can be classified as an overlay, underlay, or inter-
weave system. Femtocell and SON are two important applications of cognitive radio systems. 
A major technical challenge of cognitive radio is co-channel interference in the physical layer. 
When the coexisting radio systems are unsynchronised, the interference becomes more serious. 
Multiple antenna is a technology which can supply multiplexing gain and diversity gain. Theo-
retically, the capacity of a multiple antenna system will linearly increase according to increase 
of the number of antennas. This technology can be used in cognitive radio systems to deal with 
the co-channel interference. In this chapter, several precoding and detection algorithms have 
been presented and compared for a better understanding in the following chapters in which 
the linear precoding algorithms are used to manage the interference in cognitive radio envi-
ronments. The single system beamforming methods in which the radio systems precode inde-
pendently are presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 discusses the joint system beamforming 
where both the interference channel and data channel information of the primary system and 
the secondary system are known by the two transmitters. 
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Single System Beamforming 
As discussed in the previous chapters, one major problem of cognitive radio is co-channel 
interference (CCI). The single system beamforming methods, in which transmitters of the co-
existing radio systems precode independently according to their own channel state information 
(CSI), are presented to cancel CCI in multiple input single output (MISO) cognitive radio (CR) 
system in this chapter. There are two key contributions in this chapter: an optimal interference-
constrained (IC) precoding method is proposed to maximise the performance of the secondary 
system while keeping the interference to the primary system below a given limit; and then we 
analyse and compare the performances of single system beamforming methods in a coexisting 
radio environment. 
Firstly, Section 3.1 gives a brief introduction of the MISO CR system and discusses why the 
beamforming technologies are needed for a such radio environment; then Section 3,2 describes 
the system model and basic assumptions used in this chapter. The known and proposed precod-
ing approaches are presented in Section 3.3 with:performance  analysis. Section 3.4 compares 
these approaches and gives a summary. Simulation results comparing the performances of these 
algorithms under various conditions are given in Section 3.5; finally, this chapter is concluded 
in Section 3.6. 
3.1 Introduction 
Cognitive radio (CR) has received much attention due to the lack of radio spectrum resources 
and the low usage statistics of existing spectrum allocations [4] [7].  The key idea of cognitive 
radio is the coexistence of multiple radio systems in overlapping frequency and/or time slots. 
Normally these two radio systems are called the primary system and the secondary system 
(coexisting system) respectively. 
Cognitive radio can be classified into two categories according to the interference models. The 
first one is the initial idea of the cognitive radio, called here "ordinary" cognitive radio, which 
LI 
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refers to the coexisting system only utilising those frequency bands or time slots which the 
primary system temporarily does not use so that the secondary system will not affect the per-
formance of the primary system and be interfered by the primary system. In this concept, the 
radio resource has only two conditions, reusable and un-reusable, depending on whether co-
channel interference exists [53]. However, in real systems, apart from co-channel interference 
due to the reuse of spectrum, there exists other interference to radio systems, such as environ-
mental noise, thermal noise, and so on. Therefore, the co-channel interference can be seen as 
a kind of "noise" and it may be controlled. Whether and how the radio resource can be reused 
depends on the total power of the noise. According to this, the second type of cognitive radio 
is the extension of the initial concept of cognitive radio, called here "general" cognitive radio, 
in which all the systems utilise the frequency bands or time slots at same time, whether there 
is interference or not. Thus, ordinary cognitive radio is a special case of "general" cognitive 
radio where the co-channel interference does not exist in the secondary user side. In the "gen-
eral" cognitive radio scenario, the primary system has to suffer co-channel interference from 
the secondary system therefore degrading its performance. How to eliminate the interference is 
the key factor in such coexisting radio systems. 
Multiple antenna technologies may be a potential solution for mitigating interference in co-
existing environments. It is one of the most important technological breakthroughs in recent 
years. This technology employs multiple antennas in the transmitter side and/or receiver side to 
achieve significant improvements in system performance, such as capacity, bit error rate (BER), 
and so on [40] [39]. Generally, multiple antennas can supply multiplexing gain, diversity gain, 
and co-channel interference suppression to the wireless system because of the independent 
channel fading between different pairs of antennas. 
Consider the downlink of a coexisting environment with multiple antennas. Since complex 
equipment is usually not used in the terminal side because of cost and power consumption, mul-
tiple antennas are often only employed in the base station side. Vector precoding technology is 
therefore used to improve system performance. Clearly, it is a typical MISO interference chan-
nel (IFC). In the case where the two systems know all the transmitted signals, dirty paper coding 
(DPC) is seen as the optimal approach to maximise the sum capacity performance [54] [55]. 
However, our major interest in CR system is not the sum capacity since the two systems have 
different priorities, and the particular challenge of the cognitive radio is that both the transmit-
ters and receivers are distributed and may be unable to coordinate with each other. Thus we 
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consider approaches which do not need knowledge of the other system's transmitted signals. In 
Larsson and Jorswieck's work [56] [57], they discussed the capacity region bound for MISO 
IFC based on game theory, but did not specify the vector precoding algorithms for a given per-
formance requirement for the primary. system. The maximum ratio transmission (MRT) method 
in [51] maximises the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), but it does not consider the interfer-
ence to the other radio system and therefore degrades its performance. The zero-forcing (ZF) 
method, which comes from multiple input and multiple output multi-user detection (MIMO-
MUD) techniques [58], perfectly mitigates the interference to other radio systems. However, it 
may degrade the power of desired signals and lose some of the diversity gain of the channel. 
The method proposed by Li, Trappe, and Yates in [59] for secret communications in the MISO 
case maximise the secrecy capacity, which is equal to the difference between message chan-
nel capacity and interference channel capacity. In this method the interference power might 
be small in some cases, but it also might be strong when doing this lead to a significant per-
formance increase for the desired user. However, this is not allowed for the cognitive radio 
environment since usually the performance of the primary system should be guaranteed and the 
interference power should be controlled below a certain value. 
In this chapter, our focus is on finding linear precoding solutions for the downlink of coex-
isting environments. We consider the single system case in which independent radio systems 
only know their own channel state information for the two terminals. Firstly, we present and 
prove the optimal interference free (IF) approach, which is equivalent to TxZF in MIMO sys-
tem in [46]; then a novel linear precoding approach, the interference constrained (IC) linear 
precoding algorithm, is proposed when the primary system can suffer controlled co-channel 
interference; moreover, we compare these linear approaches under different assumptions of 
channel state information. The simulation results of these approaches under variable chan-
nel environments show that the proposed precoding algorithm can maximise the utilisation of 
multiple antennas and greatly improve the system performance under reasonable constraints. 
3.2 System model 
A block diagram of the multiple-input and single-output cognitive radio (MISO-CR) system for 
downlink transmission is shown in Figure 3.1. Suppose that there are two radio systems, system 
A and system B. System A is the primary system and system B is the secondary system. It is 
representative of a typical coexisting environment. The base stations of system A and system B 
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of MISO-CR system showing the base stations of system A & B 
transmitting to users A & B 
have NA and NB antennas respectively. We assume that NA > 2 and NB ~: 2. In order to avoid 
the issue of designing space-time precoders in the transmitters, we assume that the messages of 
system A and system B are scalars, expressed as SA and SB e .C, where C is complex space. 
They are multiplied by the precoding vectors VA E CNA xl and VB e CNB xl, then transmitted 
over frequency non-selective radio channels. In Figure 3.1, the row vectors bAA E Cl )<'A 
hAB E C1XNA, hBB E C1 j, and hBA E C'xNB are channel vectors, whose elements are 
defined for different channel models. CN1 X N2 is N1 -by-N2 dimensional complex space. 
The interference model is shown in Figure 3.2. Define the channels of base station A to terminal 
A and station B to terminal B as data channels with fixed weight 1.0; also define the channels 
of base station A to terminal B and base station B to terminal A as interference channels with 
scaling channel weight TAB and rBA respectively (interference factors). The scalars TAB and 
TBA can allow for interference reduction due to waveform design, frequency overlap, etc. When 
either TAB or TBA are equal to zero, it is an ordinary cognitive radio scenario; otherwise it is 
the general cognitive radio case. 
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Figure :3.2: Interference model 
The received signals YA  and YB  are: 
	
YA = hAAVASA + rBAhBAvBsB + ZA 	 (3.1) 
YB 	hBBVBSB + rABhABVASA + ZB 	 (3.2) 
I 	 II 	III 
where part I is the desired signal, part II is the co-channel interference (CCI), and part III 
is the additive noise. Moreover, define hAA, hBB as message channels (data channels), and 
hAB, hBA as interference channels with scaling channel weight TAB  and rBA  respectively. 
The noise terms ZA and zB are independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian 
random variables with zero mean. Their covariances are o and o respectively. 
In the receivers, the received signals are multiplied by the complex scalars g4 and 9B  respec-
tively. Then a slicer is applied to demodulate the transmitted data. The receivers also estimate 
their corresponding data channel and interference channel information, and according to differ-
ent applications, feed back this channel information to the transmitters, as shown in Figure 3.1. 
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The transmitters will use this information as they compute the beamforming vectors. 
We assume that the total transmit powers for both radio system are constrained by 
E [livAsA Ii 2] = E [1 5A  I 2 ] Tr (vAv) <PA 
E [ilvBsB Ii 2] = E [isB i 2] Tr (vBv) <PB. 
where PA and PB are the maximum transmission power for the primary system and the sec- 
ondary system respectively. E[.] is the mathematical expectation; Tr(.) is the trace of matrix; 
HhH is the norm or length of vector h, defined as (hh)1/2; lxi is the norm of scalarx, 
defined as (xx*)112. 
Without loss of generality, define 
E [isAl2] = PA and E [isBI2] = PB 	 (33) 
then 
Tr(vAv) < 1 and Tr(vBv) <1. 	 • 	(3.4) 
The received signal-to-interference-noise ratio (SINR) for system A and system B are 
HH 
SINR - • 
PAVhAhAAVA 	 • 	• 	
• (35) 





SINRB= 2 	H H 	 (3.6) rABPA A hV ABhABVA+cT 2  B  
The normalised mean squared error for system A and system B are defined as: 
MSETE 
[ISA 








For fixed precoding vectors VA and vB, the minimum normalised mean squared error (MMSE) 
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for system Aand B are 
- 	 TBAPBVBhBAhBAVB +0,2 
MMSE (3.9) 





TABPAVAhABhABVA + cT2B 	
( 3 10) B 
- PBVhBhBBVB + TABPAVAhABhABVA +.o-% 
where 
= p HhH hAAAA + T APBVhflAhBAYB + a 	
(3.11) 
and 
- 	 (312) 
-PBVBhBBhB.BVB + TABPAVAhABhABVA + j 
3.3 Single system beamforming 
The single system algorithms are used when the two systems cannot exchange their channel 
state information. Each system independently precodes depending on their own channel state 
information for their users. Sometimes, one radio system even is not aware of the existence 
of the other radio system. In this section, we consider precoding methods for system ,B (the 
secondary system) and fix the precoding vector for system A (the primary system). Firstly 
we introduce the known precoding approaches, maximum ratio transmission (MRT) and zero-
forcing (ZF). Then the optimal interference free (IF) and optimal interference constrained (IC) 
techniques are presented and their properties are proved. Each approach is discussed not only 
considering the performance of system B, but also considering the effect to the primary system 
(system A). In these approaches, we usually assume that the base station of system B knows 
the channel state information of the interference channel and/or its own data channel through 
feedback from the terminals. Although these linear precoding methods are based on single user 
CR system, we can expend them to multiple user systems using other multiplexing techniques, 
such as CDMA, FDMA (frequency division multiple access), or TDMA (time division multiple 
access). 
3.3.1 Maximum ratio transmission (MRT) 
Typically, there are two kinds of known precoding approaches for MISO systems. One is 
maximum ratio transmission (MIRT) or TxMF [51] [46]. This method maximises the received 
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desired signal power subject to a transmitter power constraint. For system B, the problem is 
described as follows: 
vT = argmchBBvB 2 St.: 	(vBv)< 1. 
{vB} 
The solution of this approach is proportional to the conjugate transpose of the normalised mes-
sage channel: 
hH 4RT = BB 	 (3.13) 
hBBI 
This method provides the best performance for system B, but without considering the inter-
ference to system A. According to.equation (3.6) and (3.10) , it achieves the maximum SNR 
and minimum MSE for user B [51] [46] for a given precoding vector for the primary system. 
The maximum diversity gain against the fading channel is also obtained. In addition, only the 
message channel information for system B is needed. The received power for the secondary 
system when MRT is used, GIRT,  can be obtained form (3.1), (3.3) and (3.13): 
	
MRT 	1. .MRT 2] 	 2 
GB = E hBBVB SB j = PB hBB 
The main drawback of MRT in coexisting environments is that it may greatly degrade the 
performance of system A due to the interference coming from system B. According (3.1), (3.3) 
and (3.13), the interference generated by system B, IV RT can be written as: 
1MRT = E [ftBAhBAV BMRT SB 2] =r 2 	BAV MRT BAPB  h 2 
2 ________ 
= rBA1-B 	2 	• 
1BB 
2 	2 	27-) 
= rBApB "BA 1B 
where PB is the cross-correlation coefficient of the secondary system, defined as: 
JhBAhBB 
PB = 	 . 	 (3.14) 
BA BB 
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3.3.2 Zero-forcing (ZF) 
The next method, named zero-forcing (ZF) [58], can perfectly cancel the interfçrence to system 
A. The key idea of this method is to find a vector which is orthogonal to the interference 
channel, hBAVB = 0. Then, this problem can be expressed as: 
V B
ZF = Any VB, VB E {vI IhBAvI2 = 0 and Tr(vv") 1}. 	(3.15) 
Define the system B interference self-correlation matrix 
H 
FB=hBAhBA, 
and hence rank(FB) = 1. Thus, it has one non-zero eigenvalue and NB - 1 zero eigenvalues, 
(FB) = {mon—zero, 0, 	'01, 
where 
ILt.BA 2 =  
The eigenvectors corresponding to the zero eigenvalues of the interference self-correlation ma-
trix form the possible solutions of the ZF method. The data channel information for system B 
is not needed for this approach. A direct solution of ZF is: 




11  2 h A VEC 13 jVBH 0. 	 (3.17) 
Proof: From (3.16) it is easy to see that if INBU 00 
VBHVB = 	= 1 
Ii VB II 
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Then v 1' is one possible ZF solution. 
If there are more than two antennas in base station B, the solution to the ZF algorithm is not 
unique because there are more than one independent eigenvector corresponding to a zero eigen-
value. An arbitrary choice of the ZF vector will lead to the loss of some diversity gain due to 
not exploiting the data channel information of user B. How to choose the optimum vector for 
the MISO-CR case will be discussed in the next subsection. 
3.3.3 Optimal interference-free (IF) 
The optimal interference-free precoding vector optimises performance of the secondary system 
whilst avoiding interference to the primary system. It will provide better performance than 
the ZF method when there are more than two transmit antennas in the base station. We select 
minimising MSE as our performance criterion. The problem is described as follows: 
IF = arg mill MSE(vB) 
{v8} 
s.t.: IhBAvB 2 = 0 and Tr(vBv) <1 
Fix the precoding vector VA, We can see from equation (3.10) that the interference power 
from the primary system is fixed. Then if we maximise the scalar IIhBBvB 11 2 with the above 
constraints, the minimising MSE can be obtained. 
Theorem 3.1. Let hBB  and hBA E C1 N11 NB > 2, be the message channel and the inter-
ference channel row vectors respectively, if they are not linearly dependent, i.e. hBAh B  
I IhB.411 IIhBBII,  the optimal precoding vector vB maximising the IhBBVBI 2 with constraints 
hBAVBI2 = 0 and VVB = 1 is. 
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IF 	hAhBA 	hBB 
	
VB = 'NB - 1hBAII2 
(3.18) 






II BBVB max = BB 	PB 
Pràof. Let FB = hAhBA be the interference channel self-correlation matrix, and GB = 
hBhBB be the message channel self-correlation matrix. Since they are Hermitian matrices, 
they can be decomposed as: 
FB = U Hdiag{ ABA,  0,... ,0}U 
and 
GB = M"diag{ABB, 0,... , O}M 
where U and M are unitary matrices [60]. Define 
U = {uo,ui,... 
P=[ui,u2,... 7UNB _111 
and 
M = [MO, m1,....., mNB _1], 
where uo and in0 are the eigenvectors corresponding the non-zero eigenvalues of FB and GB 
respectively. Without losing generality, - define Uj = hA/IhBAI and m3 = hB/HhBBj. 
The vector rn0 is the precoding vector of MRT. Then )'BA = HhBA U 2 and )'BB = IhBB 112. It 
is clear that 	- 
UUH = [u0,P][u0,PIH =UOUH + ppH =I.  
The NB - 1 vectors u1, u2, 	, 	are independent, unit norm, and orthogonal to hBA 
as they correspond to the zero eigenvalues of FB, therefore they are the basis vectors of the 
null space of hBA. So if and only if the vector vB can be represented as a complex linear 
combination of these vectors, IhBAV B I 2 = 0. Define vB = Pc and c = [ci, 	, cNB _1J T, 
then 
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Tr(vBv) = (Pc)"Pc = c"(P"P)c = cH2 = 1. 
Therefore we have 
2. 	HitH t 	 Hi-i IIBBVB =  .B BB = VBBVB 
= v MHdiag{ABB,O,... ,O}MVB 
H 2 	 H 2 
= .BB 	= ABB (Pc) m0 
= ABBm 'PC 
\BB m 1P IcI2 = \BB mi'P. 
When 
- (m P)' - pHm  
C— 
jMHpjj-HmPH' 
the equality is valid. Then 
IF - PPHm - (IN, uoui')mo 





m1'P2 = Tr(m'PP"MO) 





i 	IF 2 	k 	2í 	2 
ILBBVB max = 'tBB 
_'0 
PB 
IF - (IN2 - uou)mo 	- 
- PB 
hAhBA 	h H BB 
= 'NB 	
hBAI211 BBIIT(' — PB 
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In fact, the IF method is equivalent to TxZF method which has been discussed in point-to-point 
MIMO systems in [46]. Here, we adapt it to the MISO-CR scenario. 
The optimal precoding vector in (3.18) can be seen to be based on the MRT solution, which 
achieves the maximum value of received desired signal power, but subtracting out the vector 
component which causes the interference, while maintaining the unit power constraint. This 
also shows that in our case the optimal combination of coefficients for the null space of 'A  is 
linearly proportional to the corresponding coefficients of the MRT solution which is the optimal 
combination of the signal space. 
Moreover, the desired signal power, as shown in (3.19), is not influenced by the power of the 
interference channel but only depends on the cross-correlation coefficient between the channel 
vectors, which depends on the direction of the interference channel. The desired signal power 
is inversely proportional to the square of the cross-correlation coefficient, which is related to 
the angle between the message channel vector, and the interference channel vector, as shown 
in Figure 3.3. When the two channels are orthogonal, such as hBA,3  and hBB,  this approach 
achieves as good performance as MRT, which optimises performance of the secondary system 
when ignoring effect on the primary system. As the correlation coefficient tends to 1.0, the 
desired power decreases to 0. From (3.10) and (3.19), the normalised MMSE for system B is: 
2ij Ht.Ht. 	i 2 
MMSEnr- 	rABi AVA ABILABVA m 
PB (i - P2B) jhBB.I 2  + TABPAVAhABhABVA + U 
3.3.4 Optimal interference-constrained (IC) 
The optimal interference free prècoding approach has been discussed in the previous subsec-
tion. However, sometimes the primary system may be able to tolerate controlled levels of 
interference in practice. For example, the received SNR of the primary system is much better 
than the required SNR for acceptable performance due to good channel conditions. Or we can 
increase the transmission power of the primary system to obtain better SNR. In this scenario, 
this headroom may be used to help the secondary system achieve better performance. Keep-
ing this in mind, an interference constrained precoding algorithm is proposed. The problem is 
described as follows: 
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Figure 3.3: Effect of the angle between interference channel and data channel 
vW = argminMSE(vB) 
{vB } 
2 	 H s.t.: T BAPBhBAVB <J and Tr(vBv) < 1 
where J is the maximum acceptable interference of the primary system. 
The only difference to the IF scheme in the previous subsection is the interference constraint, 
therefore this problem is also equal to maximising the scalar IhBBVB2  with the above con-
straints according to equation (3.10). 
Theorem 3.2. Let hBB and hBA E C< NB,  NB > 2, be the message channel and the inter-
ference channel row vectors respectively. If they are not linearly dependent, i.e. I hBAhBHB 
hBA 	hBB , the optimal precoding vector vB maximising the I hBBVB 12 with constraints 
rBAPBhBAVBI <Jandv'vB = 1 is. 
vW = 	- 	+ 0 hBBhAhH 	 (3.21) 
PB BA 
where 
OE R and 0 	PB 
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If rPBUhBAIPB  (3.22) 
then 
hBBvI =IIhBBU2 and 16 = PB (3.23) 
else 




Proof. It is clear that the optimal precodiñg vector vB can be written two parts, the no inter- 
ference component proportional to the optimal IF precoding vector 	', and an interference 
causing component proportional to the vector it, shown in (3.26): 
IF v 	= dVB+)3U0 (3.26) 
Let us examine the two constraints: • 
VVB = 	+ uo)H(v 	+ duo) = 	+ 	= 1 
TBAPB 	BAVBI 2 	TAPB 	2 IhBAU 2 	J 
then 





IhBBvBI2 = ABBv 1. 	moj 
BBvW+uo)Hmo 
= )'BB 
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and 
2 
H 2 	hBhBA 	_ 2 rn0u0 
= H 	 — PB• 
BB BA 
Without losing generality, let d E IR and  < a < 1. In order to maximise the signal power of 
user B, define 
_rn1'uo 
rn0 U0 1.  
Then (3.26) becomes 
vW 
=  
11 	0 U011 
= 	- fi2vIF  +0 hBBhAhH 	 (3.28) B P8 BA 
and (3.27) becomes 










h 	 2 BBB 	 BB M
ax 
else





 IhBBII2 ~~(1—)32)(j— p) + PB 
From (3.23) and (3.24) we can see that allowing some interference to the primary system will 
increase the desired signal power of the secondary system. The key idea of the IC precoding 
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Component causing interference 











Figure 3.4: Geometric interpretation of the relationship between single system approaches 
approach is the trade-off between the two systems. It tries to include some contributions from 
the component which causes the interference to the primary system. The performance of the 
IC precoding approach depends on the cross-correlation coefficient of the interference channel 
vector and the message channel vector. When the interference constraint reaches a certain value, 
which equals the interference level caused by the MRT method, the maximum desired received 
power for user B is obtained. The IC method then becomes the MRT method, When the 
interference limits continue to increase, both the received data signal power and the interference 
to the primary system will not increase. On the other hand, when the permitted interference 
tends to zero, the IC tends to the IF method and 3 tends to zero. 
3.4 	Comparison of single system approaches 
We introduced the single system precoding approaches, MRT, ZF, IF, and IC in the four pre-
vious Sections. The comparison of these approaches is presented in Table 3.1. The geometric 
relationships of the ZF, MRT, IF, and IC methods are illustrated in Figure 3.4. Note that for ease 
of understanding, the vector solutions have been drawn with different lengths in Figure 3.4. In 
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Interference Message channel Required channel 
power to primary power of secondary state 
system system (C) information 
MRT ApIIhBAI 2PB rBB IhBB II 2PB  Message channel 
ZF Zero <CIF Interference channel 
IF Zero (1 	p)IIhBBIj2PB Message and 
interference channel 
IC < J Cip < Cic 15 GMRT Message and 
interference channel 
Table 3.1: Comparison of single system approaches 
the implementation of these algorithms, however, these vectors would be normalised. The 
MRT approach. achieves the best performance according to the message channel information. 
Its precoding vector can be seen as the optimal linear combination in the complex vector space 
CN<1.  The.basis vector set is the set of eigenvectors of the interference self-correlation ma-
trix. Arbitrary vectors corresponding to the zero eigenvalues represent solutions of ZE If the 
component u0 is removed, the remaining vector of the MRT precoding vector is the optimal 
interference-free solution. Moreover, the interference-constrained solution is similar to the IF 
solution but adds part of the vector u, depending on the allowable, interference limits. The pa-
rameter, /3, called the interference coefficient, will determine the interference and desired signal 
power. When /3 = 0 , there is no interference to primary system, and the algorithm becomes 
equal to IF; when ,3 = PB , the algorithm becomes equal to MRT. Another thing to notice is that 
all the precoding methods are affected by the cross-correlation coefficient of the interference 
channel and the data channel. When PB = 0, the MRT, IF, and IC become the same precoding 
method because no interference will be produced to the primary system. When jincreases, 
the performance of the IF and IC, in terms of the desired signal power, will degrade and the 
interference caused by MIRT. to the primary system increases. In the worst situation, when the 
value of PB = 1, for MRT and IC the interference power to primary system and the data power 
to desired system are equal. For the IF and ZF cases, both the interference power and the signal 
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3.5 Simulation 
The simulations and the results of single system beamforming are presented in this section. In 
these simulations both System A (the primary system) and System B (the secondary system) 
are single user systems and only downlink scenario is considered. Section 3.5.1 gives the 
simulation configuration and channel conditions. The detailed simulation results and analysis 
are presented in Section 3.5.2. 
3.5.1 Channel model and simulation conditions 
We now introduce two kinds of channel models that are used in our simulations, a Rayleigh 
fading channel and a more practical cellular channel model, the single cell channel. 
For the Rayleigh fading channel, the elements of the channel vectors are i.i.d. complex Gaus-
sian random variables with zero mean and unit covariance. It is used to measure the bit error 
ratio (BER) and MSE. 
The single cell channel model [53], includes Rayleigh fading, path-loss, and shadow fading. 
The channel vectors can be written as: 
h =/SNR0 () - 1 0/
1 0 
g 	 (3.29) 
where SNBO is the median signal noise ratio when the distance between terminal and base 
station equals 1711 (the cell radius); c is the path loss exponent; 5 models shadowing and is 
a real Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance of o; d is the distance between 
MS and BS; g is a complex Gaussian distributed random vector variable representing Rayleigh 
fading with zero mean and unit variance. The single cell channel is used to measure the Shannon 
capacity. In the following of this thesis, assume that the received interference is Gaussian 
distrusted. Therefore, the Shannon capacity is (3.30) 
C = 1092 (1 + SINR) (bits/s/Hz). 	 (3.30) 
We extend the single cell channel to two coexisting cell systems, as shown in Figure 3.5. A 
simulator for two coexisting radio systems based on C\C++ has been developed, which is used 
for performance simulations in this thesis. The parameters for single cell channel are defined 
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Figure 3.5: Two coexisting cells system layout 
in Table ??. For the single system beamforming, the two cell system use the same spectrum 
with an overlapping cell area. Both the cell radii are 2.5km, and the distance between two base 
stations is 1km. For the two systems, the path loss exponent and standard deviation of shad-
owing is 3.4 and 4.0dB respectively. The terminals of both systems are randomly distributed 
in the cell areas. For both channel models, the noise in the receivers is set to 1.0 (0dB), and 
the acceptable interference for the primary system J is 20% of noise power. In the following 
discussion, the transmission power is defined as a relative value (dB) and the reference value is 
the noise power. 
Radius (RadiusA and RadiusB) 1.0km 
Derivative of shadowing (a) 4.0dB 
Path loss 3.4 
BS-BS distance 1.0km 
Radius of movable areas for receivers Rs (dB) I 2.5km 
Table 3.2: Parameters of single cell channel for single system beamforming 
We also assume all the channels are the slow-fading wireless channels with packet-based trans-
mission and are quasi-static over one packet length. For one simulation, a total of 2 x 16  
packets are sent, and there are 10 symbols in each packet. When measuring BER performance, 
both radio systems send uncoded QPSK signals. The simulation conditions for single system 
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Primary system A Secondary system B 
Channel gain (dB) 0 0 
Interference factor 0.5 0.5, 0.8, 1.0 
Number of antenna 2 3, 4, 5 
Transmission Power (M) 10 0, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 
'fable 3.3: Simulation conditions for single system approaches 
System A BER (Antenna = 2, ZF) Tran. Power = 10dB 
wJ 
:: 0 ZF 
11111 	S::::: 	:::::::: 	:1: 	111111S.1 	5:11 	IF 
. 
. —G— MRT 
..................... 
-'....... .-w 	
I . I 
................ •1  
5 	 10 	 15 
System B Transmission Power (dB) 
Figure 3.6: BER of system Afor ZF, IF, IC, and MRT under Rayleigh channel model (QPSK 
modulation) 
beamfonning are listed in Table 3.3. 
3.5.2 Simulation results 
3.5.2.1 BER of Rayleigh channel 
The BER results of system B and system A with different algorithms are shown in Figure 3.6 
and Figure 3.7 respectively. From these two figures, we can see that MRT achieves the best 
performance for system B and causes the poorest performance for system A. This is because 
MRT maximises the received signals for system B (full diversity gain is obtained) and produces 
the serious co-channel interference to system A which greatly degrades system A's SINR 
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System B BER (Number of antenna = 4) 
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Figure 3.7: BER of system Bfor ZF, IF, IC, and MRT under the Rayleigh channel model (QPSK 
modulation) 
The ZF method achieves the poorest performance for system B because arbitrary selection of 
orthogonal vector loses all the diversity gain. The performance of the/IF method is superior to 
the ZF performance because the IF method selects the optimal orthogonal vector, and obtains 
the maximum achievable diversity. It is easy to understand why IF and ZF yield the same 
performance for system A because they do not produce any interference to it. 
The performance of the IC method for system B is in-between that of the IF and the MRT 
method. This is because the IC method utilises part of the-interference vector to achieve a higher 
SNR. That also is why there is a gap between the IC and the IF method for the performance 
of system A in Figure 3.6. Since the constraint is defined as the allowable interference power, 
which is directly proportional to the transmission power, the interference coefficient /3 for IC is 
inversely proportional to the transmission power. Higher transmission power, corresponds to a 
lower coefficient /3 and vice versa. Moreover, a higher interference coefficient /3 leads to the IC 
performance tending to that of MRT, and a lower interference coefficient leads to an IC solution 
tending towards that of the IF. It explains why the IC performance tends to that of MRT when 
transmission power is low, and tends to that of ZF when transmission power is high. 
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System A Capacity (Num of antenna = 2, SNR0 = 7.0dB, ZF) 
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Figure 3.8: Capacity of system Afor ZF IF, IC, and MRT under single cell channel 
3.5.2.2 Capacity of single cell channel 
The capacities of system A and system B with different algorithms are shown in Figure 3.8 and 
Figure 3.9 respectively. It shows the same trends as with the BER measurements for a Rayleigh 
fading channel shown in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7. That is, improving the performance of 
system B comes at the cost of degrading the capacity of system A. The IF method achieves the 
best performance when there is no interference allowed to the primary system. The IC method 
increases the performance compared to IF when some interference is allowed by the primary 
system since it is the optimal combination of the IF and the MRT method. 
3.5.2.3 Performance effects of system configuration and channel condition 
It is interesting to consider what will happen when we increase the number of antennas. The 
BER comparison of the IF and the MRT for equipment with different numbers of antennas is 
shown in Figure 3.10. In this simulation, we compared the BER performance of system B for 
MRT and IF when it employs 3, 4, and 5 antennas in base station under Rayleigh fading channel. 
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System B Capacity (Num of antenna = 4) 
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SNR0 of system B (dB) 
Figure 3.9: Capacity of system B for ZF, IF, IC, and MRT under single cell channel 
is because the lost degree of freedom is used to remove interference to the primary system, 
following the theoretical analysis in [61]. It also verifies that the IF achieves the maximum 
achievable diversity subject to the interference constraint. 
Furthermore, we would like to see what will, happen if interference factor r changes. Fig-
ure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 show the perfonnancecomparison of IF and IC when the interference 
channel weight equals to 0.5, 0.8, 1.0 respectively. We can see that there is no influence on the 
performance of IF when the interference channel weight increases. This is because the IF only 
cares about the direction of interference but not the amplitude. The performance ofIC has a 
slight decrease when the interference channel weight increases. It is because the increase of 
interference weight will lead to the increase of interference power and decrease of the interfer-
ence coefficient if the interference constraint J is fixed. Then the performance of the IC will 
move towards that of the IF In Figure 3.12 this increase causes a slight degradation in BER 
performance for the secondary system when IC is used. 
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Figure 3.10: BER of system BforlF and MRTwith 3, 4, 5 antennas (Rayleigh fading channel, 
QPSK modulation) 
System B BER (IF, number of antenna = 4) 
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Figure 3.11: BER ofsystem Bfor IF with different interference channel factor (Rayleigh fading 
channel, QPSK modulation) 
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Figure 3.12: BER ofsystem Bfor IC with different interference channel factor (Rayleigh fading 
channel, QPSK modulation) 
3.6 Conclusion 
Cognitive radio is an important solution to the lack of spectrum resource. Interference miti-
gation is likely to be a key technology for coexisting systems. In this chapter we discussed 
the precoding method for single system scenario where one system does not know the channel 
state information at the other. The maximum ratio transmission (MRT) and zero forcing (ZF) 
techniques are two well-known single system approaches. Based on this, we present and prove 
the optimal interference free (IF) precoding vector, which is the optimal combination of ZF pre-
coding vectors. It cancels the interference to other system and obtains the remaining diversity 
gain. When the primary system can afford some interference due to the good channel condi-
tions, we propose an interference-constrained (IC) precoding method to utilise this headroom 
to improve the performance of the secondary system. The IC precoding vector is the optimal 
combination of IF vector and an interference vector, and it can achieve the best performance 
for the secondary system with a primary system interference constraint. It allows a trade-off 
between the two systems according to quality of service (Q0S) requirements of the primary 
system. The comparison of these single system approaches via analysis and simulation gives 




The beamforming technologies have been proved to have capability to mitigate or control co-
channel interference in coexisting environments for single system methods in the previous chap-
ter. In this chapter, joint beamforming methods, which involve the cooperation between two 
coexisting radio systems, are discussed. Our major contributions in this chapter include: 1) 
propose adaptive joint beamforming methods which increase the performance ofthe secondary 
system but not essentially influence the performance of the primary system and is used in sce-
nario where the coexisting radio systems have different priorities; 2) joint beamforming meth-
ods are presented and analysed in a scenario where both coexisting radio systems have the same 
right to access the spectrum. 
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. An introduction which answers the questions of 
why joint beamforming precoding methods are needed and what is the focus in this chapter is 
presented in Section 4.1. Then the system model and basic assumptions for joint beamforming 
under cognitive radio are described and discussed in Section 4.2. The adaptive joint bamform-
ing approaches and overall joint beamforming technologies are presented in Section 4.3 and 
Section 4.4 respectively. Section 4.5 contains the numerical results. Finally, we conclude this 
chapter in Section 4.6. 
4.1. Introduction 
Consider the downlink of a cognitive radio environment with two coexisting radio systems. 
With multiple antennas in the transmitter side, beamforming techniques can be used to coun-
teract co-channel interference and hence improve system performance. Normally, for cognitive 
radio, there are two types of beamforming approaches - single system beamforming and joint 
beamforming. 
For single system beamforming, the two coexisting radio systems precode independently and 
do not consider the channel conditions of the other system. In the previous chapter, several 
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single system beamforming approaches have been discussed and compared, including maxi-
mum ratio transmission (MRT), zero-forcing (ZF), optimal interference free precoding (IF), 
and optimal interference constrained precoding (IC). The MRT achieves the best performance 
for the secondary system, but degrades the primary system due to interference. The ZF achieves 
the poorest performance for the secondary system while not interfering with the primary sys-
tem using only the interference-channel state information. The IF is superior to ZF with both 
data and interference channel state information. The performance of IC is between the MRT 
and the IF, while the primary system suffers controlled interference. However, although these 
preceding methods can avoid or control the co-channel interference, they cannot adapt accord-
ing to the channel of the coexisting system and hence may unacceptably degrade the required 
performance of the primary system or unnecessarily reduce the performance of the secondary 
system. For example, when IC is used, the transmitter of the secondary system will induce a 
fixed interference to the primary system. If the channel of the primary system is very good, 
the interference from the secondary system may actually be too small and there will still be 
some headroom to increase the secondary system performance. Moreover, if the channel of the 
primary system is bad, the interference from the secondary system may be the vital factor to 
cause the required quality of service (QoS) to be violated. 
The other beamforming approach for cognitive radio is joint beamforming. This method pre-
cedes with knowledge of channel state information (CSI) of both systems and therefore can 
adapt according to different channel conditions. It can avoid the problems of single system 
methods, and may achieve optimal performance for the overall cognitive radio system (both ra-
dio systems) at the cost of increasing computational complexity and extra exchange of channel 
state information. 
Our focus in this chapter is on finding joint beamforming preceding solutions for the downlink 
of multiple-input single-output cognitive radio (MISO-CR) systems. We consider two scenar-
ios: 
. One system has priority to access the spectrum and needs to achieve some specified QoS; 
. The two systems have same right to access the spectrum, and we consider the overall 
optimisation of system performance. 
For the first scenario, an adaptive method to let the secondary system use the spectrum while 
not affecting the primary system is proposed. A low computational complexity (LCC) variant 
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with little performance loss is also presented. For the second scenario, we propose beam-
forming methods according to the criteria of sum mean squared error (SMSE), continuous sum 
throughput, and discrete sum throughput. The simulation results show that the proposed pre-
coding algorithms can maximise the utilisation of multiple antennas and improve the system 
performance. 
4.2 System model 
Considering the MISO-CR system, a similar system model to the previous chapter is used. 
Also suppose that there are two radio systems, system A and system B. System A is the pri-
mary system and system B is the secondary system. The only difference to Chapter 3 is what 
information is fed back to the transmitters. In joint beamforming methods, the receivers esti-
mate their corresponding data channels and interference channel information, and feed back the 
channel state information to the both transmitters. The transmitters will use this information as 
they compute the beamforming vectors. 
Similar to Chapter 3, the received signals YA  and YB  for the lth sample time can be written as: 
	
YA(l) = hAA(l)vA(l)SA(l) + rBAhBA(l)vB(l)sB(l) + ZA(I) 	(4.1) 
YB(l) = hBB(l)VB(l)SB(l) + rABhAB(l)vA(l)sA(l) + zB(l) 	(4.2) 
I 	 II 	III 
The total transmitter power constraint for system A and system B are denoted by E[IsA(l) 12] 
PA and E[lsB(l)12] 	PB. The constraints for the beamforming vectors are II 	VAIl2 	1 and 
IIT B  11 2 <1 
Furthermore, since an arbitrary linear precoding vector v for a MISO-CR system can be seen as 
the sum of an interference component and an orthogonal component (Chapter 3) [62], we can 
use the interference power to represent the preceding vectors. Define the interference coeffi-
cient as the square root of the ratio of the average interference power to the maximum possible 
interference power for a given channel configuration. It is easy to understand this definition 
is equal to the interference coefficient defined by Chapter 3. The interference coefficients of 
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Figure 4.1: Cognitive radio channel model with beamforming 
system A, 13A, and system B, /3B, are shown in following equations, 
OA 	~E[]hABVAsAJ 2 ] 	hABVA 	
(43) 





where 0 OA, I3B 1. Then the interference power from system A and B, denoted as IA and 
'B respectively, can be presented as: 
T 	 2 t2 t. 
" 
2 
= rABPA AB A 
r 	 2 ,D2 7.. 
" 
27-) 
= rBAPB BA 1 B 
According to Theorem 3.2 in Chapter 3 (Theorem 2 in reference [62]), for any given inter-
ference constraint, there exists an optimal linear precoding vector that achieves the maximum 
data channel gain. Moreover, the maximum data channel gain is a function of its interference 
coefficient when the channel state information is fixed. So the cognitive radio channel model 
can be represented as in Figure 4.1. 
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The function r(3, p) which is related to the data channel gain for a given /3 is [62] (Chapter 3): 
E(13,p) = /(1_/32)(1_p2)+/3p 	 (4.7) 
where p is the cross-correlation coefficient, defined as follows for system A and B: 
hABhH 11 	 hBAhH II 
PA 
__________ 




hABII IIhAAII 	 HhBA II hBBI 
When the channels are fixed, the cross-correlation coefficients are constant, so we use the sim-
plified notation EA (OA) and EB(3B)  to indicate r(pA, /3A) and E(PB, fiB) respectively. Then the 
received signals power for system A and B, denoted as GA and GB respectively, are follows: 
GA = EA (/3A)IIhAAUPA 	 (4.9) 
GB = E(flB)IIhBBU 2 PB. 	 (4.10) 
Therefore, the MISO-CR channel is simplified to a "cognitive interference channel", where the 
interference channel and the data channel can affect each other via adjusting the interference 
factors. When the precoding vectors are changed, the interference to the other system may in-
crease or decrease depending on the requirements. Moreover, it offers an opportunity to obtain 
the best trade-off between coexisting radio systems to achieve the optimal system performance. 
According to equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.5), (4.6), (4.9) and (4.10), when the channel is fixed, the 
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratios (SINRs) for system A and system B are the functions 
of the interference coefficients 13A and OB. They can be presented as: 
	
GA 	E4(flA)UhAAH 2 PA  SINRA(flA,flB) = 'B + 





'A +U = rAB/3AIIhABI PA + 
The signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) at the receivers only considers thermal noise, which is equal to 
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the SINR when the interference of the other radio system equals zero. 
SNRA(/3A) = SINRA(/3A,O)= 
SNRB(13B) = SINRB(flB4O)= 
	
(i3)IIhAAU2PA 	 (4.13) 
a2  A 
E (13B) IIhBBI2PB 	(4.14) 
a2  B 
4.3 	Adaptive joint beamforming 
The spectrum is allocated to the primary radio system by a government organisation (e.g. OF-
COM or FCC), so normally it has higher priority to access this resource. Any other radio 
system which wants to utilise the licensed spectrum, should not affect the primary radio system 
performance or at least ensure the primary radio system performs beyond its required QoS. The 
QoS may correspond to the rate, bit error ratio (BER), or SINR in the physical layer. 
Here we consider such a MISO-CR scenario. Assume that both systems have fixed transmis-
sion power. The primary system tries its best to achieve an indicated SINR via beamforming 
while the secondary system maximises its performance subject to the constraint of meeting the 
required SINR of the primary system. Since we consider the fading channel, the primary sys-
tem cannot always achieve the target SINR even if there is no other radio systems to share the 
spectrum. However, we can use the statistical characteristics of the SINR as our metric. If it has 
not essentially changed, we can say that the secondary system does not affect the performance 
of the primary system. 
However, how do we define the "essential" change of statistical characteristics for the SINR? 
From the users' opinion, they do not care about physical layer parameters. If the QoS is 
achieved, they do not think an SINR of 12dB is better than an SINR of l 1dB. Moreover, if 
the basic QoS is not acceptable, for example, they cannot connect or lots of interference exists 
due to the fading channel and the environment, they also do not think an SINR of 2dB is worse 
than an SINR of 3dB. They only care about how often the data or voice services does not op-
erate satisfactorily. Based on this, we can use the probability of the SINR being greater than 
a target value, which indicates the QoS is satisfied, and the probability of the SINR being less 
than another target value, which indicates the QoS is not acceptable as our standards. If these 
probabilities have not changed for the given scenario when the secondary system is introduced, 
we can say that the secondary system does not affect the performance of the primary system. 
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Keeping this in mind, we can easily find a way to ensure the secondary system does not affect 
the performance of primary system when they share the spectrum. Our idea is as follows: 
When the channel of the primary system is very good, improve the performance of the 
secondary system while keeping the QoS of primary system above the required standard; 
When the channel of the primary system is very bad, the secondary system does not 
need to consider the primary system and the primary system avoids interfering with the 
secondary system; 
. For other situations, the secondary system avoids interfering with the primary system. 
Too Good 
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Figure 4.2: CDF of SNR for primary system under Rayleigh channel fading when MRT is used 
We define SINRUP and SINR10 to indicate the channel conditions and the Q0S. These two 
parameters divide the SINR of the primary system into three parts, as shown in Figure 4.2. This 
figure shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of SNIR for a three-antenna radio sys-
tem with MRT beamforming, unit powerRayleigh channel fading, unit noise power, and 10dB 
transmission power. Here, SINRUP = 13dB and SINRi0 = 7dB. If SINRA > SINRUP, the 
area (iii) in Figure 4.2, the channel is too good, and the secondary system can use this headroom 
while keeping the primary system SINR at an acceptable value. If SINRA < SINRi0 , the area 













spectrum freely. When SINRi0 	SINRA SINRUP, the area (ii) in Figure 4.2, the channel 
of the primary system is just acceptable, and the secondary system needs to avoid interfering 
with the primary system. 
The task can be represented as: 
{fr d; 3d} = argmax{ SINRB} 
{13A,13B} 
s.t. Pr{SINRA > SINR} = maxPr{SINRA > SINR P /3 = O} 	(4.15) 
Pr{SINRA <SINR10 } = min Pr{SINRA < SINRl0 j/3B = O} 
where SINRA indicates the QoS requirement of the primary system. Obviously, when the 
MRT is used in system A, the probability of SINRA > SINRUP is maximised and probability 
of SINRA < SINRI,,w is minimised for an arbitrary channel distribution when there is no 
co-channel interference. 
Here we give a solution of this problem for the MISO-CR environments. We consider it for 
different channel conditions, just as in Figure 4.2. 
. When SNORT < SINRi , which means 
IIhAAU 2  PA SINR1, 
4 
we do not need to consider the performance of the primary system. So to maximise the 
SINRB, the primary system uses the any method without interference to the secondary 
system, such as the IF or the ZF, and the secondary system uses the MRT method; 
When SINR10 < SNRRT < SINRU , this means that the primary system should not 
be interfered. So the MRT method is used for the primary system, and the IF method is 
used for the secondary system; 
When SNRRT > SINRU , the secondary system can use the headroom until SINRA 
approaches SINRUP. According to equations (4.11) and (4.12), this problem can be 
'For multiple users scenario, if one of the primary system users has very poor channel conditions, this resource 
may be used for other users first. Only when all the active users of the primary system satisfies this condition, the 
secondary system user can use MRT on this resource 
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rewritten as: 
{Ad; 3Ad} = arg max { E (i3 ) IIhBBII 2
PB 
{A,flB} rABA IIhABII2PA +0,2 
s.t. 	eCeA)IIhAAII2PA 2 	SINR, 0 	PAandO < B PB (4.16) rBABIIhBAI PB+aA  
Due to the non-linearity of € (e), it is very difficult to find a closed-form solution of this prob-
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Figure 4.3: Low computational complexity adaptive joint beamforming under Rayleigh chan-
nel 
To decrease the computational complexity and avoid iterative methods to get a solution, we also 
propose a sub-optimal beamforming method here. We believe that the high SNR case is more 
important than low SNR case because it can supply good service and the interference normally 
has more effect on the S1NR than the channel gain when the SNR is high. Therefore, in the low 
computational complexity (LCC) method, we try to use beamforming methods that can avoid 
or generate as little as possible interference to the other system. We divide the SINR into four 
parts, just shown in Figure 4.3. The area (I) and (II) are the same as the area (i) and (ii) as in 
Figure 3. We further divide the area (iii) in Figure 4.2 into two parts. In this follows, SN}RT 













for the primary system with no co-channel interference respectively. 
When SNRRT < SINRi0 , the LCC solution is the same as the optimal solution, where 
the IF is used for the primary system and the MRT is used for the secondary system; 
When SINRi0 < SNRRT < SINRU , just as in part (ii) in Figure 4.2, the MRT is 
used for the primary system and the IF is used for the secondary system; 
When SNRT > SINRUP , the part (IV) in Figure 4.3, which means 




according to equations (4.13) and (4.2), the IF method is used by the primary system. 
Then the interference that the primary system can afford is: 
(1- r) IIhAAII 2  PA 	2 
	
—a 4 	 (4.17) 
SINRUP 
The IC method is used for the secondary system. According to equations (4.5) and (4.6), 
we have 
Ad 




_____________ - PB SINRUPPB 
When SNR < SINRUP < SNRRT, the secondary system uses the IF method to 
avoid interference to the primary system, and the primary system uses the IC method to 
increase the channel gain, and the received SNR. The interference factor /4  is: 
Ad 	
PA \/ 	
/(i 	2) (i 
SINRa'\ 
= IhAAU2PA - 	- - IIhAAI2PA) 	
(4.20) 
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In addition, the interference to the secondary system is: 
'A = r IhAB H 2 [PA (1 - p) + (2p - 1' SINR 
IhAA 




Proof According to the previous discussion, the IC method should be used for the pri-
mary system and IF method is used for the secondary system (/9k = 0).Therefore, from 
equation (4.11), the SINRA is following: 
SINRA = SINRA(/3,0) = E
2 (/3Ad)IhAA II 2PA 
(4.22) 
Moreover, since we try to match SINRA to SINRUP, which means 
	
SINRA (I3, 0) = SINRUP 	 (4.23) 
Then, according to equation (4.2), (4.22), and (4.23), and , the value of 	and inter- 
ference from the primary system to the secondary system 'A  can be obtained with the 
constraints 0 <32d <PA, which are shown in equations (4.20) and (4.21). 	0 
4.4 	Overall joint beamforming 
In the previous section, we discussed the case where one radio system has higher priority. This 
case usually occurs in licensed spectrum, and that is why the performance of the primary system 
must be satisfied. The situation changes in unlicensed spectrum. All radio systems have the 
same right to use this radio resource. So for this case, the aim becomes how to achieve overall 
optimal performance for all coexisting radio systems. 
For the MISO-CR environment, the optimisation for global performance usually needs to con-
sider both systems together, and the two systems need to be aware of each other. From equa-
tions (4.2), (4.5), (4.6), (4.9), and (4.10), when the interference to the other system increases 
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via increasing the interference coefficients for /3 < p, the desired system's signal power also 
increases. (For p <)3 < 1, the increase of interference to the other system lead to the decrease 
of the desired system's power.) Therefore, the increase of one system's performance is likely 
to lead to the decrease of the other system's performance. The key point of the joint optimal 
method is to find the best trade-off for the two systems and to optimise the chosen criterion. 
In this section, possible criteria may be the maximum sum capacity and minimum sum mean 
squared error. 
{ v; v} = arg { optimal criterion value} 
{vA,vB} 
s.t. IIVA 112 	lI"Bll = 1 	 (4.24) 
Moreover, these criteria are related to the interference and data signal power, which are the 
functions of interference coefficients. Then the issue of finding the optimal joint beamforming 
vectors becomes to find the optimal interference coefficients according to the chosen criterion. 
The joint optimal problem can be represented as: 
{ i37; i3 } = arg { optimal criterion value} 
{i3A,13B} 
s.t.: 0<13A<PA  and 0 /3BPB 	 (4.25) 
VVA(/37) and VOBP  ZZVB(/3) 
In the rest of this section, we will discuss joint beamforming methods for two important criteria 
- sum mean squared error (SMSE) and sum throughput. 
4.4.1 Sum mean squared error 
Usually the mean squared error (MSE) can be seen as the indicator of BER, which is a very 
important parameter to estimate the performance of a radio system. Providing that the MSE 
is minimised for radio systems, the minimum BER can often be achieved. Here in MISO-CR 
scenarios, we try to minimise the weighted sum normalised mean squared error (SMSE) to 
optimise the overall performance of both coexisting radio systems. 
The normalised minimum mean squared error (MIVISE) is a function of the interference coef- 
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ficients for a given channel condition. From the discussion in Chapter 3 and equations (4.5), 
(4.6), (4.2), (4.9), and (4.10) the MMSEs for both coexisting radio systems under the MISO-CR 
environment are: 
TBAPB/3B HhBA  II + a 	 (4.26) MMSEr(A,B) 
= PA6 A) HhAAIl2 +rAPBIIhBAI  +a 
TABPAI3A hAB 112 + U MMSEnr 	. 	(4.27) 
(NA, B) = PB4 (NB) IhBBII 2  + TABPAA HhABII2 + 4 
Define the weighted sum mean squared error (SMSE) as 
SMSE (/3A, fiB) = wMMSE (flA, 13B) + (1 - w)MMSE OA, fiB) 	(4.28) 
where w E [0, 1] is a weight that indicates which system is more important in terms of perfor-
mance optimisation. A larger weight means a higher priority. For example, if w = 1/2, the two 
systems have same priority; if w = 1 or w = 0, the MSE of system B or system A is totally 
ignored. According to equation (4.25), the problem can be presented as: 
{fl7;fl}= arg minSMSE(flA,flB) 
{ 3A,13B} 
S.t.O</3A<pA and O<flB<pB 	 (4.29) 
The closed-form solution for minimising the SMSE is usually difficult to obtain because of the 
non-linearity of the r(fl)  function. Furthermore, the SMSE is not always a convex function 
of the interference coefficients in the search region. So only local minima may be found via 
standard search methods, and it is very difficult to determine whether a given stationary point 
is the globally best solution. The obtained solution may be worse than the interference free (IF) 
method (Chapter 3) [62] where the interference coefficients equal zero. Here we give an exam-
ple of a strong interference case to show that SMSE is not a convex function in this scenario. 
Assume that PA = PB = 0.8, PAIIhAAII2 = 20, rABPAIIhABII = 35, PBhB2 = 0.15, 
rBAPBIIhBAII = 1. 5, and a = 4 = 1.0, then the SMSE for 0 < 13A 	PA and 
0 	fiB 	PB is shown in Figure 4.4. It is clear that there are two minima in the search 
area. 
For the low SNR case, the performance will not improve significantly when increasing the in-
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Figure 4.4: An example for two minima in the search area for SMSE 
the optimal solution and IF method is small. So using the IF method for such situation, al-
though it is not the best solution, will not lose too much performance. For the high SNR case, 
the interference power from the other system will greatly influence the MSE because the noise 
power tends to zero. The optimal solution is usually near the IF point for high SNR case. For 
example, when the noise power equals to zero, the optimal solution is 3A = 13B = 0, which is 
named the interference-free-and-interference-free precoding (IF-IF) method. Therefore, the IF 
will be a good selection if we can not find the optimal solution. According to the discussion, 
here we propose a sub-optimal joint beamforming scheme which outperforms the IF method to 
find the solution of minimising equation (4.28). The key idea of our method is: 
Using an iterative method to find the minimum with initial point Ø = 3BO = 0 (i.e. 
IF-IF); 
If the performance of the found solution is poorer than the IF method, use that instead of 
the found solution. 
This solution is not the optimal solution, but it can at least provide performance better than the 




The iterative steps are presented as follows: 
i. Let 	= 	= 0; define p and ç, where p is the convergence condition and c is the 
search precision. Compute SMSE(3A, /3B); 
(n) 	 . . 	. 	. . 	. 	,(n+1) 	(n) Fix 13B  find the local minimum with precision c; if SMSE(pA /3B ) is greater than 
SMSE(0,/3), (n+1) = 0; 
Fix 	find the local minimum with precision c; if SMSE( 1 ,/3r1 ) is greater 
than SMSE(i3r1,0), $n+1) = 0; 
Let Am = SMSE(,i 	- SMSE( 	 if Am < p goto 5, else goto 
Step 2; 
OP - IC(p.°'P\ 	,-i OP - IC,'c°P VA VA 'A) - VB 'B 
The computational complexity of this method is about equal to a two-dimensional search op-
timisation problem, but it depends on which optimisation methods are used. In here, step 2 
and step 3 are both one-dimensional optimisations. The general line search methods, such as 
Golden Section and Fibonacci methods [63], which are not hugely complex to implement, can 
solve this problem. This iterative algorithm does not need to be applied to the situation where 
the cross-correlation coefficient of interference channel and data channel p = 0. If p = 0, 
the corresponding system can use the MRT method directly because it will not affect the other 
system due to channel orthogonality. 
4.4.2 Sum throughput 
Another important parameter for radio systems is throughput, which determines how fast the 
radio system can transmit and what service it can supply. In this subsection, we discuss the 
sum continuous throughput and sum discrete throughput for MISO-CR with joint beamform-
ing respectively, and the latter is more important practically since we assume only an integral 
number of bits can be sent in a symbol. This is representative of realistic systems that can only 
transmit using a finite set of modulation and coding configurations. 
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4.4.2.1 Sum continuous throughput 
When M-QAM modulation is used and the error probability is measured in terms of SER, the 
number of bits per symbol R can be presented as [64] [65] 
/ 	\ 
	




where the r is the so-called "SNR Gap" and SINR is the signal-to-interference-noise-ratio. 
According to equations (4.11), (4.12), and (4.30) the sum throughput (SUM-R) for MIS 0-CR 
system can be written as: 
SUM—R(13A,I3B) = RA(13A,/3B)+RB(13A,13B) 	 (4.31) 
where 
PAE (13A) IIhAAII 2  
RA (OA, B) = log (i + 	
(TAPB IhBAI 2 + 	
(4.32) 
PBE2B (8B) HhBB II 2  
RB (NA, fiB) = log (i + FB (rBPA IIhABI
2 + 	
(4.33) 
Both systems have an independent SNR gap FA  and rB respectively, and that means the two 
systems may have different modulation and coding schemes and SER requirements. According 
to equation (4.25), the problem can be presented as: 
{fi7;fi}= arg maXSUM—R(/3A,fiB) 
{i3A,I3B} 
s.t.O</3A <pA  and 0<13B <pB 	 (4.34) 
This equation is similar to equation (4.28), Therefore, it has the same problems - no closed-
form solution and the cost function may not be convex in the search region. Here we also give 
an example to show that SUM-R is not a convex function in this scenario. Assume that PA = 
PB = 0.8, PAHhAAI2 = 100, rABPAIjhABH = 100, Ph2 	 11 2 = 10, 	 = 
10, FA = 1.5, rA = 2.0, and a2 =OrB = 1.0, then the SUM-R for 0 < /3A 	PA and 
0 	I3B PB is shown in Figure 4.5. It is clear that there are two maxima in the search area. 




Figure 4.5: An example for two maxima in search area for SUM-R 
the MSE criterion. When the noise power tends to zero, the optimal sum throughput tends to 
infinity. Therefore, the interference free beamforming still is a good selection when an optimal 
solution cannot be found. We can apply the sub-optimal solution that is proposed for the SMSE 
problem in the previous subsection to maximising SUM-R. 
4.4.2.2 Sum discrete throughput 
Continuous rates are difficult to implement in practice and many real systems use a finite set 
of code rates, so in this subsection we use a rate set which is restricted to an integer number 
of bits per modulation symbol. The easiest method that can ensure the required SER perfor-
mance is to round the optimal continuous throughput to the nearest integers towards zero, but 
it may lose some data rate because both systems do not exploit their SINR sufficiently, just as 
shown in Figure 4.6. In this figure, the continuous solution of SUM-R is (IPA', R) and the 
corresponding SINRs are SINR and SINR. However, since the continuous rate needs to 
round down to a smaller integer, to reach this integer rate with given SER requirements the two 
systems only need SINROA and SINRPB as their SINRs, the green components in this figure, 
respectively. Therefore, the red components show the wasted SINR for both systems. 
In MISO-CR environments, we can control the SINR via adjusting the precoding vector, and 
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Figure 4.6: Possible loss of SINR for discrete throughput 
this gives us the opportunity to exploit the wasted SINR. In this subsection, we use bits/channel 
as the unit of rate. 
R. 
Figure 4.7: Optimisation of discrete sum throughput for MISO-CR 
Our key idea about the optimisation of discrete sum throughput is described in Figure 4.7, and 
it is: 
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Use the rounded results of the continuous sub-optimal method as our initial estimates for 
the users' data rates; 
Try to increase the SINR of one system while ensuring the throughput of the other system 
is no less than the rounded results, to increase the SUM-R metric. 
In this figure, (R, R') is the continuous throughput result; (1, ROB  is the rounded integer 
result from the continuous result; (Ri, R) and (R, R) are two possible results of discrete 
throughput pairs for different directions. We select the largest achievable sum throughput as 
our final solution. 
Assuming that for (R, RO ) the in 	coefficients are ([v, IB°) then according to 
equations (4.11), (4.12), and (4.30), the SINR for both coexisting systems are: 
SINR (i3P, t3P) = IPA (2 	_i) = 
	E (fiP)  IhAAI 2  PA 
r (o)2 	2 	
(4.35) 





Here, consider finding the interference coefficients pair which maximise SINRA while keep 
SINRB above SINRPB  as an example, which is clearly symmetrical to maximising the SINRB. 
The task can be presented as: 
{ 




t 	(/3B)IIhBni2PB S.. > SINR, 
r IIh 2PA+c 	
0 /3A pA and O 13B PB A  
where 
SINROB  = FB (2'  
The search method has to be used to obtain the optimal solution of such problem due to the 
non-linearity of the E(/3) function. However, when the new SINR is obtained, we need to 
recalculate the continuous throughput and round the result again, and there may still be some 
wasted performance. Therefore, as long as there is no great performance difference between 
sub-optimal and optimal schemes, the discrete throughput of both methods may be the same, 
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6. IfR°A+R ~ R+ ' 	(OA, 3B) = (0A', ,3B1 ); otherwise, ( 3A,I3B) = (i3 ' i3). Then 
VA
OP 
= vIC (3) and v = 
4.5 Simulation 
The simulation results are presented in this section. Two kinds of channels are used in our 
simulations: one is the Rayleigh fading channel, and the other is the single cell channel. For 
the Rayleigh channel, the elements of the channel vectors are i.i.d. complex Gaussian random 
variables with zero mean and unit covariance. The single cell channel model is same as Chap-
ter 3, including Rayleigh fading, path-loss, and shadow fading. The detailed values of each 
parameter are listed in Table 4.1. 
Radius (RadiusA and RadiusB) 1.0km 
Derivative of shadowing (a) 4.0dB 
Path loss 3.4 
BS-BS distance 1.0km 
Radius of movable areas for receivers Rs (dB) 2.5km 
rAB = rBA 0.5 
Table 4.1: Simulation conditions for joint system approaches 
We also assume that the channels are slow-fading wireless channels with packet-based trans-
mission and are quasi-static over one packet length. The transmitters for both systems employ 
four antennas, and the receivers employ one antenna. Both radio systems send uncoded QPSK 
signals, and the noise in the receivers is set to unity (0dB). In the following discussion, the 
transmission power is defined as a relative value (dB) and the reference value is the noise 
power. The simulation results of adaptive beamforming and joint overall optimal beamforming 
are presented in subsection 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 respectively. 
4.5.1 Adaptive joint beamforming 
Assume that system A is the primary system, and system B is the coexisting radio system that 
will share the spectrum with system A. The low bound for the primary system SINR1OW = 7dB 
and the upper bound bound SINRUP = 16dB. On reflection these value are conservative but 
they show the basic idea. Here, we compare the performance of the optimal adaptive beam-
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Figure 4.8: CDF of SINR of the primary system (A) under Rayleigh channel 
IF (for system B) methods, in which the primary system achieves the best performance. The 
simulation is based on Rayleigh fading channel model. 
The CDFs of SINR for the primary system are shown in Figure 4.8, where the transmission 
power of system A and system B is 10dB. From this figure, we can see that: (1) when the 
SINR is less than MB, the CDF for low computational complexity (LCC) and optimal methods 
increase slowly, because in this condition most SINRs of the primary system are very small 
due to the interference from the secondary system. (2) When the SINR is larger than 16dB, 
for LCC and optimal methods, the SINRs are held at 16dB because the secondary system uses 
this headroom to improve its performance. (3) The probability of SINR for the primary system 
between MB and 16dB for three methods are equal. So we can see that the QoS has not been 
affected by- the secondary system. 
The average capacities of the secondary system and the primary system with fixed primary 
system transmission power (100) are presented in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 respectively. 
From Figure 4.9 it is clear that the optimal and the LCC method outperform the MRT-IF for the 
secondary system due to the fact that this method utilises the channel conditions of the primary 
system to improve the performance of the secondary system. The performance of the optimal 
method is only slightly better than the LCC method for lower SNRs (low transmission power), 
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Figure 4.9: Capacity of the secondary system (B) under Rayleigh channel 
therefore, the LCC is a quite good solution. In Figure 4. 10, the capacity of the primary system 
for the MRT-IF is a little larger (about 0.1 bit) than the LCC method because the primary system 
loses some capacity when the SINR is less and greater than SINRi0 and SINRUP respectively. 
When the transmission power of the secondary system increases, the average capacity of the 
primary system slightly decreases because the secondary system will generate more interfer-
ence, however, the required QoS of the primary system will not be compromised. 
4.5.2 Overall joint beamforming 
In this subsection, we compare the performance of the joint overall optimisation beamfonning 
method, including interference-free-interference-free (IF-IF), sub-optimal minimum (S-Mm) 
sum MSE, and sub-optimal maximum (S-Max) sum throughput under the single cell channel. 
In these simulations, we let all SNR gaps be 1. For the continuous case, we thus compute the 
Shannon capacity. The transmission power for the primary system is 10 dB and the transmitters 
for both systems have 4 antennas for all simulations. 
The sum MSEs for IF-IF and S-Min sum MSE are displayed in Figure 4.11. It clear that the 
S-Min sum MSE outperforms the IF-IF method. Therefore, the S-Min sum MSE should also 
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Figure 4.10: Capacity of the primary system (A) under Rayleigh channel 
achieve the best BER performance, which is presented in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13. Both 
radio systems send uncoded QPSK signals. It is clear to see that when the transmission power 
of the secondary system is small, the received interference of the primary system is also small, 
therefore the primary system has a higher BER. 
The capacity performance for these methods is presented in Figure 4.14, Figure 4.15, and Fig-
ure 4.16. Figure 4.16 shows the sum capacity performance. As we expect, the S-Max sum 
capacity achieves better performance than IF-IF method. However, the [F-IF method also tends 
to the performance of the S-Max method when the transmission power is higher. Because of its 
low complexity, it is also a good practical choice. The capacity performance of system A and 
system B are presented in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 respectively. 
The performance of the discrete throughput case is shown in Figure 4.17. In this figure, we 
compare two methods: one is the discrete results of the S-Max sum method, which rounds the 
results down to nearest integer toward zero, and the other is the joint discrete method. It is clear 
that we can get about 0.1 to 0.2 bits/s/Hz benefit when the joint discrete method is used and the 
benefit increases while the transmission power of system B increases. This is because when the 
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Figure 4.11: Sum MSE under single cell channel 
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Figure 4.12: BER of System B under single cell channel 
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Figure 4.13: BER of System A under single cell channel 
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Figure 4.14: Capacity of System A under single cell channel 
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Figure 4.15: Capacity of System B under single cell channel 
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Figure 4.16: Sum capacity under single cell channel 
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Figure 4.17: Sum discrete capacity under single cell channel 
power of system A. So in this condition only a smaller benefit can be achieved. 
4.6 Conclusion 
The beamforming technique can be used in multiple-input and single-output cognitive radio 
(MISO-CR) systems to cancel co-channel interference. The single system beamforming meth-
ods in which radio systems independently precode according their own channel state informa-
tion for the downlink of MISO-CR have been discussed in Chapter 3. However, these methods 
do not consider channel state information (CSI) of other coexisting systems, therefore lead-
ing to a decrease in performance. In this chapter, we discuss joint beamforming when the 
two radio systems perfectly know all the data and interference channel state information for 
multiple-input and single-output cognitive radio environments. These two systems may either 
have equal rights to transmit or one system has higher priority to access the spectrum and the 
proposed precoding algorithms achieve the best performance trade-offs between two radio sys-
tems and maximally increase the spectrum efficiency. 
For the scenario where the primary system needs to achieve some specified QoS, we propose 
an adaptive beamforming method where the secondary system only uses the spectrum when the 
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channel conditions of the primary system is good or bad enough. Therefore, the performance 
of the secondary system is improved while the QoS has not been affected for the primary 
system. Another method is also proposed to reduce the computational complexity, called the 
LCC adaptive beamforming technique. The simulation results verify that its performance is 
only slightly lower than the optimal method. 
For the scenario of two radio systems having the same priority, we discuss beamforming meth-
ods that can achieve the best overall performance. The criteria of SMSE, continuous sum 
throughput, and discrete sum throughput are considered in this chapter. The simulation results 
show that the proposed methods usually have better performance than the IF-IF method, in 
which the interference-channel state information of other radio system is not known. 
Chapter 5 
Antenna Selection 
Beamforming approaches for cognitive radio have been discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 
In this Chapter, we discuss antenna selection as a method to reduce complexity. The major 
contributions of this chapter include: 1) analysing the single antenna selection schemes and 
proposing a maximum signal power to leak interference power ratio (SLIR) method to achieve 
the trade-off between coexisting radio systems in single antenna scenario; 2) proposing a sub-
set optimal antennas selection scheme in multiple antennas selection scenario to reduce the 
complexity while keeping near optimal performance. 
The rest of this Chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.1 gives a brief introduction about 
antenna selection; Section 5.2 describes the system model when antenna selection technologies 
are used in cognitive radio environments. Single antenna selection techniques are presented in 
Section 5.3, and multiple antennas selection technologies with single system beamforming are 
discussed in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 provides the simulation results for both antenna selection 
strategies. We conclude this chapter in Section 5.6. 
5.1 Introduction 
Multiple antennas is an important technology which can be used for interference mitigation. 
Using beamfonning to cancel co-channel interference (CCI) in cognitive radio environments is 
one application of multiple antennas and the results shown in the previous chapters prove the 
benefits of multiple antennas. The single system methods include maximum ratio transmission 
(MRT), zero-forcing (ZF), optimal interference free (IF), and optimal interference-constrained 
(IC), in which the coexisting systems precede independently without the other transmitter's 
channel state information (CSI). For joint system methods, the coexisting systems cooperate 
according to the full CSI and therefore can achieve different kinds of performance trade-off 
between the coexisting systems for every channel realisation. Both of these two categories of 
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Table 5.1: Comparison of required CS! for linear precoding in MISO CR environments 
However, the cost of radio frequency (RF) chains is one of the main drawbacks of multiple 
antenna techniques. In a transmitter, a RF link usually includes low noise power amplifiers, 
gain control units, digital to analogue converters (DAC), and several filters. These components 
are the major cost of a transmitter. For each antenna, a RF link is required. Hence, increasing 
the number of antennas will lead to a significant increase in the cost of a transmitter. Another 
drawback of the beamforming for cognitive radio is the requirements for CSI. To control the 
CCI and optimise the performance, different CSI is required according to different precoding 
approaches. These requirements are listed in Table 5.1. It is clear that increasing the number of 
antennas needs a higher throughput feedback channel. 
These two problems may be solved via antenna selection technologies. Antenna selection 
can reduce the hardware complexity whilst keeping much of the benefit of multiple anten-
nas [661 [67]. The key idea behind this technology is using only a subset of available antennas 
to transmit or receive signals. For transmitter antenna selection, it means that we can select 
from many antennas with a few RF chains, therefore reducing the cost of the transmitters. 
The RF chains adaptively switch to a subset of all available antennas according to a specific 
optimisation criterion for a given channel realisation. In general, antenna selection has often 
been limited to receiver side since the transmitter antenna selection needs a feedback channel 
to transmit the CSI. However, it does not increase the complexity for a MJSO cognitive radio 
system because the transmitters need to know the CSI to control the CCI in coexisting envi-
ronments and feedback channel is necessary. Furthermore, if the receivers can process part of 
the antenna selection task, the capacity of the feedback channel can be decreased. For exam-
ple, providing that the receivers decide which antennas are used in the transmitter, feedback of 
the CSI of all available antennas to the transmitters is not necessary. Only the selected CSI is 
needed; hence decreasing the data rate requirement of the feedback channel. 
Antenna Selection 
In this Chapter, we concentrate on the downlink of multiple input and single output cogni-
tive radio (MISO-CR) systems with antenna selection technologies. Firstly, the scenario where 
only one antenna is selected in the transmitter side of the secondary system is considered. In 
this case, the primary system has to suffer interference from the secondary system since it is 
unavoidable when only one antenna is employed in the secondary system transmitter. Four dif-
ferent selection strategies, namely minimum interference, maximum data gain, maximum sum 
capacity, and the maximum signal to leak interference power ratio (SLIR) method proposed 
here, are analysed and discussed. The results show that our proposed SLIR approach achieves 
a better performance trade-off between two coexisting systems and improves the spectrum ef-
ficiency. Then we focus on the multiple antennas selection scenario where linear beamforming 
is used in the secondary system. We compare the optimal selection strategy, maximum norm, 
and subset optimal strategy in term of signal to noise power ratio (SNR). Our proposed strat-
egy, the subset optimal approach, achieves near optimal performance and greatly reduces the 
computational complexity. These observations are confirmed by simulation results. 
5.2 System model 
Consider a typical point-to-point coexisting environment in which there are two independent 
radio systems using the overlapping spectrum, just as in Figure 5.1. For the sake of simplic-
ity, we assume that the primary system (system A) is a single input and single output (SISO) 
radio system, and the signals of the primary system cannot be detected by the receiver of the 
secondary system, which could happen for example for an outdoor primary and indoor sec-
ondary system. However, the secondary system might interfere with primary system users' 
receivers. The channel of the primary system is defined as h E C. For the secondary sys-
tem (system B), we assume that there are N(N > 2) antennas but m(n < N) RF chains in 
the transmitter side. The data channel and the interference channel for the secondary system 
are hD = [hDl, hD2,••• , hDNI and h1 = [h117 h12,... , hINI, where hD, hij E C. When 
transmitting signals, only n antennas are used among the N possible antennas. There are a 
total of K = () possible antenna selections, and define the set of all possible selections as 
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of MISO-CR system for antenna selection 
chosen antenna indices to be in increasing order, then 
Wl = {1,2,... ,ri} 
W2 = {1,2,... ,n-1,n+1} 
WK = {N—n+1,•• ,N}. 
If the subset w is selected, then channel is defined as h. 
The received signals YA  and YB  for the lth sample time can be written as 
YA(l) = h(l)SA(l) + rBAh(l)vB(l)sB(l) + ZA(l) 
YB(i) - - h3D  (l)VB(l)SB(1) + ZB(l) 
where 5A  and 8B  are the input signals for the primary system and the secondary system re-
spectively, and the transmitter power constraint for system A and system B are denoted by 
E [118AAU 2] 	PA and E [lIsB 11 2] < PB. The vector VB E C <1 is the preceding vector for 
the secondary system providing that at least two antennas are selected, and we assume that 
IvB 112 = 1. The additive noise terms ZA and zB are independent complex Gaussian random 
variables with zero mean. Their variances are cA2 and a respectively. The scalar '1'BA,  which is 
defined as the interference factor, can allow for interference reduction due to waveform design, 
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frequency overlap, etc. Therefore, the received signal to interference and noise power ratio 
(SINR) of the primary system and the secondary system for antenna selection are: 
SINR= PA 
1 1 h 1 1 2  
4 + r2PBIhvBIj2 
SINR = PBHhVBII2 (5.1) 
In the following discussion, we assume that the channel elements are independent, identically 
distributed (i.i.d) complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance. 
5.3 Single antenna selection 
In this section we discuss the single-antenna selection strategies where n = 1. In such a 
scenario, the channel vectors which is selected for the secondary system simplify to scalars, 
and the precoding vector is 1. Furthermore, the primary system should have some kind of 
ability to tolerate the interference from the secondary system since it is normally unavoidable. 
However, single-antenna selection strategies are the cheapest solutions because only one RF 
chain is needed for the secondary system and usually the computational complexity of such 
strategies is linearly proportional to the number of available antennas N. We present four 
selection strategies, minimum interference, maximum data gain, maximum sum capacity, and 
maximum signal to leak interference power ratio (SLIR) in turn. 
5.3.1 Minimum interference strategy 
First, we consider the case where the primary system has less capability to tolerate CCI. In such 
an environment, the secondary system should ensure its interference is as small as possible. 
The obvious method is to select the antenna that has the minimum interference gain. It can be 
presented as follows: 	
2 	
(5.2) = arg min h3  
wj EO 	
111 
The key point behind this idea is to exploit channel fading to reduce the interference. Normally, 
channel fading is a disadvantage of the radio system, and it sometimes may lead to low SNR 
in the receiver side because of the deep fading caused by multiple reflections. Providing that 
multiple antennas are used and the channels are independent, we have a higher probability to 
find a stronger channel in such system than in single antenna system therefore increasing the 
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SNR of the receiver. This is the so-called diversity gain. However, in the same situation, we also 
have a larger probability to find a weaker channel in MISO system than SISO system therefore 
decreasing the interference and increasing the SINR of the coexisting radio system. We call the 
decrease of interference caused by independence of fading channel as "interference diversity 
gain". 
Lemma 5.1. Let h1 be the interference channel whose elements are i.i.d complex Gaussian 
distributed with zero mean and unit variance, and interference channel gain = I I h jj  11 2  for 
j E 11, 2,... , N}. Define the random variable Cnin = mm t, j c 11, 	, N}; then 
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) F;min  (x) and pmbability density function (PDF) 
f mi,,(X) Of min are: 
F(.(X) = 1 - e_Nx 	 (53) 
fmin(X) = Ne' 	 (5.4) 
where x > 0; for x < 0, Fmj,,  (x) = fçmin (x) = 0. 
Proof According to the definition in Lemma 5. 1, we know that 	> 0, then F(mjn  (x) = 
f(mi,, (x) = 0 for x < 0. Now we consider the case where x > 0. Since the elements of h1  are 
i.i.d complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and unit variance, the variables k  for any 
k E 11, 	, N} are i.i.d random variables. Moreover for any hlk = xIk + jyJk xJ-k and 
Ylk are i.i.d random variables, and xIk,ylk 	N (0, ). Define ulk = 2 Ik = ('../xIk)2 + 
(../yIk)2, so ulk " x2  (2), and the PDF of ulk  is f (x) = 	for x > 0. Therefore, the 
CDFOf Ik for  >0 is: 
fo 
2x 
F(x) =Pr{ <x} =Pr{u <2x}= 	f,1 (t)dt= 1e' 	(5.5) 
Moreover, the PDF Ik  for x> 0 is 
dF (x) -  
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Figure 5.2: Cumulative distribution function for 
The CDF and PDF of min  for x > 0 are: 
F( . (x) = Pr{ min <x} = 1 - Pr{(mjn > x} = 1 - fl Pr{Ik > x} 
= 1 - II [1 - Pr{Jk 	= 1 - [1 - F( (x)]N = 1 - e 	(57) 
f -in (x) = dF dx 
. (x) = Ne_Nx 	 (5.8) 
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The CDF and PDF of Cmjfl  for different N are presented in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3. It is 
clear that when we increase the antenna array size N , the probabilities of obtaining a small 
interference gain increase. 
The interference channel selection gain 4mjfl  is the mathematical expectation of 
fo+00 	
1
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Figure 5.3: Probability density function for 
The trend of interference selection gain according to the available antenna number N is shown 
in Figure 5.4. It is clear that when N increases, the interference selection gain decreases, 
therefore the average interference to the primary system decreases. Doubling the number of 
available antennas will lead to 3dB decrease of interference. For an extreme situation, when 
N -p oo, the interference selection gain min - 0, which means no interference at all. On 
the other hand, given N antennas, adding one antenna can lead to a reduction of N(N+1) 
100% percent of interference power compared to random selection. The interference decreases 
quickly when N is small; however, when N is large enough, the decrease of interference will be 
very small. For example, if N = 10, to add one more antenna will only reduce the interference 
by around 1%. 
Theorem 5.2. For the coexisting radio system defined in section 5.2, when the minimum inter-
ference power strategy of antenna selection is used for the secondary system, the CDFs of the 
SJNR for both systems are: 
'A 
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Figure 5.4: Interference  selection gain min  according to the available antenna N 









where E1 (x) is the order one exponential integralfunction [68] and 
Ei(x)= ZOO t 	 Ld n!m n=1 
where 'y is the Euler constant, which is 0.5772156649. 
Pmof. Since the SINRs are never less than zero, we only discuss the case where it greater 
or equal to zero. First, we consider the SNR performance of the secondary system. Since 
the interference channel and data channel are independent, the secondary system works like a 




PB IIhBU FSNRB (X) = Pr{ 
or 2 	
<x} = Pr{HhBII 2 < 	= 	- 1—e 	 (5.15) 
- PB 
E[SNRB]=E [PB 	] PB 	 (5.16) 
where equation (5.15) follows from equation (5.5). 
Define h and 	to be the data channel of the primary system and the selected interference 
channel. Assume q = IhI 2 and (min = Hhmin ll 2, and according to our assumptions, these two 
random variables are independent. Therefore, we have 
FSJNRA(x) = Pr {
PAq 	
2 	= Pr {q < 
x (rBPBmin + a) } 






fq (Y1) f j (Y2)dY1dY2 	 (5.17) 
According to equation (5.6) and (5.8), 
PANe 
— 1'Ax 
FSJNRA (x) = 1— 	 (5.18) 





= LrBAPBy2 + 2 






2 dy2 	 (5.20) 
BY2 + cy 4  
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Since the interference channel and the data channel for the primary system are independent, 
the antenna selection strategy according to the power of interference channel will not affect the 
average power for the data channel. Hence, for the data channel, the received power is equal 
to that for random selection and the antenna number N does not affect the performance of the 
secondary system, just like in equation (5.11). 
Define 0 (x) = xexEi  (x), then equation (5.12) becomes 
E[SINRA] - 	




So, the ergodic SINR of the primary system is proportional to O(x). we also have that the 
signal-to-thermal noise ratio (ignoring interference) for the primary system, and it is: 
E[SNRA] - 
PAE [11h112] - PA 
then 
fUoo cdtpA  
lim E[SINRA] = E[SNRA] lim 0(u) = E[SNRA] urn 	- N—oo 	 u—*oo 	 u—co 51i 




It is verified that if N is large enough or the interference power 72BAPB  small enough, the 
interference can be neglected. The curve of (x) is displayed in Figure 5.5. Here we give an 
example of the CDF of the SINR of the primary system. Define PA = PB = 100, a 2 = 
o 	= 0dB, and TBA = 0.5, then the CDF of the primary system SINR for N = [1, 2,3,5, 20] 
antennas are shown in Figure 5.6. It is clear that increasing N leads to an improvement of the 
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Figure 5.6: CDF of SINR for primary system for minimum interference selection scheme 
To achieve good performance for the minimum interference strategy, the elements of the in-
terference channel h1 should not correlate (the best performance is obtained when they are 
independent) and the number of available antennas N is large enough. The correlation between 
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the elements of interference channel will degrade the performance of this method. However, we 
do not require the independence between the data channel elements. This strategy can be used 
in a scenario where the interference channel experiences significant multipath propagation. For 
example, a typical application for such method might be the coexistence between wireless local 
area networks (WLAN, such as 802.1 1g), which are usually an indoor networks, and outdoor 
WiMAX systems. 
5.3.2 Maximum data channel power strategy 
In the previous subsection, the case in which the secondary system tries to minimise the inter-
ference to the primary system is discussed. The minimum interference strategy is also equal to 
maximising the performance of the primary system in terms of SINR. However, the secondary 
system itself does not obtain any performance improvement through the antenna selection. 
Sometimes the primary system is not affected by the CCI caused by the secondary system due 
to the higher signal power or very small interference factor. In such situations, antenna selection 
is not used to reduce the interference, but to increase the performance of the secondary system. 
This idea has been illustrated in [691, and we apply it to our cognitive radio environment. We 
can select the antenna with the strongest channel gain, called the maximum data gain strategy, 
which is presented as follows: 






WjEQ 	II 	H 
Lemma 5.3. Let hD be the data channel whose elements are i.i.d complex Gaussian dis-
tributed with zero mean and unit covariance, and data channel gain for the secondary sys- 
tem qj = IhDj 11 2 for j E 11, 2, . . , N}. Define the random variable 	= max 77j, 
j E 11, 2, . , N}; then the cumulative distribution function max (x) and probability den-
sity fmax function Of 7)max are: 
F(x) = (1 - e_x)N 	 (5.24) 
f mx (X) = N (1 - c_x)' 	e x 	 (5.25) 
where x > 0. For x < 0, F jm (x) = fiimax (x) = 0. 
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Figure 5.7: Data selection gain Tmax 
Then the data channel selection gain Wrn a., is [69] (Appendix VI): 
N 
Apma,= f 
xN (1 - e_1) N _l _ xdx = 	 (5.26) 
From equation (5.26), we can obtain an additional gain of 1 compared to the random selec-
tion strategy when we increase the number of antenna from value N to N + 1. The larger the 
N, the less the benefit we obtain from adding one more antenna. If we let N - oo, we have 
—*ccbecause the harmonic series is an unbounded series [68]. It means that we can 
infinitely increase the selection gain, and hence the performance of the secondary system, via 
increasing the number of available antennas. The curve of Wm to the number of antennas N 
is shown in Figure 5.7. 
Now we discuss the SINR performance of both systems. First consider the primary system: 
since the interference channels and data channels are independent and the elements of the inter-
ference channel are i.i.d random variables, selecting the antenna with maximum data channel 
gain has no influence on the interference channel. So for the interference channel, it is equal to 
random selection, which has same effect as N = 1. Then the CDF of SINR and ergodic SINR 
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for the primary system can be obtained from equation (5.10) and (5.12): 
2 
PAC 
FSINRA (x) = 1 
- PA + TBAPBx 	
(5.27) 
PA A ( cr \ 
13 El E[SINRA] 
= TBAPB 	 rAPB) 	
(5.28) 
Only decreasing the transmitter power of the secondary system can improve the SINR perfor-




(x) = Pr 	2 <xix > o} = Pr { 
max D 01  B J 
= ( -
C~~) N 
PB 	 (5.29) 
and the ergodic SNR is 
E[SNRB] = E 
PB7]max 	PB1 
2 j= - -L 	 (5.30) 
As in the minimum interference strategy, the maximum data power strategy only needs the 
independence of the data channel elements. The dependency between the elements of the inter-
ference channel will not influence the primary system performance. 
5.3.3 Maximum sum capacity strategy 
We considered two kinds of extreme situations in previous subsections: one is the best for the 
primary system and the other for the secondary system. However, here our aim is to achieve the 
maximum spectrum efficiency and find the best trade-off between two coexisting radio systems. 
Therefore, the maximum sum throughput strategy, which selects the antenna that can achieve 
optimal sum capacity, can be used. 
= max [log (i + sINR) + log (i + SNR)] 	 (5.31) 
Wi €0 
From equation (5.31), it is clear that to select the optimal antenna from N available antennas, 
the transmitter of the secondary system needs to compute all possible SINRs for both systems. 
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This means that all the CSI should be known by the transmitter of the secondary system, includ-
ing the CSI of the primary system. Moreover, the primary system and the secondary system 
have equal priorities. The channel conditions, transmitter power, and noise in the receiver de-
cide which system has better performance. However, in fact, the secondary system has a high 
probability to achieve better performance because there is no co-channel interference (CCI) for 
the secondary system in the CR model of this chapter while the primary system usually has to 
suffer serious CCI. 
5.3.4 Maximum signal to leak interference power strategy 
Three selection strategies have been discussed in the previous subsections. In the minimum 
interference strategy, although we ensure the primary system experiences less interference, the 
secondary system has not obtained any benefit from the use of multiple antennas. If we allow 
more interference to the primary system, it is possible that the performance of the secondary 
system could be greatly improved. For the maximum data gain strategy, it may greatly decrease 
the performance of the primary system, and this is usually not desirable in a cognitive radio 
environment. Moreover, although the maximum sum capacity strategy can achieve best overall 
performance, it might sometimes greatly degrade the performance of the primary system, just 
like maximum data strategy. So we need to find an antenna selection strategy that has little 
negative influence on the primary system while the secondary system may benefit from it, and 
then increase the total spectrum efficiency. 
We propose a novel maximum signal to leak interference ratio (SLIR) strategy to solve this 
problem. The key idea is to select the antenna with maximum SLIR. Define the SLIR for 




where j E {1, 2,••• , N}. Then the maximum SLIR strategy can be presented as follows: 
Wm 	_SLIR = arg max Q. 	 (5.33) 
Wi cr1 
From the definition of SLIR, it is easy to understand that the interference channel and data 
channel are both considered in this method, and the interference channel gain is more impor-
tant than data channel gain. It has a higher probability to select an antenna which causes lower 
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interference than an antenna which has high data channel gain. This can ensure that the per-
formance of the primary system has little negative influence. On the other hand, this method 
does also consider the data channel. If two antennas leak similar levels of interference power, 
the antenna with the higher data channel gain will be selected, and the performance of the sec-
ondary system is improved. In fact, this strategy allows a trade-off in performance between the 
two coexisting radio systems. 
Lemma 5.4. With the assumptions in section 5.2, the random variables Q for j E 11, 2,.. , N} 
are i.i.d; the CDF and PDF of random variables Qj are 





f  (x) = 
	
	 (5.35) 
(x + 1)2 
where  > 0. For  <0, FQ(x) =fQ(x) = 0. 
Proof. Define hD and h1 to be the data and interference channels for one arbitrarily chosen 
antenna. Assume that riD = hD112 and çj = 11h, 2, and these two random variables are 
independent and have same probability density function f(x). Therefore, when x > 0, 
FQ(x) = Pr{Q<x}=Pr{riD<x(J} 
P00f'12
I 	f(yl)f(Y2) dyidy2 = —f--- 	 (5.36) 
Jo 	 x+1 
and 
1 
- 	dx 	- (x + 1)2 	
(5.37) 
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Since the Q j are i.i.d random variables, then CDF of Q,,a., is 





the PDF of the Qm,, is 
fQm (x) dFQ
max (x) 	N-i 
(5.39) ax 	
- 
- 	dx 	N (x + 1)N+1'  
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Unlike the minimum interference and maximum data gain strategies, this method needs to 
compute the maximum SLIR at the transmitter side. Therefore, the receivers have to feed back 
the CSI of all available antennas for the secondary system. 
5.4 	Selection of multiple antennas 
Single antenna selection strategies have been discussed in the previous section but their major 
weakness is the interference to the primary system. Although in theory, single antenna selec-
tion can fully cancel the interference when N tends to infinity, it is not a practical method. 
Normally, to keep the interference below an acceptable value, we need a larger number of an-
tennas. However, if we do not just select one antenna, but select multiple antennas, we can 
use the beamforming technologies described in previous chapters to cancel or control the in-
terference to the primary system. The cost of multiple-antenna selection is the complexity of 
the selection strategy, more CSI, and increased RF costs compared to single antenna selection 
schemes. 
In this section, three multiple-antenna selection strategies, including optimal, maximum norm, 
and our proposed subset optimal strategy are discussed. The received SNR of the secondary 
system is our criterion for optimisation whilst satisfying the interference requirements of the 
primary system. Linear precoding methods, IF and IC are used for the secondary system. The 
IF and IC methods achieve optimal linear beamforming performance when no interference and 
controlled interference to the primary system is allowed. The precoding vectors for IF and IC 
are (Chapter 3) [62]: 
	
.H 	1 
(h 	h3  






ii'iiii 	 \/i - p2  
H 
____ 	h (hi) 	H 






where min(x, y) is the minimum value of x and y, and J is interference constraint to the 
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primary system. Their corresponding channel gains are (Chapter 3) [62]: 
GIF = (i - 	
IlhJ H2 	 (5.40) U"DII 
oic = ((1_/32)(1_p2)+/3p)
2 





where p is the correlation coefficient between the data and interference channel of the secondary 
system and /3 is the interference coefficient chosen to obey the IC interference constraint. For a 
given 3, the interference power to the primary system is JIIIhiU2PBrBA. For the sake of 
the simplicity, we unify the equation (5.40) and (5.41) to one equation as follows: 
.
D II 
H 2 G=9Hh3 	 (5.42) II  
where the value of 79 depends on which beamforming method is used and is a function of /3 and 
p. Moreover, 9 E [0, 11. The interference gain is defined asl = ~211hi 112. 
5.4.1 Optimal strategy 
Firstly, we consider the multiple antenna selection strategy that can achieve the optimal SNR 
performance for the secondary system. The basic idea of this method is to explore all the pos-
sible combinations of antennas and select a combination which can maximise the data channel 
gain and therefore maximise the SNR of the secondary system subject to the interference con-
straint. This method can be expressed as: 
Wop = arg max C. 	 (5.43) 
cc) 
As shown in equation (5.40), (5.41), and (5.42), the value of C not only relates to the norm of 
the selected channel, but also the correlation coefficient of the interference and the data channels 
p and/or interference coefficient /3. Although this method can achieve the best performance, it 
has a high computational complexity. To select n out of N antennas with an optimal strategy, 
we need to compute K = () = n!(--n)! values of C, whose size increases very quickly 
when N increases. For example, if we select 4 antennas from 10, we need to compare 210 
values; if we add two more available antennas (select 4 antennas from 12), it more than doubles 
to 495 values. Another drawback of the optimal strategy is the requirement for CSI. Since all 
the combinations need to be estimated, both the interference channel and data channel state 
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information for all available transmit antennas is required. 
The performance of the optimal strategy normally is difficult to obtain since the set of ran-
dom variables of channel gain C for all antenna combinations are not mutually independent of 
each other. Only single antenna selection can ensure the independence of channel gain. For 
multiple antenna selection, each antenna will be included in several different combinations, 
therefore leading to correlation between these combinations. Moreover, the common antennas 
for two arbitrary combinations are different and the number of common antennas may range 
from max(2n - N, 0) to n - 1 when n > 1. This leads to the different correlation values 
between the antenna subsets and therefore increases the difficulty of performance estimation of 
the optimal strategy. 
Theorem 5.5. Consider the scenario described in Section 5.2. Select ri antennas from N 
available antennas for the secondary system while IF is used. If the data channel elements and 
interference channel elements are i. i.d complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and 
unit variance, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of d7p satisfies: 
F(x) > Fop (x) > F, (x) 	 (5.44) 
IF 
and 





where 'y  (a, x) is lower incomplete gamma function [68], defined as 
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Further define the size n random vector u = [u1, u2,•• , 	and u is the linear transforma- 
tion of (h) 
H 
 via A. It means that 




Since A is a unitary matrix, and the elements of h are i.i.d complex Gaussian random vari-
ables with zero mean and unit variance, u1, u2,•• , Un also are i.i.d complex Gaussian random 
variables with zero mean and unit variance [70]. Furthermore, 





Then equation (5.47) becomes: 
GIF = 11 u11 2 - llui112 = 
	
lIuk 11 2 . 	 (5.50) 
k-2  
Thus, 2031F x2  (2n - 2). So the CDFof channel gain for antenna combination w is [71]: 
{ 
2C } - 
(n— 1,x) 
F-3 (x) = Pr 	< 2x 	 (5.51) 





is the lower incomplete gamma function [68]. Therefore, channel gains for any antenna combi-
nation are identically distributed random variables and define their CDFs as F(x) = F_ 
qF 
 (x). 
Furthermore, the CDF of optimal antenna combination which maximises the data channel gain 
can be written as: 
F-(x) = Pr {max {F} 	 (5.52) IF 	 WJEQ 
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Since the random variables sequence GF are not fully independent, then [72] 
F(x) > F iop(x) > F, (x) 	 (5.53) 
IF 
where 
Fl (x) = KF(x)+1—K 	 (5.54) 
N! 
K 	= 	 (5.55) 
n! (N - n)! 
IN 
Theorem 5.5 supplies a lower bound and a upper bound of the CDF of the data channel gain for 
the optimal strategy when IF is used. However, the lower bound is not tight since only when 
F(x) > 1— 1, F, (x) ~! 0. If a constraint is given ton, a tighter lower bound can be obtained. 
Corollary 5.6. If n = N - 1, then the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of dT satisfies: 
	
Fv(x)> 	 (5.56) I (n-2)! ] 
And it is a tighter lower bound compared to Theorem 5.5. 
Proof. Since n = N - 1, then K = () = N = n + 1. For each antenna combinations, there 
is only one antenna which has not been included. Moreover, for any two combinations, there 
are n - 1 common antennas and one different antenna. Since the channels are i.i.d random 
variables, we can say that the random variables sequence of data channel gains of IF for each 
antenna combination are exchangeable. Therefore, according to equation (5.52) and [73], the 




L (n-2)! j 
Now let us prove it is a tighter lower bound compared to Theorem 5.5. Define 




g(x)j<=N 	FN(x) - [1 - N + NF(x)] 
= [1 - F(x)] [N - 	 F(x)] 
Since F(x) is the CDF of the random variable, F(x) < 1. Then 
N 
- 	
FN_k(x) > 0. 
Therefore, 
g(x)K=N >— 0. 	 (5.59) 
So F'< (x) ~! F, (x) and F'<(x) is a tighter lower bound compared to F, (x). 	 D 
5.4.2 Maximum norm strategy 
The optimal strategy can achieve best performance but it has a high computational complexity 
and requires full CSI. This is because it needs to consider the correlation and the amplitude at 
same time. If we just consider one part of the channel gain, the computational complexity may 
be decreased. Just to consider the correlation is not a good idea. From equation (5.40) and 
(5.41), it is easy to see that the correlation p between selected interference channel and data 
channel should tend to zero if we would like to maximise the channel gain without considering 
the norm 
i 
hi . However, to perform this process, we need to calculate the correlation for each 
possible combination and full CSI is required for the transmitter. Therefore, it has the same 
complexity as the optimal method, but obtains worse results. The other part is the norm of the 
selected data channel. To achieve the best performance without the correlation value we need to 
maximise the norm hi 11 . Selecting the antennas with the largest n amplitudes can ensure the 
largest norm. Moreover, this calculation can be performed at the receiver side and it only needs 
to feed back selected antenna indices and corresponding channel information. Therefore the 
maximum norm strategy not only reduces the computational complexity significantly but also 
decreases the bandwidth requirements of the feedback channel. The maximum norm strategy 
is presented as: 
2 
Wnla,orm = arg max 	
. 	
. 	 (5.60) 
WJEQ 	II II 
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For a given channel, define 1i, 	, 	as the ordered data channel elements, where 
(1) 	 . 	 (N) h(l)  has the largest amplitude and hD  is the smallest one. Then the channel gain with the 
maximum norm strategy should be 





Since only the norm part is considered, the SNR performance of the secondary system will be 
poorer than the optimal strategy. Now we discuss the average SNR received by the secondary 
system for IF precoding. Define 0 be the angle between the interference channel and the data 
fl 	.2 
channel, and sin  0 = 1 - p2 , where 9 E [0, 7r/2]; and the maximum norm is u = hD 
k=1 
Because the angle and the amplitude are independent, the random variables 9 and u are also 
independent random variables. Thus, from equation (5.1) and (5.40), the average SNR for the 
secondary system is 
E [SNRBJ = 
PB  E [sin2 0] E [u] 	 (5.62) 
92 
From [74], the probability density function (PDF) of 9 is 
fo (x) = 2(n -  1) sin 2n-3  x cos x, 
where x C [0, 7r/2]. Then 
E [sin 2 ] = 	
sin 2 xfo (x)dx = 1 - . 	 (5.63) 




Therefore, average SNR of the secondary system can be obtained from equation (5.63) and (5.62) 
N 1 
E[SNRB]= 	[n_1+(n_1) 	 (5.64) 
cYB [ 	 k=n+1 ] 
where ri. > 2. By adding one more available antenna to N antennas, the SNR will increase by 
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Figure 5.8: Antenna selection probability with ordered channel gain for optimal strategy 
5.4.3 Subset optimal strategy 
We discussed the optimal strategy and the maximum norm strategy in previous subsections. The 
optimal strategy is not a practical method due to the computational complexity. Although the 
maximum norm method is easy to implement, it will lose some performance. The antenna Se-
lection probability according to amplitude for optimal selection strategy is shown in Figure 5.8, 
where the power of additive white noise for both systems are 0dB and interference power con-
straint to the primary system J < 0.2 for IC. In this figure, we order antennas by decreasing 
norm, then plot the probabilities that they are selected by the optimal antenna selection method. 
The scenario is to select the best 4 antennas from 10 antennas with IF and IC precoding. It is 
clear that although the largest 4 antennas have a larger selection probabilities, the antennas with 
smaller norm sometimes are still selected. This difference of selection probabilities between 
the optimal strategy and the maximum norm strategy can explain why performance is lost for 
maximum'norm strategy. 
We will now propose a novel method to improve performance compared to the maximum norm 
approach. Reconsider the optimal method. The reason for the high computational complexity 
is exploring all the possible combinations. If we decrease the number of elements, the com-
putational complexity will definitely decrease. According to this analysis, we propose a subset 
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Figure 5.9: Subset optimal antenna selection strategies Si (n, t, N) 
optimal antenna selection strategy. This method has two steps: 
I. Select a subset from all the available antennas according to a certain rule (maximum 
norm is used here); 
2. Explore all possible antenna combinations among the selected subset to find the optimal 
solution; 
The key point for this method is how to select the subset. From Figure 5.8, we can see that 
the larger the amplitude, the higher probability to be selected. Although sometimes antennas 
with the smaller amplitude are selected, the selection probabilities are very small. So if we 
do not consider these smallest-amplitude antennas, we should not lose a lot of performance. 
Therefore, we can use the amplitude as our subset selection criterion. This method is explained 
in Figure 5.9. Define the subset selection strategy 51 (n, t, N), where N is the number of 
available antennas, t (N > t > ii) is the size of the subset selected from the N available 
antennas (shown by an ellipse in Figure 5.9) and this subset includes the t largest amplitude 
antennas; n is the number of selected antennas, which is equal to the number of RF chains. 
The computational complexity for S1 (ii, t, N) is K1 = ( J. Increasing the size of subset t 
will increase the computational complexity. Since the process of selecting the subset can be 
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Figure 5.10: Subset optimal antenna selection strategies (n, m, t, N) 
performed in the receiver side, t also specifies the amount of feedback information. The larger 
value of t, the more computation is required and the more feedback information is needed, 
but the better the performance is achieved. If t = N, this method becomes the most complex 
optimal strategy; however if t = n, this method becomes the maximum norm strategy. 
To further decrease the computational complexity, we can use the subset optimal selection strat-
egy S2 (n, m, t, N), shown in Figure 5.10. We still select a subset from all available antennas, 
and the definitions of N, t, and n are the same as S1 (n, t, N). The key idea for this strategy 
is that the largest m (0 < m < ii) antennas are fixed and definitely selected (the left ellipse 
in Figure 5.10) so we do not need fully explore the selected subset. We will not lose much 
performance because the probabilities of the antennas with largest amplitude tend to one, just 
as shown in Figure 5.8. Then the size of the subset we need to explore is (t - m). Thus, the 
computational complexity for 52 (n, m, t, N) is K2  = Increasing t or decreasing m 
will lead to an improvement of performance at the cost of higher computational complexity. 
Another thing need to be noted is that the required feedback information of J (n, t, N) and 




In this section, simulations are used to verify our analysis. For the single-antenna selection 
strategies, the capacity performance is estimated and shown in subsection 5.5.1. The simula-
tion results of multiple-antenna selection are shown in subsection 5.5.2. We use the SNR to 
compare the performance for difference selection strategies. Furthermore, the computational 
complexity and required CSI are displayed. We use the i.i.d Rayleigh fading channel in all 
these simulations, and the noise power for both coexisting systems are c 	cr 	1.0 (0dB). 
In the following discussion, the transmission power is defined as a relative value (dB) and the 
reference value is the noise power. 
5.5.1 Single antenna selection 
In this subsection, we compare the capacity performance of the four single-antenna selection 
strategies described in Section 5.3. Assume that the transmitter power of the primary system ] 
is 10dB, and the number of available antennas for the secondary system N is 4. Define the in-
terference factor rBA to be 0.5, and we assume there is no interference from the primary system 
to the secondary system. Then we compare the capacity performance of minimum interference 
strategy, maximum data power strategy, maximum sum capacity strategy, and maximum signal 
to leak interference ratio strategy. 
The capacities of the primary system are displayed in Figure 5.11. It is clear that the minimum 
interference method achieves the best capacity performance. It is because for this strategy, 
space diversity is fully used to reduce the co-channel interference. As we expect, the maximum 
data power method obtains the worst performance for the primary system since it does not 
consider the CCI. For our proposed maximum SLIR strategy, it just loses a little capacity per-
formance compared to the minimum interference strategy. For example, when the transmitter 
power of the secondary system PB = 8dB , only 0.11 bits/s/Hz are lost compared to the min-
imum interference strategy. However, the maximum data power strategy loses 0.55 bits/s/Hz 
compared to the minimum interference strategy at the same transmitter power. 
The capacity performance of the secondary system is shown in Figure 5.12. Here, the maxi-
mum data power method obtains the best performance and the minimum interference method 
achieves the worst performance. The performance of our proposed method is better than the 
minimum interference method and worse than the maximum data methods. We still look at 
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Figure 5.11: Capacity of the primary system for single antenna selection schemes 
the case where PB = 8dB, the maximum SLIR method outperforms by 0.82 bits/s/Hz the 
minimum interference method but loses 0.57 bits/s/Hz compared to the maximum data power 
method. 
Finally, we compare the sum capacities that are presented in Figure 5.13. Although the mini-
mum interference method is the safest method, it will lose some sum capacity performance. The 
maximum data method achieves near optimal sum capacity because it greatly improves the per-
formance of the secondary, system and the interference factor is not large and the transmission 
power of the secondary system is small. All of these lead to a small interference to the primary 
system although maximum data method is used. However, when the transmission power of 
the secondary system increases, the sum capacity performance of maximum data scheme will 
degrade quickly. Our proposed method improves the sum capacity compared to the minimum 
interference method whilst having little influence on the primary system. For Pj = 8dB, it 
loses 0.26 bits/s/Hz for sum capacity performance compared to the optimal sum capacity meth-
ods, but the minimum interference method loses 0.96 bits/s/Hz. Therefore, it achieves a better 
trade-off between two coexisting systems. 
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Figure 5.13: Sum capacity for single antenna selection schemes 
5.5.2 Multiple antenna selection 
In this subsection, we will study the performance of the multiple-antenna selection methods. 




















Antenna Selection for IF method (N10) 
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of SNR (System B)for antenna selection with IF method 
system PB = 0dB. For IC beamforming, the interference constraint J < 0.2. There are a total 
of N = 10 antennas in the transmitter of the secondary system, and we compare the SNR 
performance of the secondary system for the optimal selection, maximum norm, and subset 
optimal selection strategies where the number of RF chain n E {2, 3,... , 71. The results for 
IF and IC are shown in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 respectively. 
It is clear that the maximum norm method achieves the worst performance for both IC and 
IF precoding approaches. It is because this method does not consider the cross , correlation 
coefficient p or angle 0 between the interference channel and the data channel. Our proposed 
subset method performs closer to the optimal method. For IF precoding, considering only 2 
more antennas than the. RF chain size (i.e. t .= n + 2) will lead to near to optimal SNR 
performance; for the IC approach, adding just 1 antenna more than the RF chain size can 
almost achieve the optimal SNR performance. 
The comparison of computational complexity, required feedback information, and performance 
for different multiple antenna selection strategies are listed in Table 5.2 in which 4 antennas will 
be selected from 10 available antennas. The size of antenna subset t is set to 6 since 2 more 
antennas than the RF chain size will lead to near to optimal SNR performance according to 
the simulation results in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15. We assume that the optimal strategy 
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Antenna selection for IC method 
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of SNR (System B)for antenna selection with IC method 
achieves 100% SNR performance, and the other strategies are compared to the optimal value. 
The computational complexity is the number of metrics C to be computed, and the required 
CSI indicates the number of complex channel realisations. For example, to select 4 antennas 
from 10 available antennas it means there are K = ('i) = 210 antenna combinations. If 
optimal selection strategy is used, 210 data channel gains C should be calculated to obtain the 
maximum one. Furthermore, to calculate these channel gains in the transmitter of the secondary 
system, all the data CSI and interference CSI for 10 antennas should be fed back by users of 
the primary system and secondary system respectively. Therefore, the required CSI is 20 (the 
number of complex values). 
Computational Required IF IC SNR 
complexity CS! SNR (F < 0.2) 
Optimal 	. 210 20 100% 100% 
Max-norm 8 	. 87.5% 95.1% 
S1(4,6, 10) 15 12 97.8% 99.4% 
S2(4, 2, 6,10) 6 12 97.2% 99.2% 
Table 5.2: Comparison of antenna selection strategies n = 4, N = 10 
We can see from this table that the maximum norm strategy can achieve acceptable performance 
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Figure 5.11: Capacity of the primary system for single antenna selection schemes 
the case where PB = 8dB, the maximum SLIR method outperforms by 0.82 bits/s/Hz the 
minimum interference method but loses 0.57 bits/s/Hz compared to the maximum data power 
method. 
Finally, we compare the sum capacities that are presented in Figure 5.13. Although the mini-
mum interference method is the safest method, it will lose some sum capacity performance. The 
maximum data method achieves near, optimal sum capacity because it greatly improves the per-
formance of the secondary system and the interference factor is not large and the transmission 
power of the secondary system is small. All of these lead to a small interference to the primary 
system although maximum data method is used. However, when the transmission power of 
the secondary system increases, the sum capacity performance of maximum data scheme will 
degrade quickly. Our proposed method improves the sum capacity compared to the minimum 
interference method whilst having little influence on the primary system. For PB 	8dB, it 
loses 0.26 bits/s/Hz for sum capacity performance compared to the optimal sum capacity meth-
ods, but the minimum interference method loses 0.96 bits/s/Hz. Therefore, it achieves a better 
trade-off between two coexisting systems. 	 - 
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Figure 5.12: Capacity of the secondary system for single antenna selection schemes 
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Figure 5.13: Sum capacity for single antenna selection schemes 
5.5.2 Multiple antenna selection 
In this subsection, we will study the performance of the multiple-antenna selection methods. 
We assume that interference factor TBA equals to 1.0 and the transmitter power of the secondary 
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Antenna Selection for IF method (N=10) 
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Figure 5.14: Comparison, of SNR (System B) for antenna selection with IF method 
system PB = 0dB. For IC beamforming, the interference constraint] < 0.2. There are a total 
of N = 10 antennas in the transmitter of the secondary system, and we compare the SNR 
performance of the secondary system for the optimal selection, maximum norm, and subset 
optimal selection strategies where the number of RF chain n E 12, 3,... , 7}. The results for 
IF and IC are shown in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 respectively. 
It is clear that the maximum norm method achieves the worst performance for both IC and 
IF precoding approaches. It is because this method does not consider the cross correlation 
coefficient p or angle '0 between the interference channel and the data channel. Our proposed 
subset method performs closer to the optimal method. For IF precoding, considering only 2 
more antennas than the RF chain size (i.e. t = n + 2) will lead to near to optimal SNR 
performance; for the IC approach, adding just 1 antenna more than the RF chain size can 
almost achieve the optimal SNR performice. 
The comparison of computational complexity, required feedback information, and performance 
for different multiple antenna selection strategies are listed in Table 5.2 in which 4 antennas will 
be selected from 10 available antennas. The size of antenna subset t is set to 6 since 2more 
antennas than the RF chain size will lead to near to optimal SNR performance according to 
the simulation results in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15. We.assume that the optimal strategy 
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of SNR (System B) for antenna selection with IC method 
achieves 100% SNR performance, and. the other strategies are compared to the optimal value. 
The computational complexity is the number of metrics C to be computed, and the required 
CSI indicates the number of complex channel realisations. For example, to select 4 antennas 
from 10 available antennas it means there are K = () = 210 antenna combinations. If 
optimal selection strategy is used, 210 data channel gainsG should be calculated to obtain the 
maximum one Furthermore, to calculate these channel gains in the transmitter of the secondary 
system, all the data CSI and interference CSI for 10 antennas should be fed back by users of 
the primary system and secondary system respectively. Therefore, the required CSI is 20 (the 
number of complex values). 
Computational Required IF IC SNR 
complexity CSI SNR (F < 0.2) 
Optimal 210 20 100% 100% 
Max-norm --- 8 87.5% 951% 
S1(4, 6, 10) 15 12 97.8% 99.4% 
S2(4, 2, 6, 10) 6 12 97.2% 99.2% 
Table 5.2: Comparison of antenna selection strategies n = 4, N = 10 
We can see from this table that the maximum norm strategy can achieve acceptable performance 
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when the IC approach is used for the secondary system; the proposed strategies, (4, 6, 10) and 
S2(4, 2,6, 10) with very low computational complexity and little CSI feedback requirements 
achieve almost optimal performance, especially when IC beamforming is used. 
5.6 Conclusion. 
Multiple antenna, technologies have been used in coexisting environments to cancel the co-
channel interference. However, there are two drawbacks. One is the cost of the RF chain, the 
other is the feedback channel, which have limited the application of multiple antennas. In this 
chapter, we apply antenna selection algorithms to solve these problems. Two scenarios are 
discussed: one is the single-antenna selection scenario and the other is the multiple-antenna 
selection scenario. 	 . 
The key point for the single-antenna selection scenario is that the co-channel interference can 
not be avoided. We first analyse the performance of the minimum interference selection strategy 
in which space diversity is used to reduce the CCI. The maximum data power strategy can be 
used to achieve the best performance for the secondary system, however it can degrade the 
primary system. The maximum sum capacity method achieves the best throughput trade-off 
between' two coexisting radio system. Then we propose a novel maximum signal power to 
leak interference power ratio (SLIR) strategy, which considers the leaked interference and data 
power at the same time. The simulation results show that our proposed method achieves abetter 
trade-off between two coexisting systems and obtain good overall capacity performance. 
The other scenario we discussed is for multiple-antenna selection, in which the linear precoding 
methods Wand IC are used. After presenting the optimal selection strategy which is difficult 
to implement due to the cost of hardware and the maximum norm selection strategy which 
loses some performance, we .propose a subset optimal multiple antennas selection strategy. The 
key idea of our proposed method is to only 'explore a subset of all the available antennas. The 
simulation results show that our proposed method greatly reduces the computational complexity 




The aim of this thesis is to apply multiple antenna technologies in cognitive radio environments 
in order to control and mitigate the downlink interference caused by the coexistence of multiple 
radio systems in an overlapping frequency band. Our interest focuses on the downlink of mul-
tiple antenna single output (MISO) cognitive radio where only base stations employ multiple 
antennas because of the cost of equipment and power assumptions. We firstly summarise our 
results and highlight the contributions of this thesis in Section 6.1; and then the limitations of 
this work and possible research topics are discussed in Section 6.2.. 
6.1 Summary and thesis contributions 
Cognitive radio is proposed in the beginning of this century [3] to meet the quickly increasing 
requirements of throughput for wireless applications, better quality of service (QoS) for users, 
and reliability of communications for mobile subscribers. It is expected to solve the problems of 
the lack of spectrum resource for emerging applications and insufficient usage of already allo-
cated spectrum resources in order to increase the spectrum efficiency. This technology can also 
give regulators, such as FCC, Ofcom, etc, the flexibility of managing the spectrum resource to 
allow more operators to dynamically share the spectrum resource and possibly reduce the costs 
of spectrum for individual operators. Generally, cognitive radio is a technology which allows 
multiple radio systems to coexist in overlapping spectrum and intelligently control and manage 
the interference between coexisting radio systems to guarantee the performance of individual 
radio systems according to their requirements. Multiple antenna technologies can be used in 
cognitive radio systems to deal with the interference and improve the performance of coexisting 
radio systems because it can supply multiplexing gain and diversity gain due to the indepen-
dent channel fading between different pairs of antennas. In this thesis, the MISO cognitive 
radio scenarios are considered and discussed. The interest of this thesis focuses on the inter-
ference control and management of downlink coexisting radio systems which are synchronised 
and have same time frame structure. 
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Chapter 2 describes the basic background of thth thesis, including cognitive radio, interference 
channels, and multiple antenna technologies. For cognitive radio systems, the conception and 
motivation, benefits and disadvantages along with interesting research topics of cognitive radio 
system are firstly presented. And then based on these discussion, this chapter analyses the in-
terference scenarios in both synchronised and unsynchronised coexisting radio systems. Two 
applications of cognitive radio, femtocells and seif-organising networks, are also introduced. 
The second part of this chapter is a brief overview of the interference channel, which is a help 
for understanding the interference model of cognitive radio systems. Multiple antenna tech-
nologies are discussed in the third part of this chapter. Since our focus is interference mitigation 
for cognitive radio in this thesis, only related topics in MIMO technology are reviewed. 
Single system beamforming, in which radio systems independently precode according their 
own channel state information for the downlink of MISO-CR, are analysed and discussed in 
Chapter 3. The system model of MISO-CR is presented first. The .MRT achieves the best 
performance for one single system but causes serious interference to the other system; the ZF 
causes no interference but loses some diversity gain. Based onthese, the optimal interference 
free (IF) precoding vector, which is the optimal combination of the ZF precoding vectors is 
presented and analysed. It cancels the interference to the other system and obtains the remain- 
• 
	
	• ing diversity gain. Sometimes the primary system can afford some interference. To utilise 
this headroom to impove the performance of the secondary system, an optimal interference-
constrained (IC) precoding method is proposed. The IC precoding vector is the optimal linear 
combination of the IF vector and an interference vector, and it can achieve the best perfor-
mance for the secondary system with the interference constraint of the primary system The 
comparison of these single system approaches gives us a clear view of their relationship. 
The single system beamforming methods do not consider the channel state information (CSI) of 
other coexisting systems, therefore leading to a decrease in performance. In Chapter 4, the joint 
beamforming schemes for the downlink of MISO-CR, where both transmitters know all the CSI, 
are analysed and discussed. According to the interference-constrained (IC) method proposed 
in Chapter 3, we simplify the MISO-CR channel to a "cognitive interference channel", where 
the interference channel and the data channel can affect each other by adjusting the interference 
coefficients. 
These proposed joint beamforming methods in Chapter  aim to solve two types of issues. The 
first one is that one radio system has higher priority to access the spectrum, and the other is 
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two systems have the same priority. For the first problem, an adaptive beamforming method 
based on single system approaches is proposed, which can dynamically adjust according to the 
CSI. The secondary system only uses the spectrum when the channel conditions of the primary 
system are good enough or very bad, therefore, the performance of the secondary system is 
improved while the Q0S of the primary system has not .been affected. Thus it can maximise the 
performance of the secondary system while the primary system has a minimum requirement of 
SINR. The secondary system can sufficiently utilise the "headroom" of the primary system to 
improve its performance using this method. Moreover, a low computation complexity (LCC) 
adaptive method is also presented to avoid iterative algorithms for finding the best solution 
without losing much performance. When the two systems have the same right to access the 
spectrum, we try to achieve the optimal overall performance via joint beamforming. The sum 
mean squared error .(SMSE) and sum throughput metrics are selected as our performance crite-
ria in this chapter. Due to the non-linearity and non-convexity of the cost functions, both closed 
form and numerical globally optimum solutions are very difficult to obtain. Our proposed sub-
optimal methods utilise amended iterative methods to find better performance trade-offs for the 
two systems. In addition, considering that the transmitter can only transmit integer modulation 
schemes in real systems, a beamforming method that can achieve the sub-optimal discrete sum 
throughput is proposed. This method is based on the sub-optimal continuous sum through-
put performing, and has better performance than simply rounding down the data rate result of 
the sub-optimal continuous sum throughput technique. Generally, joint beamforming schemes 
achieve the best performance trade-off between two radio systems and maximally increase the 
spectrum efficiency at the cost of full CSI. 
The cost of RF chains and requirement for feedback information limit the application of beam-
forming. The antenna selection technique, which can reduce the hardware complexity whist 
keeping much of the benefit of multiple antennas, are analysed and discussed in Chapter 5. The 
single-antenna selection strategy is the cheapest solution since only one RF chain is needed in 
the transmitter side and usually the computational complexity of such strategies is linearly pro-
portional to the number of available antennas. However the interference to the primary system 
normally is practically unavoidable for the single antenna selection schemes. The minimum 
interference method uses the antenna selection gain to the interference power and keeps accept-
able performance for the primary system; for the maximum data power method, the selection 
gain is used to obtain better performance of the secondary system without considering the in-
terference to the primary system. Our proposed method, maximum signal to leak interference 
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ratio (SLIR), considers two radio systems at the same time. Our aim is to find an antenna which 
causes little interference to the primary system whilst obtaining high data channel gain. It has 
been shown that our proposed method loses a small mount of capacity for the primary system 
but greatly improves the capacity of the secondary system compared to the safest minimum 
interference method. It achieves a good performance trade-off between two coexisting radio 
systems. By contrast, multiple-antenna selection techniques can fully control the interference 
and improve the performance of the secondary system. The optimal solution achieves the best 
performance at the cost of significant computational complexity and full CSI. The maximum 
norm method just computes the signal amplitudes for the transmit antennas and has very low 
computational complexity. Moreover, it can be processed in the terminal and only the CSI of 
selected antennas is required. However, some performance will be lost due to not considering 
the correlation between the interference channel and data channel. To decrease the computa-
tional complexity whilst keeping near optimal performance, the subset optimal strategies are 
proposed. The key idea of such strategies is to decrease the size of explored antenna set accord-
ing to its amplitude. Furthermore, because the process of selecting a subset can be performed 
at the terminal side, the requirement of the feedback channel is reduced. It has been shown 
that the maximum norm method achieves worst performance for both IC and IF precoding ap-
proaches, and the proposed subset methods perform close to the optimal method with very low 
computational complexity and low CSI requirements, especially when IC beamforming is used. 
6.2 Limitations and further work 
Throughout the research work in this thesis, we have several basic assumptions which may not 
be realistic: 1) The base station knows the exact channel state information according to the 
requirements of algorithms; 2) Both the primary system and secondary system are single user 
systems; 3) The coexisting radio systems are synchronised and only downlink interference is 
considered; 
To relax these assumptions we can extend our research topics in following: 
. Measurement and feedback of CS! mechanism in cognitive radio. As we discussed 
in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, the technologies used in this thesis need the channel state infor-
mation, normally at least including its own data channel and interference channel. The 
CSI for data channel can be obtained from its own terminals and fed back to base station 
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through its signalling channel. However, CSI for the interference channel is quite diffi-
cult to obtain. This issue can be divided into two separate tasks, estimation of the CSI 
and feedback of the information to the base station of the other radio system. Usually, the 
CSI is estimated by terminals when the base station transmits, preambles or pilots which 
are already known by terminals. It means the terminals must know the synchronisation 
signals of the base station of the other radio system and the synchronisation signals of co-
existing radios must be decoded. Further more, there is no direct link between terminals 
of one radio system and base stations of the other coexisting system, which is needed to 
feed back the interference CSI. All of these communication paths are not supported by 
current radio systems and an effective mechanism for obtaining and feeding back CSI in 
cognitive radio environments need to be developed. 
Performance effect of inexact CS! in MISO cognitive radio. The inexact CSI can 
influence the performance of multiple antenna algorithms. This may be caused by esti-
mation error in terminals, throughput limitations for the feedback channel, and the time 
delay of the feedback. Some papers have already discussed the performance effect of 
inexact CSI in multiple input and multiple output radio system [76] [77] [78] [79] [80]. 
Based on this, the further research is needed to study the impact on MISO cognitive radio 
environments. This also gives a guideline of how many bits are needed for feeding back 
CSI in order to achieve a satisfactory, effect of interference mitigation when designing a 
realistic coexisting radio system.  
Multiple user cognitive radio. To simplify the problem, only single user radio systems 
are discussed in this thesis. However, realistic radio systems usually have more than one 
user. There are some papers which discussed the multiple user cognitive radio environ-
ments, mainly including the multi-access channel in cognitive radio networks [81] [82], 
Power control and rate allocation in cognitive radio [83] [84], and resource allocation in 
multiuser cognitive radio environments [85]. It is quite interesting to apply the beam-
forming methods discussed and proposed in this thesis to multi-user MISO-CR scenario, 
in which the coexisting radio systems may be OFDMA-based. The .users are allocated 
resources, including spectrum, power, etc., according to the interference channel and 
data channel CSI to achieve the optimal performance for coexisting radio system with-
out great impact on the other radio system. This procedure also needs to consider the 
computational complexity of scheduling algorithms and the fairness issues between the 
coexisting radio systems and the users in each individual radio system. The user selection 
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gain and scheduling gain may be obtained and the overall performance of cognitive radio 
can be improved. 
Study on complex interference scenarios in cognitive radio. Only the downlink in-
terference from one base station of one sharing radio system is considered in this thesis. 
The coexisting radio systems are synchronised and only one coexisting radio system is 
considered, just like the discussion in Chapter 2. But in realistic applications of cognitive 
radio, the situation is different. One scenario is femtocell network. Since the femtocell 
base stations are installed by users, many femto radio systems may coexist in a small 
area, and it means lotsof, radio systems share the spectrum. Therefore each radio system 
has to suffer serious interference from multiple interference sources. The coexistence 
studies for femtocell applications will be a big challenge and have to be carefully con-
sidered in order to use femto radio systems in real networks. Another important scenario 
is the coexistence between radio systems which have different radio access technologies. 
These radio systems usually have different frame structure, then synchronisation between 
these radio system usually is impossible. Therefore, in this scenario the interference may 
come from base stations and users. Using multiple antenna technology to manage CCI 
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Abstract: Coexisting radio systems, often called cognitive radio (CR); have attracted much attention because of 
the lack of spectrum resources and the low usage statistics of existing spectrum allocations. Interference 
suppression and cancellation are seen as key technologies for enabling coexisting systems, and the application 
of multiple antennas might be one solution to tackle interference. Linear vector precoding for downlink of 
multiple input single output CR systems is addressed. The maximum ratio transmission, zero forcing, optimal 
interference-free, and optimal interference-constrained (IC) precoding algorithms in the sense. of minimum 
mean squared error (MMSE) are presented. Then the authors compare and analyse these algorithms under 
different channel assumptions. The simulation results show that the proposed IC precoding algorithm can 
maximise the utilisation of multiple antennas and greatly improve the system performance. 
1 Introduction 
Cognitive radio (CR), proposed in 2000 byJoe Mitola [1], has 
attached much attention because of the lack of radio spectrum 
resources and the low usage statistics of existing spectrum 
allocations [2, 3].  The key idea of CR is the coexistence of 
multiple radio systems in overlapping frequency and/or time 
slots. Normally these two radio systems arc called the primary 
and the secondary systems (coexisting system), respectively. 
CR can be classified into two categories according to the 
interference models. The first one is the initial idea of the 
CR, called 'ordinary' CR, which refers to the coexisting 
system only utilising those frequency or time slots in which 
the signals of the primary system cannot be detected so that 
the secondary system will not be affected by the primary 
system. In this concept, the radio resource has only two 
values, reusable and un-reusable, depending on whether co-
channel interference exists [4]. However, in real systems, 
apart from co-channel interference because of the reuse of 
spectrum, there exists other interference to radio systems, 
such as environmental noise, thermal noise and so on. 
Therefore the co-channel interference can be seen as s kind 
of 'noise' and it may be controlled. Whether and how the 
radio resource can be reused depends on the total power of 
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the noise. According to this, the second type of CR is the 
extension of the initial concept of CR, called 'general' CR(or 
greedy CR), in which all the systems utilise the frequency or 
time slots at the same time, whether there is interference or 
not. Thus, ordinary CR is a special case of'general' CR where 
the co-channel interference does not exist in the secondary 
user side. However, no matter which CR is used, the primary 
system has to suffer co-channel interference from the 
secondary system therefore degrading its performance. How 
to eliminate the interference is the key factor in coexisting 
radio systems. 	 - 
Multiple antenna technologies maybe a potential solution 
for mitigating interferencc,in coexisting environments. It is 
one of the most important technological breakthroughs in 
recent years. This technology employs multiple antennas in 
the transmitter side and/or receiver side to achieve great 
improvements in system capacity and performance [5, 61. 
Generally, multiple antennas can supply multiplexing gain, 
diversity gain and co-channel interference suppression to 
the wireless system because of the independent channel 
fading between different pairs of antennas. - 
Consider the downlink of a coexisting environment with 
multiple antennas. Since complex equipment cannot be used 
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in the terminal side because of cost and power consumption, 
multiple antennas are often employed only in the base station 
side. Vector preceding 'technology is therefore used to 
improve system performance. Clearly, it is a typical multiple 
input single output (MISO) interference channel (IFC). In 
the case where the two systems know' all the transmitted 
signals, the dirty paper coding (DPC) is seen as the optimal 
approach for the 'sum capacity performance [7, 8]. However, 
our major interests in CR system are not the sum capacity 
since the two systems . have different priorities, and the 
particular challenge of the CR is that both the transmitters 
and receivers arc distributed and may be unable to coordinate 
with each other. Thus we consider approaches which do not. - . 
	
	need knowledge of the other system's transmitted signals. In 
Larsson and Jorswieck's work [9, 101, they discussed the 
capacity region bound for MISO IFC based on game cheesy, 
but did not give the vectors preceding algorithms for a given 
performance requirement for the primary system. The 
maximum ratio transmission (MRT) method in [ii] 
maximises the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), but it 
does not consider the interference to the other radio system 
and therefore degrades its performance. The zero-forcing 
(ZF) method, which comes from multiple input and multiple 
output multi-user detection (MIMO-MUD) techniques 
[12], perfectly mitigates the, interference to other radio 
systems. However, it may degrade, the power of desired 
signals and lose some of the diversity gain of the channel. 
The method proposed by Li et al. [13] for secret 
communications in MISO case maximise the secrecy 
capacity, which is equal to the difference between message 
channel capacity and interference channel capacity. In this 
method the interference power might be small in some cases, 
but it also might be strong when doing this leads to. a great 
performance increase, for the desired user. However; this is 
not allowed for the CR environment since usually the 
performance of the primary system should be guaranteed and 
the interference power, should be controlled below a 
certain value. 
In this paper, our focus is on finding linear preceding 
solutions for the downlink of coexisting environments. We 
consider the single-system case in which independent radio 
systems only know their, own channel state information, for 
the two terminals. First, we present and prove the optimal 
interference-free (IF) approach, which is equivalent to TxZF 
in MIMO system in [14]; then a novel linear preceding 
approach, the interference constrained (IC) linear precoding 
algorithm, is proposed when the primary system can suffer 
controlled co-channel interference; moreover, we compare 
these linear approaches under different assumptions of 
channel State information. The simulation results of these 
approaches under variable channel environments show that 
the proposed precoding algorithm can maximise the 
utilisation of multiple antennas and greatly improve the 
system performance under reasonable constraints. 
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 
describes the system model and basic assumptions of this 
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paper. The known and proposed preceding approaches are 
presented in Section 3. Section 4 compares these approaches 
and gives a summary. Simulation results comparing the 
algorithms under various conditions are given in Section 5, 
and finally, we conclude our paper in Section 6. 
Notation: All boldface letters indicate vectors (lower 
case) and matrices (upper case). The notation 
Tr(4), A(A), rank(4),AT, 4 and 4H  are the trace, the 
eigenvalue, rank, transpose, conjugate and conjugate, 
transpose ofA. The scalar l[hIl = ( h.h) /2 , is the norm or 
length of vector b, and the norm of a scalar x is presented as 
lxi. E[.] denotes the mathematical expectation. 
2 System models 
A block diagram of the MISO-CR system for downlink 
transmission is shown in Fig. 1. Suppose that there are two 
radio systems, systems A and B. System A is the primary 
system and system B is the secondary system. It is 
representative of a typical coexisting environment. The base 
stations of system A and system B have NA  and NB  antennas, 
respectively. We assume that NA 2 2 and NB 2 2. In order 
to avoid the issue of designing space-time precoders in the 
transmitters, we assume that the messages of system A and 
system B are scalars, expressed askand S E C. Thcy 
are multiplied by the vectors VA E C 
r1  and 'VB  E C N  B'  
then transmitted over frequency non-selective radio channels. 
The received signals YA  and YB  are 
YA = h,,vAs,l + rM bMVBsB + ZA 	(1) 
YB = ggSB + rAB bARVASA + z8 (2) 
I 	 II 	III 
Figure 1 Block diagram of MISOCR system showing the base 
stations of system A and B transmitting to users A and B 
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where part I is the desired signal, part II the co-channel 
interference (CCI) and part HI the additive noise. The 
row vectors hm E C1"' , b45 E C" , h88 E C"- and 
hM  E C1 NB arc channel vectors, whose elements are 
defined for different channel models. Moreover, define b,, 
hBB as message channels, and b45, hm as interference 
channels with scaling channel weight r45 and r,q, 
respectively. These two scales can allow for interference 
reduction because of waveform design, frequency overlap 
etc. When either s48 or r8 are equal to zero, it is an 
ordinary CR scenario; otherwise it is the general CR case. 
The noise terms z4 and ZB are independent, identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian random variables with 
zero mean. Their covarianccs are o,4 and rr, respectively. 
In the receivers, the received signals are multiplied by the 
complex. scalars ,g  and g8,  respectively. Then a slicer is 
applied to demodulate the transmitted data. The receivers 
also estimate their corresponding data channel and 
interference channel information, and according to different 
applications, feedback this channel information to the 
transmitters, as shown in Fig. 1. 	 - 
We assume that the average transmit powers are fixed 
E[l V,4S4 11  2] = E[IsAfl 2]Tr(vAv). = 
E[jIvBsB I 2] = E[0sBl2]Tr(vBv) = PH 
Without loss of generality, define 
E[I s,5 1 2] = P4 and E[IsH J 2] = 	 (3) 
then. 
Tr(v4v') = Tr(vBv) = 1 
The received signal-to-interference-noise ratio (SINR) for 






The normaliscd mean squared error for system B is defined as 
MSE7 = E[jsB _gy82]P 
	
(5) 
For fixed precoding vectors v4 and v8 , the minimum 
normalised mean squared error (MMSE) for system B is 
MMSEB - - . 	AB?AVA&1H&IBVA+02B 
PBv'bBhBBoB + 	 + ci 21 
(6) 
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where 
vh 8 
= PvB BB bh8,v8 + BPAVAbAHbAHVA + 2:Es 
Since systems A and B are symmetrical, the equations for 
SINR4, MSE7,MMSE7, and Z4 are similar to those for 
system B. 
3 	Single-system algorithms 
The single-system algorithms are used when the two systems 
cannot exchange their channel state information. Each 
system independently prccodes depending on their own 
channel state information for users A and B. Sometimes, 
one radio . system even is not aware of the existence of 
other radio system. In this section, we consider precoding 
methods for system B (the secondary system) and fix the 
precoding vector for system A (the primary system). Firstly 
we introduce the known precoding approaches, MRT and 
ZF. Then the optimal IF and optimal IC techniques are 
presented and their properties proved. Each approach is 
discussed not only considering the performance of system 
B, but also the considering the effect to the other 
coexisting system (system A). . In these approaches, we 
usually assume that the base station of system B knows the 
channel state information of the interference channel and/ 
or its own data channel through feedback from thefl 
terminals. Although these linear precoding methods are 
based on single user CR system, we can expend them to 
multiple user system using other multiplexing techniques, 
such as CDMA, FDMA or TDMA. 
3.1 Maximum ratio transmission 
Typically, there are two kinds of known precoding 
approaches for MISO systems. One is MRT or TxMF 
[11, 14]. This method maximises the received desired 
signal power subject to a transmitter power constraint. For 
system B, the problem is described as follows 
vT = arg max10  1Ibv8 I 2 st.: Tr(vv) = 1 
The solution of this approach is proportional to the conjugate 
transpose of the normalised message channel 
H 
V RT=.IBII 	 (7) 
This method provides the best performance for system B, but 
without considering the interference to system A. According 
to (4) and (6), it achieves the maximum SNR and minimum 
MSE for user B [11, 141 for a given precoding vector of 
primary system. The maximal diversity gain against the 
fading channel is also obtained. In addition, only the 
message channel information for system B is. needed. 
The main drawback of MRT in coexisting environments is 
that it may greatly degrade the performance of system 
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A because of the interference coming from system 
B. According to (1), (3)and (7) the interference power 
to system A, )1RT can be written as 
1MRT = 	 = 
rMPBIbMbBBI 
- 	 b881 2 
12 
	2 
- rMRB BA 
where RB is the cross-correlation coefficient, defined as 
H IbM bBBI 
BA BB 
3.2 Zero-forcing 
The next method, named ZF [12], can perfectly cancel the 
interference to system A. The key idea of this method is to 
find a vector which is orthogonal to the interference 
channel, hMvB =.O. Then, this problem can be expressed as 
V ZF = Any Ofi, v8 E (vIIbMvI2 =0 and Tr(vvH) = 1) 
 
Define the system B interference self-correlation matrix 
F8 = hbM,. and then rank(FB) = 1. Thus, it has one 
non-zero eigenvalue and NB - 1 zero eigenvalues, A(FB) = 
0.....0), 	where 	 = IIhMII2. 	The 
cigenvectors corresponding to the zero eigenvalues of the 
interference self-correlation matrix form the possible 
solutions of the ZF method.: The data channel information 
for system B is not needed for this approach. A direct 
solution of ZF is 
ZF VB  
108 II 
and 
t'B=t'—-2bBAvEC5,II't5BII 00 	(11) 
Proof From (10) it is easy to see that if 117vB 54' Oil 
Tr(v'(v)")=!4!=1 
IIVBII 
and for arbitrary v which satisfies 11081' 0 0, we have 





= (hMv - —-4hMv)/ll4B ll = 0 
libBAil 
	
Then v is one possible ZF solution. 	 El 
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If thereare more than two antennas in base station B, the 
solution to the ZF algorithm is not unique because, there are 
more than one independent eigenvector corresponding to a 
zero cigenvalue. An arbitrary choice of the ZF vector will 
lead to the loss of some diversity gain due to not exploiting 
the data channel information of user B. How to get the 
optimum vector for the MISO-CR case will be discussed 
in next section. 
3.3 Optimal IF 
The optimal preceding vector in the sense of causing no 
interference to the primary system will provide better 
performance than the ZF method when there, are more than 
two transmit antennas in the base station. We select 
minimising MSE as our performance criterion. The problem 
is described as follows 
IF vB 	arg min MSE(v8) 
St.: lbMvB 1 2 =0 and Tr(v8v) = 1 
Fix the preceding vector VA, We can see from (6) that the 
interference power from the primary system is fixed. Then if 
we maximisc the scalar JjhBBv28ll with the above constraints, 
the minimising MSE can be obtained. 
Theorem 1.' Let b88 and hM E CIXNS, N8 > 2, be the 
message channel and the interference channel row vectors, 
respectively. If they are not linearly dependent, that is 
IhMb B I ~ flb84flhlb88I, the optimal preceding vector VB 
maximising the IbBBvB l with constraints Iba_4v81 2 = 0 and 










IbBBo ' I 	= 1b. 
12(1 
- R) 	 (13) 
Proof See the Appendix. 	 U 
In fact, the IF method is equivalent to TxZF method 
which has been discussed in point-to-point MIMO 
systems in [14]. Here, we adapt it to the MISO-CR scenario. 
The optimal preceding vector in (12) can be seen to be 
based on the MRT solution, which achieves the maximal 
value of received desired signal power, but subtracting Out 
the vector component which causes the interference, while 
maintaining the unit power constraint. This also shows that 
in our case the optimal combination of coefficients for 
the null space of bM is linearly proportional to .the 
corresponding coefficients of the MRT solution which is 
the optimal combination of the signal space. 
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Moreover, the desired signal power, as shown in (13), is 
not influenced by the power of the interference channel but 
only depends on the cross-correlation coefficient between 
the channel vectors, which depends on the direction of the 
interference channel. The desired signal power is inversely 
proportional to the square of the cross-correlation 
coefficient, which is related to the angle between the 
message channel vector and the interference channel vector. 
When the two channels are orthogonal, this approach 
achieves as good performance as MRT. As the correlation 
coefficient tends to 1.0, the desired power decreases to 
0. From (6) and (13), the normalised MMSE for system B is 
MMSE7 r B
PAvh BbABvA + 
= 
P5(l - R)Ih8 2 + r.ABPAVAhABbABVA + 
 
3.4 Optimal IC 
The optimal IF preceding approach has been discussed in the 
previous subsection. However, sometimes the primary system 
may be able to tolerate controlled levels of interference in 
practical implementation. For example, the received SNR of 
the primary system is much better than the required SNR 
for acceptable performance due to good channel conditions. 
Or we can increase the transmission power of primary 
system to obtain better SNR. In this scenario, this 
headroom may be used to help the secondary system achieve 
better performance. Keeping this in mind, an IC precoding 
algorithm is proposed. The problem is described as follows 
Vic 
= arg min MSE(VB ) 
IVRI 
St.: rP8 hv8 I 2 <F  and Tr(v8v') = 1 
The only difference to the IF scheme in the previous 
subsection is the interference constraint, therefore this 
problem is also equal to maximising the scalar 1h88v812 With 
the above constraints according to equation (6). 
Theorem 2: Let b88 and hM E &"'" NE >2, be the 
message channel and the interference channel row vectors, 
respectively. If they are not linearly dependent, that is 
	
~ 	1b8811, the optimal preceding vector 08 
maximising the 	Ib, BvB 2 	with 	constraints 





/ER and 0 <13 <R8 
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If 
112 
R8 	 (16) 
then 
IhB vI. = IIhRBII2 and /1 = RE 	(17) 
else 
n 	
- iIbBBII2v/(1 - a2)(1 - R) + /3RB 1 2 (18) B x - 
and 
= r;ZPB 
2' 	 (19) 
Proof See the Appendix. 	:' 	 .0 
From (17) and (18) we can see that allowing some 
interference to the primary system will increase the desired 
signal power of the secondary system. The key idea of the 
IC preceding approach is the trade-off between the two 
systems. It tries to include some contributions from the 
component which causes the interference to the primary 
system. The perf
ormance 
of IC depends on the cross-
correlation coefficient of the interference channel vector 
and the message channel vector. When the interference 
constraint reaches a certain value, which equals the 
interference level caused by the MRT method, the maximal 
desired received power for user B is obtained.. The IC 
method then becomes the MRT method. When the 
interference limits, continue to increase,, both the received 
data signal power and the interference to the primary 
system will not increase. On the other hand, when the 
permitted interference tends to zero, the IC tends to the IF 
method and a tends to zero. 
4 	Comparison of single system 
approaches 
We introduced the single system preceding approaches, 
MRT, ZF, IF and IC in the four previous sections. The 
comparison of these approaches. is presented in Table 1. 
The geometric relationships of the ZF, MRT, IF and IC 
methods are illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that for ease of 
understanding, the vector solutions have been drawn 
with different lengths in Fig. 2. In the implementation 
of these algorithms, however, these vectors would be 
normalised. The .IVIRT,, approach achieves the best 
performance according to the message channel information. 
Its preceding vector can be seen as the optimal linear 
combination in the complex vector space CNBXI. The basis, 
vector set is the set of eigenvectors of the interference self-
correlation matrix. Arbitrary vectors corresponding to the 
zero eigenvalues represent solutions of ZF. If the 
lET Commun., 2008, Vol. '2, No. 6, pp. 742-752 




Table 1. Comparison of single system approaches 
- 
Interference power to primary 
system 
Message channel power of secondary 
- 	system (G) 
Required channel state 
information 
MRT ARB llh8AIIPa IIhaatl °Pe message channel 
ZF zero < GIF interference channel 
IF zero (1 - k)IIheeII 2Pa message and interference 
channel 
IC <F GIF < G1 c< GMAT 	- message and interference 
channel 
Component causing Interference 
Max SNR vector 	/ 
' 	p 	 Best Solution with 





v71 = iisO 
Figure 2 Geometric interpretation of the relationship 
between single system approaches 
component u0 is removed, the remaining vector of the MRT 
preceding vector is the optimal IF solution. Moreover, the IC 
solution is similar to the IF solution but adds part of the 
vector u0 , depending on the allowable interferencc limits. 
The parameter, /3, called the interference coefficient, will 
determine the interference and desired signal power. When 
/ = 0, there is no interference to primary system, and the 
algorithm becomes equal to IF; when /3 =RE , the 
algorithm becomes equal to MRT. Another thing to notice 
is that all the preceding methods are affected by the cross-
correlation coefficient of the interference channel and the 
data channel. When R8 0, the MRT, IF and IC 
become the same preceding method because no 
interference will be produced to the primary system. When 
R. increases, the performance of the IF and IC, in terms 
of the desired signal power, will degrade and the 
interference caused by MRT to the primary system 
increases. In the worst situation, when the value of R. = 1, 
for MRT and IC the interference power to primary system 
and the data power to desired system are equal. For the IF 
and ZF cases, both the interference power and the signal 
power are equal to zero. 
5 	Simulation and results 
5.1 Channel models and simulation 
conditions 
We now introduce two kinds of channel models that arc used 
in our simulatiods, a Rayleigh fading channel and a more 
practical channel model, single cell channel. 
For the Rayleigh fading channel, the elements of the 
channel vectors are i.i.d. complex Gaussian random 
variables with zero mean and unit covariance. It is used to 
measure the bit error. ratio (BER) and MSE. 
The single cell channel model [4, includes Rayleigh 
fading, path-lots and shadow fading. The channel vectors 
can be written as 
h = 	sNRa()10Ib0g 	 (20) 
where SN& is the median SNR when the distance between 
terminal and base station equals R (the cell radius); a is the 
path loss exponent; a models shadowing and is a real 
Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance of 
o;g is a complex Gaussian distributed random vector 
variable representing Rayleigh fading with zero mean and 
unit variance. The single cell channel is used to measure 
the Shannon capacity, as shown in (21) 
C = log2(1 + SINR) 	 - (21) 
We extend the single cell channel to two coexisting cell 
systems, as shown in Fig. 3.. The two cell system use the 
same spectrum with overlapping area. Both the cell radii 
are 2.5 km, and the distance between two base stations is 
1 km. For the two systems, the path loss exponent and 
standard deviation of shadowing is 4.0 and 3.4 dB, 
respectively. The terminals of both systems are randomly 
distributed in the cell areas. For both channel models, the 
noise in the receivers is set to unity (0 dB). 
lET Commun., 2008, Vol. 2, No. 6, pp. 742-752 	 747 
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Figure 3 Two coexisting cell system layout 
We also assume all the channels are the slow-fading wireless 
channels with packet-based transmission and are quasi-static 
over one packet length. The channel weight r48 = rR,4 = 0,5. 
For one simulation, a total of 2 e 106  packets are sent and 
there are ten symbols in each packet. When measuring BER 
performance, both radio systems send uncoded QPSK signals. 






System B Transmission Power (dB) 
Figure 5 BER of system B for ZF, IF, IC and MRT for the 
Rayleigh channel model (QPSK modulation) 
simultaneously causes fo the poorest performance r system 
A. This is because MAT maximises the received signals for 
system B (full diversity gain is obtained) and produces the 
maximum co-channel interference to system A which 
greatly degrades system A's SINR. 
The ZF method achieves the poorest performance for 
5.2 	Simulation results 	 system B because the arbitrary selection of an orthogonal 
For comparison of performance for these linear preceding 	vector loses all the diversity gain. The performance of the 
methods, we assume that system A is the primary system, and IF method is superior to ZF performance because the 
employs two antennas in its base station. The system A is 	IF method selects the optimal orthogonal vector, and 
aware of the existence of system B and the ZF scheme is used obtains the maximum achievable diversity gain. It is easy 
by system A to avoid causing interference to system B. The 	to understand the IF and ZF give the same performance 
transmission power (for Rayleigh fading channel) and median for system A because they do not produce any 
SNR of system A (for single cell channel) is 10.0 dB. The 	interference to it. 
base station of System B has four antennas and variable 
transmission power. We compare the both systems' 
performance on this situation when different preceding 
approaches are used in the secondary system. 
The BER results of system A and system B under the 
Rayleigh fading channel are shown in Figs. 4. and 5, 
respectively. From these two figures, we can see that MRT 
achieves the best performance for system B but 
,System A BER (Anntenn = 2, ZF) Trw. Power = 10dB 
—9—ZF 
-+-MRT 
The.interference constraint for IC is 0.2, which is 20% of 
the noise power. The performance of IC for system B is in-
between that of IF and MRT. This is because the IC utilises 
part of interference vector to achieve higher SNR for system 
B. That also is why there is a gap between IC and IF for the 
performance of system A in Fig. 5. Since the constraint is 
defined as the allowable interference power, which is 
directly proportional to the transmission power, the 
interference coefficient for IC 13  is inversely proportional to 
the transmission power. Higher transmission power 
corresponds to a lower coefficient $ and vice versa. 
Moreover, a higher interference coefficient fi leads to IC 
performance tending to that of MRT, and a lower 
interference coefficient leads to an IC solution tending 
towards that of the IF. It explains why the IC performance 
tends to that of MRT when transmission power is low, and 
tends to that of ZF when transmission power is high. 
5 	 5 	
'U
15 
System B Transmission Power (dB) 
Figure 4 BER of system A for ZF, IF, IC and MRT under 
Rayleigh channel (QPSK modulation) 
748 
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The capacities of system A and system B with different 
Algorithms are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. It 
shows the same trends as with the. BER measurements for 
a Rayleigh fading channel shown in Fig. 4 and 5. That is, 
improving the performance of system B comes at the cost 
of degrading the capacity of system A. 
lET Commun., 2008, Vol. 2, No. 6, pp. 742-752 
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Linear vector preceding approaches can be grouped into 
two classes, single system approaches and joint approaches, 
depending on whether the two systems exchange their 
channel state information. In. this paper we discussed the 
preceding method for single system scenario where one 
system does not know the channel state information at the 
other one. The MRT and ZF techniques are two well-
known single system approaches. On the basis of these, we 
present and prove the optimal IF precoding vector, which 
is the optimal combination of ZF preceding vectors. It 
- o 	2 	4 	6 	s 	is, 	12 	 cancels the interference to other system and obtains the 
SNR0 of system B(dB) remaining diversity gain. When the primary system can 
afford some interference because of the good channel 
Figure 7 Capacity of system B for ZF IF IC and MRT under 	
conditions, we propose an IC preceding method to utilise 
single cell channel 	
this headroom to improve the performance of the 
secondary system. The IC preceding vector is the optimal 
It is interesting that what will happen when we increase the 	combination of IF vector and an interference vector, and it 
number of antennas. The BER comparison of the IF and the can achieve the best performance for the secondary System 
MRT for equipment with different numbers of antennas is ' with a primary system interference constraint. It allows a 
shown in Fig. 8. In this simulation, we compared the BER 	trade-off between the two systems according to QoS 
requirements of the primary system. The comparison 
System B BEN (Number of anntenna = 3,4,5) 	of these single system approaches' via analysis and ._0 
W 
as 
ZF) 	 performance of system B for MRT and IF when it employs 
three, four, and five antennas in base station under 
Rayleigh fading channel. It is clear that the IF effectively 
loses the benefit of one antenna compared with the MRT. 
It is because the lost degree of freedom is used to remove 
interference to the primáiy system, following the theoretical 
analysis in [55]. It also verifies that the IF achieves the 
maximum achievable diversity subject to the interference 
- constraint. 
2 4 6 5 10 12 	 6 Conclusion 
SNR5 of oysters B (dB) 
CR is an important solution to the lack of spectrum resource. 
Figure 6 Capacity of system A for ZF IF, IC and MRT under 	Interference mitigation is likely to be a key technology for 
single cell channel 	 coexisting systems. In this paper, a general - non-IF 
coexisting system, which employs multiple antennas at the 
base station side, is considered. 
System B Capacity (Nos, of antenna = 4) 
.6 
u 
simulation gives us a dear view of their performance and 
relationship. 
The future work may include: 
(i) joint system approaches in which all the channel state 
information is known by both transmitters. 
Publications 
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(ii) Analysis of the effect of inexact channel information on 
these linear precoding algorithms. These errors can be 
divided into three aspects: estimation error, capacity limits 
of the feedback channel and the time delay of channel 
estimation and feedback. 
0 	
5 10 Transmission Power (dB) 	
15 	
(iii-) Investigation of multi-user CR channel selection 
- 	 strategies. 	 - 
	
Figure 8 BER of system B for IF and MRT with three, four, 	 ' 
five antennas (Rayleigh fading'channel, QPSK modulation) (iv) Power allocation for the multi-user CR. 
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9 . Appendix 
9.1 Proof of Theorem I 
Proof Let FB = bbM be the interference channel self-
correlation matrix, and GB bBHBbBB  be the message 
channel self-correlation matrix. Since they are Hermitian 
matrices, they can be decomposed as 
FB = U diag(A, 0..... 0)U 
and 
= MHdiag[A85, 0.....0)M 
Yu W., CIOFFI j..: 'Sum capacity of Gaussian vector 	where U and M are unitary matrices [16]. Define 
broadcast channels', IEEE Trans. Inf. Theory, 2004, 50, (9) U = [us, u5,.., UN5_111 P = 1u11 u2,1....uN5_I], and 
pp. 1875-1892 	 . . M = [m0 , ml , ... . m,v8_ 51, where u5 and m0 are the 
eigenvectors corresponding the non-zero eigenvalues of FB 
CAIRE cs., SHAMAI s.: 'On the achievable throughput of a 	and Grespectively. Without losing generality, define 
multiantenna Gaussian broadcast channel', IEEE Trans. Inf.Us = hal Bd/IIbBA II and m0  = hB/IIhBBII. The vector m5 is 
Theory, 2003, 49, (7), pp; 1691-1706 	 the precoding vector of MRT. Then AM = (IbM
11 2  and 
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A88 = IIhBBII2. It is clear that and 
UUH = [u5 , P][u0, p1H = a5a + ppH = (!, - u5u)m5 = 
B 
The N8 - 1 vectors U, u21 .-.. 	UN8 _I are independent, 
unit norm, and orthogonal to bM due to them corresponding [IN8 - hlbM1 bB 
to the zero eigenvalues of F8, therefore they are the basis 
= [ lb 	112 jIb 	I/(1 88 B vectors of null space of bM . So if and only if the vector 08 
can be represented as a compiex linear combination of 
these 	vectors, 	IIbM D2 — 0 	Define 	08 = Pc 	and 
= [c5, c2..... CNB_1) 	then 
Tr(v8v') = (Pc)'Pc 	H (pHp) = 11c112= 1 9.2 Proof of Theorem 2 
Proof It is dear that the optimal preceding vector 08 can be 
Therefore we have written 	two 	parts, 	the 	no 	interference 	component 
proportional to the optimal IF preceding vector vbF, and an 
b 	
2 
- HIbH b 	- HG - 08 8808 	- 085 88 88)08 	B08 
interference causing component proportional to the vector 
u5, shown in (22) 
= v MHdiag(A88, 01 . .., O)Mv8 
2 	 2 
= ABBVmO = AgB(Pc)Hmo 
= 	+ p 0 	 (22) 
2 
HPc 
Let us examine the two constraints 
= A88mo
11 
H 	2 	2 	H 	2 oo8 = (av 
IF + /3uo)H(ao 	+ /3u0) = 1 01 2+1/312= 1 
<A88 m0 P IIcII = A88 m5 P 








the equality is valid. Then 
Moreover 















=llmoll 	=l—R and. 
where . 	
H 	2 








libM111-1 hBB 	 . Without losing generality, let roE R, and in order to 
So 	 maximise rise signal power or user ro, aenne 
h8Bv 2 = lb88 112(1 - R) 	 /3 = I 	and E 









Then (22) becomes 	 we have 
	
Vic= 	 + m5Hu5 	 = R8 
UI ImousI 
H 	 and 
jIF+hBRba4bH (24) 
RE 	
b58v '8C 12 
and (23) becomes 	
= heaIJ2 
12 
veI2= ABB\+ Ibse 	 RE 
else  
11h.- $2)( 	R) + 0 RE 	
=.112 
and 
Then if 	• 
F 	
• 	beBvB= bBB11 21
, /(1 - ,2)(1 - R) + ØR8 
R8 < / 
VPBIhMD2 	 0 
752 	• 	 lET Commun., 2008, Vol. 2, No. 6, pp. 742-752 
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Abstract—Using multiple antennas in coexisting radio systems receivers can process part of the selection task, the required 
can cancel or control the co-channel interference (CCI), hence im- date rite of feedback channel can be decreased. 
prove the overall spectrum efficiency. However, one of the draw- In this paper, we concentrate on the downlink of multiple 
backs of such techniques is the hardware complexity. Antenna 
selection technology may reduce such costs while partly keeping 
. 
input and single output cognitive radio (MISO-CR) systems 
the advantages of multiple antennas. In this paper, we focus on with antenna selection techniques. The IF and IC algorithms 
the downlink of a linear precoding multiple input single output are used in the secondary system to control CCI. We compare 
(MISO) cognitive radio (CR) system and apply.antenna selection the optimal, maximum norm, and subset optimal selection 
techniques in the transmitter side of the secondary system. We strategy in term of signal power to noise ratio (SNR). Our 
discuss the optimal, maximum norm, and our proposed subset 
optimal selection strategy, which has a lower computational proposed strategy, the subset optimal approach, achieves near 
complexity and reduces feedback information compared to the optimal performance and greatly reduces the computational 
optimal method. The simulation results show that our proposed complexity and these points are confirmed by simulation 
methods achieve near optimal performance in terms of SNR. results. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section H de- 
l. INTRODUCTION scribes the system model and basic assumptions. The antenna 
Cognitive radio (CR) is one of emerging technologies that selection strategies are discussed in Section III. Simulation 
can allow reuse of the spectrum and improve the spectrum results comparing the performance of these strategies are in 
efficiency [1]. The main problem of such a technology is Section IV. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section V. 
the co-channel interference (CCI). Multiple-antenna is one All boldface letters indicate vectors (lower case) and ma- 
potential solution since it uses space diversity and can offer trices (upper case). The AT,  A, and AK  are the trans- 
multiplexing gain and diversity gain for radio systems [2]. pose, conjugate, and conjugate transpose of A. The lihil = 
Some previous work [3] using multiple-antenna techniques. ( 	hh.)' 12, is the norm or, length of vector h 	and E[.] 
in CR environments has been performed in scenarios where denOtes the mathematical expectation. 
only the transmitter side employs multiple antennas. These lin- 
ear approaches, including maximal ratio transmission (MRT), II. SYSTEM MODEL 
zero-forcing (ZF), optimal interference free (IF), and opti- Consider a typical point-to-point coexisting environment 
mal interference-constrained (IC), are based on beamforming in which there are two independent radio systems using the 
technologies, and can avoid or control the CCI, therefore im- overlapping spectrum, just as in Figure 1. For the sake of 
proving the system performance. However, the main drawback simplicity, we assume that the primary system (system A) 
of multiple antenna techniques is the cost of radio frequency is a single input and single output (SISO) radio system, and 
(RF) chains, including low noise power amplifiers, gain control the signals of the primary system cannot be detected by the 
units, digital to analogue converters, and several filters, which receiver of the secondary system, which could happen for 
are the major cost of a transmitter. Increasing the number of example for an outdoor primary and indoor system. However, 
antennas will lead to a significant increase in the cost since the secondary system might interfere with primary system 
each antenna requires a RF link. users' receivers. The channel of the primary system is defined 
Antenna selection can reduce the hardware complexity as h E C. For the secondary system (system B), we assume 
while keeping much of the benefit of multiple antennas [4]. that there are N antennas but n(2 < n 	N) RF chains in the 
The key idea behind this technology is using only a subset transmitter side. The data channel and the interference channel 
of available antennas to transmit or receive signals, therefore for the secondary system are hD 	= [h0i, h, 2,.. , 
reducing the cost of the transmitters. Antenna selection has and h,- = [h11, h12, 	, hjv], where h03 , h1, E C. When 
often been limited to the receiver side since transmitter antenna transmitting signals, only n antennas are used among the N 
selection needs a feedback channel to obtain CSI. However, possible antennas. There are a total of K = 	() possible 
it does not increase the complexity for a CR system because antenna selections, and define the set of all possible selections 
the transmitters need to know the CSI to control the CCI and as 0 = { w , w2,•• 	, WK). 'Without loss of generality, we 
a feedback channel is therefore necessary. Furthermore, if the define in each possible selection the chosen antenna indices 
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whilst satisfying the. interference requirements of the primary 
system. Linear precoding methods, IF and IC are used for the 
secondary system. The IF and IC methods achieve optimal 
linear beamforming performance when no interference and 
controlled interference to the primary system is allowed. The 
precoding vectors for IF and IC are [31: 







. 	 F  
-in P, l• 
V rP8Ih2 
where min(x,y) is the minimal value of x and y, and F 
is interference to the primary system. Their corresponding 
channel gains are [3]: 
Gip 	(1— is2) IIh 112 	 (2) 
ic = (V(' - 02 ) (1 - p2) + fip)
2 	
(3) 
where p is the correlation coefficient between the data and 
interference channel of the secondary system defined as [3]: 




9 is the interference coefficient chosen to obey the IC inter-
ference constraint. For, a given fi, the interference power to 
the primary system is F = /32IIh,II2P8r2. For the sake of the 
simplicity, we unify the equation (2) and (3) to one equation 
as follows: 	
2 
G=csh 	 (5) 
where the value of a depends on which beamforming method 
is used and is a function of /3 and p . Moreover, a B [0, 1]. 
The interference gain is defined as I = /32Ilh 112. 
A. Optimal Strategy 
The basic idea of the optimal strategy is to explore all the 
	
-2 	 2 	possible combinations of antennas and select a.combination 
SINR = 	PA.IIhII , 	 SINR = PBIIhDvBlI . which maximises the SNR of the secondary system subject to 
a + r2PI[hvI[2 	 08 	 the interference constraint This method can he exnressed as:  
(1) 
In the following discussion, we assume that the channel 
elements are independent, identically distributed (i.i.d) com-
plex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit 
covariance. 
III. MULTIPLE-ANTENNA SELECTION STRATEGIES 
Three multiple-antenna selection strategies, including op-
timal, maximum norm, and our proposed subset optimal 
strategy are discussed in this section. The received SNR 
of the secondary system is our criterion for optimization 
1 E 
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Fig. I. Block diagram .of MISO-CR system 
to be in increasing order, then 
= -{1,2,... ,n} 
("2 = {1,2,... ,n—1,n+1} 
('JK 
If the subset wj is selected, define the channel as h. 
The received signals yn and YB for the nth sample lime 
can be written as 
yn(n) = h(n)S A (n) + rh(n)v8(n)s8(n) + zA(n) 
y0 (n) = h'(n)v8(n)sj.s(n) + z8(n) 
where SA and s8 are the input signals for the primary system 
and the secondary system respectively, and the transmitter 
power constraint for system A and system B are denoted 
by E [IIsA I 2] :~ PA and E [IsB)2] < P8. The vector 
VB B C"°' is the precoding vector for the secondary system 
providing that at least two antennas are selected, and we 
assume that 11v811 = 1. The additional noises Zfl and z8 
are independent complex Gaussian random variables with zero 
mean. Their covariances are o and c7 respectively. The 
scalar r, which is. defined as interference factor, can allow 
for interference reduction due to waveform design, frequency 
overlap, etc. Therefore, the received signal to . interference 
and noise power ratio (SINR) of the primary system and the 
secondary system for antenna selection Wj are: 
W.P = org max G. 	 (6) 
E  
As shown in equation (2), (3), and (5), the value of G 
not only relate to the norm of selected channel, but also 
the correlation coefficient of interference and data channel 
p and/or interference coefficient /3. Although this 'method 
can achieve the best performance, it has high computational 
complexity. To select a Out of N antennas with an optimal 
strategy, we need to compute K = ().= 	values of 
C, which increases very quickly when N increases. Another 
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drawback of the optimal strategy is the requirement of CSI. 
Since all the combinations need to be estimated, both the 
interference channel and data channel state information for 
all available transmit antennas is required. 
The performance of the optimal strategy normally is difficult 
to obtain since the set of random variables of channel gain 
G for all antenna combinations are not mutually independent 
of each other. Each, antenna will be included in several 
different combinations, therefore leading to the correlation 
between these combinations. Moreover, the common antennas 
for two arbitrary combinations are different and the number of 
common antennas may range from 0 to a - 1 , which lead to 
the different correlation values between the antenna subsets. 
Theorem I: Consider the scenario described in Section II. 
Select a antennas from N available antennas for the secondary 
system while IF is used. If the data channel elements and inter-
ference channel elements are i.i.d complex Gaussian random 
variables with zero mean and unit covariance, the cumulative 
distribution function (CDF) of G 	satisfies: 
	
F(x) 2 Fc(x) 2 Ft (x) 	 (7) 
and 
F, (x) = KF(x)+1—K 	 (8) 
F(x) = 	 (9) 
where 'y  (a, z) is lower incomplete gamma function [5],  de-
fined as 
7(a, x) 





Proof Consider any selected combination w3 , rewrite the 
equation (2) as 
.112 	' 	
2 
GjIF  = 	(10) 
Define a vs x n unitary matrix A= [ai ,as,... ,a,], and 
T 
( h 
Further define the size a random vector u = 
[ssi,sszk... , rs,,j, and u is the linear transformation of 
(h) 	via A. It means that 
u=A(h) and is1 = 	 (11) 
,,, h, jj 
Since A is a unitary matrix, and the elements of h are i.i.d 
complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit 
covariance, sLy, u2 ,-- , u, also are i.i.d complex Gaussian 
random variables with zero mean and unit covariance [6]. 
Furthermore, 
11u112 = hA'A (h)" = 
11 
h-4'. , (12) 
Then equation (10) becomes: 
= 1jul12 - llui 
112 
= 	
11Uk 11 2 . 	(13) 
k=2  
Thus, 2G1, F x2  (2n - 2). So the CDF of channel gain for 
antenna combination Wj is [7]: 
Fci (x) =Pr{2G{p < 2x} = 
7fl; 	
(14) 
where 'y(a, x), = J" tte tdi is the lower incomplete 
gamma functions [5]. Therefore, channel gains for any antenna 
combination are identically distributed random variables and 
define their CDFs as F(x) F, (z). 
Furthermore, the CDF of optimai antenna combination 
which maximises the data channel gain can be written as: 
F0''(x) = Pr {max {cF} <} 	(15) 
Since random variables sequence 	are not fully indepen- 
dent, then [8] 
F(x) 2 Fc'(x) 2 F, (x) , 	' 	(16) 
where 




Theorem 1 supplies a lower bound and a upper bound of 
CDF of data channel gain for, optimal strategy. However, the 
lower bound is not tight since only when F(x) 2  1 - 
F, (x) 2  0. If a constraint is given to n, a tighter lower bound 
can be obtained. 
Corollary 1: If n = N - 1, then the cumulative distribution 




And it is a tighter lower bound compared to Theorem 1. 
Proof: Since 'n= N— 1, then K = () N = n-I-i. For 
each antenna combinations, there is only one antenna which 
has not been included. Moreover, for any two combinations, 
there are n - 1 common antennas and one different antenna. 
Since the channels are i.i.d random variables, we can say that 
random variables sequence, data channel gains of IF for each 
antenna combination, are exchangeable. Therefore, according 
to equation (15) and [9], the cumulative distribution function 
(CDF) of 	satisfies: 
F(x)>FN(x)= [7(n_ix)]t ' (20) 
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Now let us prove it is a tighter lower bound compared to 
Theorem 1. Define 
g(x) = FK(x) - Fs (x) 	 (21) 
then 
g(x)IK=N = F5'(x) —[1 - N + NF(x)] 
= [1—F(x)][N—F(x)] 
Since F(x) is CDF of random variable, F(x) < 1. Then 
N_>F(x) >0. 
Therefore, 
g(x)IK_—N > 0. 	 (22) 
So F"(x) ~: F1 (x) and F"(x) is a tighter lower bound 
compared to F1 (x). 	 U 
B. Maximum Norm Strategy 
The optimal strategy can achieve best performance but it has 
high computational complexity and requires full CSI. If we 
just consider one part of the channel gain, the computational 
complexity may be decreased. Just to consider the correlation 
is not a good idea. From equation (2) and (3), it is easy 
to see that the correlation p between selected interference 
channel and data channel should tend to zero if we would 
like to maximise the channel gain without considering the 
norm 	However, to perform this process, we need to 
calculate the correlation for each possible combination and full 
CSI is required for the transmitter. Therefore, it has the same 
complexity as the optimal method, but obtain worse results. 
The other part is the norm of the selected data channel. To 
achieve the best performance without the correlation value 
we need maximise the norm 	Selecting the antennas 
with the largest n amplitudes can ensure the largest norm. 
Moreover, this calculation can be performed at the receiver 
side and it only needs to feedback selected antenna indexes and 
corresponding channel information. Therefore the maximum 
norm strategy not only reduces the computational complexity 
significantly but also decreases the bandwidth requirements 
of the feedback channel. The maximum norm strategy is 
presented as: 
smannorm =arg max h. 	(23) 





(N) as the 
ordered data channels, where 	has the largest amplitude 
and It 	is the smallest one. Then the channel gain with 
maximum norm strategy should be 
- 
	1L2 I (24) 
k=l  
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Fig. 2. Selection probability of the antenna with ordered channel gain for 
optimal strategy 
Since only the norm part is considered, the SNR performance 
of the secondary system will be poorer than the optimal 
strategy. Now we discuss the average SNR received by the 
secondary system for IF precoding. Define 9 be the angle 
between interference channel and data channel, and sin2 0 = 
1 - p2. where 9 E [0,7r/2]; and the maximum norm is 
=. Because the angle and the amplitude are 
independent, the random variables 9 and u are also indepen-
dent random variables. Thus, from equation (1) and (2), the 
average SNR for the secondary system is 
P8 
E[SNR8] = —5-E [sin2 9] Ecu] 	(25) 
0. 13 
From [10], the probability density function (PDF) of 9 is 
fg (x) = 2 (n - 1) sin2" 3 x COS X, where x E [0, 7r/2]. Then 
E [sin 29] = fsin2xfo(x)dx = 1 1 (26) 
n 
N 
And according to [11], E[u] = it + 	. Therefore, 
k=,s+1 
average SNR of the secondary system can be obtained from 
equation (26) and (25) 
E[SNRB[ = 
2: 
[_ 1 + (n - 1)] 	(27) 
where n > 2. By adding one more available antenna to N 
antennas, the SNR will increase by a factor 	x 100%. 
C. Subset Optimal Strategy 
We discuss the optimal strategy and the maximum norm 
strategy in the previous subsections. The optimal strategy is 
not a practical method due to the computational complexity. 
Although the maximum norm method is easy to implement, it 
will lose some performance. The antenna selection probability 
according to amplitude for optimal selection strategy is shown 
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Pig. 3. 	Subset optimal antenna selection strategies St(n, t, N) and 
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systems are 0dB and interference power constraint to the pri-
mary system F < 0.2 for IC. In this figure, we order antennas 
by decreasing norm, then plot the probabilities that they are 
selected by the optimal antenna selection method. The scenario 
is to select the best 4 antennas from 10 antennas with IF and 
IC precoding. It is clear that although the largest 4 antennas 
have a larger selection probabilities, the antennas with smaller 
norm sometimes are still selected. This difference of selection 
probabilities between optimal strategy and maximum norm 
strategy can explain why performance is lost for maximum 
norm strategy. 
Now reconsider the optimal method. The reason for the 
high computational complexity is exploring all the possible 
combinations. If we decrease the number of elements, the 
computational complexity will definitely decrease. According 
to this analysis, we propose a subset optimal antenna selection 
strategy. This method has two steps: 
Select a subset from all the available antennas according 
to a certain rule (maximum norm is used here); 
Explore all possible antenna combinations among the 
selected subset to find the optimal solution; 
The key point for this method is how to select the subset. 
From Figure 2, we can see that the larger the amplitude, 
the higher probability to be selected. Although sometimes 
antennas with the smaller amplitude are selected, the selection 
probabilities are very small. So if we do not consider these 
smallest-amplitude antennas, we should not lose a lot of per-
formance. Therefore, we can use the amplitude as our subset 
selection criterion. This method is explained in Figure 3. 
Define the subset selection strategy St (n, tN), where N is 
the number of all available antennas, t(N > t > se) is the 
size of the subset selected from the N available antennas 
(shOwn by an ellipse in Figure 3) and this subset includes 
the t largest amplitude antennas; n is the number of selected 
antennas, which is equal to the number of RF chains. 
The computational complexity for Si(n,t, N) is K1  
Increasing the size of subset t will increase the computational 
complexity. Since the process of selecting the - subset can  
be performed in receiver side, t also specifies the amount 
of feedback information. The larger value of t, the more 
computation is required, the more feedback information is 
needed, but the better performance is achieved. If t = N, this 
method becomes the most complex optimal strategy; however 
if t = n, this method becomes maximum norm strategy. 
To further decrease the computational complexity, we can 
use the subset Optimal selection strategy S2(n, m, t, N), shown 
in Figure 3. We still select a subset from all available antennas, 
and the definitions of N, t, and flare the same as St(n,t,N). 
The key idea for this strategy is that the largest rn(0 < m < n) 
antennas are fixed and definitely selected (the left ellipse in 
Figure 3) so we do not need fully explore the selected subset. 
We will not lose much performance because the probabilities 
of the antennas with largest amplitude tend to one, just as 
shown in Figure 2. Then the size of the subset we need to 
explore is t - m. Thus, the computational complexity for 
Sz(n,m, t, N) is K2 = 	Increasing I or decreasing 
m will lead to the improvement of performance at the cost 
of higher computational complexity. Another thing need to be 
noted that the required feedback information of S1 (n, t, N) 
and S2(n, rut, N) are same, and both of them are related to 
the subset size t. 
IV. SIMULATION & RESULTS 
The simulation results of these three antenna selection 
strategies are shown in this section. We assume that the power 
of the secondary system P8 = 0dB, interference factor 
r = 1.0, and the noise power cr = 	= 1.0. For IC 
beamforming, the interference constraint F < 0.2. There are 
a total of N = 10 antennas in the transmitter of the sec-
ondary system, and we compare the SNR performance of the 
secondary system for the optimal selection, maximum norm, 
and subset optimal selection strategies where the number of 
RF chain n e {2,3,... ,7}. The results for IF and IC are 
shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively. It is clear that the 
maximum norm method achieves worst performance for both 
IC and IF precoding approaches. It is because this method 
does not consider the angle between the interference channel 
and the data channel. Our proposed subset methods perform 
closer to the optimal method. For IF precoding, considering 
only 2 more antennas than the RF chain size (i.e. t = n + 2) 
will lead to near to optimal SNR performance; for the IC 
approach, adding just 1 antenna than the RF chain size can 
almost achieve the optimal SNR performance. 
The comparison of computational complexity, required 
feedback information, and performance for different multiple 
antenna selection strategies are listed in Table I. We assume 
that the optimal strategy achieves 100% SNR performance, 
and the other strategies are compared to the optimal value. 
The computational complexity is the number of subset met-
rics G to be computed, and the required CSI indicates the 
number of complex channel realizations. For example, select 
4 antennas from 10 available antennas, and it means there are. 
K = () = 210 antenna combinations. If optimal selection 
strategy is used, 210 data channel gains C should be calculated 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of SNR for antenna selection with IF method 
Antenna selantlan Into method 
IC are used. After presenting the optimal selection strategy 
and the maximum norm selection strategy, we propose a subset 
optimal multiple antenna selection strategy. The key idea of 
our proposed method.is to only explore a subset of all the 
available antennas based on a ranking metric, such as max-
imum norm. The simulation results show that our proposed 
method greatly reduces the computational complexity whilst 
achieving the near optimal performance. 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF ANTENNA SELECTION STRATEGIES It, = 4, N = tO 
Compatationil Required IF IC SNR 
complexity CSI SNR (F 5 0.2) 
Optimal 2(0 20 100% 100% 
Max-norm - 8 87.5% 95.1% 
S1(4,5,10) 15 12 97.8% 99.4% 
.9(4,2,6,15) 6 12 97.2% 99.2% 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of SNR for antenna selection with IC method 
to obtain the maximum one. Furthermore, to calculate these 
channel gains in the transmitter of the secondary system, all 
the data CSI and interference CSI for 10 antennas should be 
feedback by users of the primary system and secondary system 
respectively. Therefore, the required CSI is 20 (the number of 
complex values). 
We can see from this table that the maximum norm strategy 
can achieve acceptable performance when the IC approach 
is used for the secondary system; the proposed strategies, 
51(4, 6, 10) and S2(4,2,6, 10) with very low computational 
complexity and little CSI requirements achieve almost optimal 
performance, especially when IC besmforming is used. 
V. CONCLUSION 
Cognitive radio can reuse the frequency, therefore increasing 
the spectrum efficiency. Multiple antenna technologies have 
been used in coexisting environments to cancel the CCI. 
However,the cost of the RF chain, and the requirements of 
the feedback channel have limited the application of multiple 
antennas. In this paper, we apply antenna selection algorithms 
to solve these problems. The linear precoding methods IF and 
I.. 
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Abstract 
Cognitive radio with multiple antennas has promised 
significant improvements in spectrum efficiency. However 
the cost of radio. frequency (RF) chains limits the application 
of multiple antennas. In this paper, we. consider a scenario 
where the primary system can afford some interference and. 
only one antenna is selected among N antennas in the 
secondary system. We first analyse the performance of the 
minimum interference selection, the maximum data power, 
and the maximum sum capacity strategies. Then we propose a 
maximum signal power to leak interference power ratio 
(SLIR) strategy, which considers both the leaked interference 
to the primary system and the data power simultaneously. The 
simulation results show that our proposed method achieves a 
better trade-off between two coexisting systems and can 
obtain good overall capacity performance. 
1 Introduction 
Cognitive radio (CR) is one of emerging technologies that can 
allow reuse of the spectrum and improve the spectrum 
efficiency [1,2]. The main problems of such a technology in 
the physical layer are how to cancel the co-channel 
interference (CCI) to avoid affecting the quality of service 
(QoS) of the primary system. Multiple antennas is one 
potential technology since it uses a new degree of freedom - 
the space dimension that can offer multiplexing gain and 
diversity gain for radio systems [3]. Some previous work[4[ 
using multiple antenna technologies in cognitive radio 
environments has been done in scenarios where only the 
transmitter side employs multiple antennas due to the cost and 
power consumption. These approaches can avoid or control 
the CCI, therefore improving the system performance. 
However, one of the drawbacks of multiple antenna 
techniques is the cost of radio frequency (RF) chains. In a 
transmitter, a RF link usually includes low noise power 
amplifiers, gain control units, analogue to digital converters, 
and several filters. These components are a significant part of 
the total cost of a transmitter. For each antenna, a RF link is 
required. Hence, increasing the number of antennas will lead 
to a significant increase in the transmitter cost. This problem 
may be solved via antenna selection technologies. Antenna 
selection can reduce the hardware complexity whilst keeping 
much of the benefit of multiple antennas [5, 6]. The key idea 
behind this technology is using only a subset of available 
antennas to transmit or receive signals. The RF chains 
adaptively switch them to a subset of all available antennas 
according to a specific optimization criterion for a given 
channel realization. 
In this paper, we concentrate on the downlink of multiple 
input, and single output cognitive radio (MISO-CR) systems 
with antenna selection technologies. To reduce the cost of the 
transmitter as much as possible, the scenario where only one 
antenna is selected in the transmitter side of the secondary 
system is considered. Selecting multiple antennas in MISO-
CR with linear precoding is discussed in [7]. Four selection 
strategies, including maximum data gain, minimum 
interference, maximum sum capacity, and the maximum 
signal power to leak interference power ratio (SLIR), which is 
proposed here, are analysed and discussed. The results show 
that our proposed SLIR approach achieves a better 
performance trade-off between two coexisting systems and 
improves the spectrum efficiency.. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first 
describe the cognitive radio system model and basic 
assumptions in Section 2. Then the single antenna selection 
approaches according to different situations are discussed in 
Section 3. The numerical results are given in Section 4, and 
finally, we conclude our report in Section 5. 
2 System model 
Consider a typical point-to-point coexisting environment in 
which there are two independent radio systems using the 
overlapping spectrum, just as in Figure 1. For the sake of 
simplicity, we assume that the primary system (system A) is a 
single input and single output (SISO) radio system. 
According to the basic definitions of CR, we assume that 
there is no interference from the primary system to the 
secondary system. The channel of the primary system is 
defined as h  C. For the secondary system (system B), we 
assume that there are N (N~ 2) antennas but only one RF 
chain in the transmitter of the secondary system. The data 
channel and the interference channel for the secondary system 
are hD=[hflI,hflt,",hDN] and h/=[hJl,h,s,...,h/N] 
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Figure 1 MISO CR with secondary system antenna selection 
antenna is selected and used among the N possible antennas 
according to the CSI. Then whed antenna ./ is selected, the 
received signals for both radio systems are: 
YA (n) = h(n)sA(n) + i'hu(n)sB(n) + ZA (n) 	(I) 
YB(°) = h01(n)s5 (n) + z3(n) 	 (2) 
where 5A () and SB (n) are the input signals for the primary 
system A and the secondary system B respectively. The total 
transmitter power constraints for system A and system B are 
denoted by r E[IISAI5 I !~ P 	and E[11s8112 ] _-~ F 	; the 
scalars ZA (n) and z (n) are independent complex Gaussian 
random variables with zero mean. Their covariances are cA 
and o respectively; the scalar r , which is defined as 
interference factor, can allow for interference reduction due to 
waveform design, frequency overlap, etc. Therefore, the 
received signal to interference and noise power ratio (SINR) 
for the primary system and the secondary system are: 
SINR = 	 and SINR = 	20J0 (3) 
o + rPh11D U B 
In the following discussion, we also assume that the channel 
elements are independent, identically distributed (i.i,d) 
complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit 
covariance. 
3 Single antenna selection 
The single-antenna selection strategy is the cheapest solution, 
since only one RF chain is needed in the transmitter side. 
However, the primary system has to suffer the CCI from the 
secondary system since it is unavoidable. We discuss four 
single-antenna selection strategies in follows. 
3.1 Minimum interference strategy 
To have little negative influence to the primary system, the 
secondary system should ensure the CCI is as small as 
possible. The obvious method is to select the antenna that has 
the minimum interference gain. It can be presented as follows: 
JmIn.Int = arg mm 	 (4) 
iou-Nt 
The key point behind this idea is to exploit channel fading to 
reduce the interference. Normally channel fading is. a 
disadvantage of the radio system, and it sometimes may lead 
very lower SNR in the receiver side because of the deep 
fading caused by multiple reflections. Providing that multiple 
antennas are used and the channels are independent, we have 
larger probability to find a weaker interference channel than 
single antenna system therefore decreasing the interference 
and increasing the SINR of the coexisting radio system. We 
call the decrease of interference caused by independence of 
fading channel as "interference diversity gain". 
Lemma 1: Let h1 be the interference channel whose elements 
are i.i.d complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and 
Unit covariance, and interference channel gain gj = hq 11 for 
J E (1, 2,'', AT). Define the random variable gm,= min g1 , 
for any Jo (1,2,..., N) : then the cumulative distribution 
function (CDF) F; (x) and probability density function 
(PDF) Tg (x) of g,0 are: 
F;(x)=1'-e °° 1(x)=N& (5) 
where x~! 0: for x< 0, .F; (x) = 1, (x) = 0. 
Proof. See [7]. 
The average interference power Gm10 is: 
= E]gj0] 
= ° 
xf (x) dx =1/N (6) 
From equation (6), it is clear that increasing the number of , 
available antennas N will lead to the decrease of the 
interference to the primary system. Doubling the number of 
available antennas will achieve a 3dB decrease in interference 
on average. For an extreme situation, when N - = , the 
average interference power Gmin - 0. Next we consider the 
SINR for both systems. 
Theorem 1: for the, coexisting radio system defined in section 
2, when the minimum interference power strategy of antenna 
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and the mathematical expectations for SINRA and SNRB are: 





E[SNR BJ =- (9) 
0 B 
where E1 (x) is the order one exponential integral function 
[8] For any xt':t 0, E1 (x) is defined as: 
E(x)= f_dt—y—ln(x) 
 
where )' is Euler constant, which is 0.5772156649. 
Proof. see [7]. 
The minimum interference strategy has minimum influence to 
the primary system, and it only needs the primary user to 
feedback which antenna has the least interference. However, 
the secondary system behaves like a- single-input and single-
output system, and it will not obtain any benefit from the 
multiple antennas. 
3.2 Maximum data gain strategy 
The minimum interference strategy maximises the 
performance of the primary system in terms of SINR while 
the secondary system loses all potential diversity gain. 
Sometimes the QoS of the primary system is not affected by 
the CCI caused by the secondary system due to the use of 
higher signal power or a very small interference factor r. In 
such situations, the antenna selection is not used to reduce the 
interference, but to increase the performance of the secondary 
system. The antenna selection idea has been illustrated in [10], 
and we apply it to cognitive radio environments. We can 
select the antenna with the strongest channel gain, called the 
maximum data gain strategy, which presented as follows: 
Jmax = arg max 11 h 	 (10) j.(1, N) 
Define gj  =jh Oil  , g 	= maxg, for any Je {l, 2,.'., P1). 
If the elements of data channel h 0 are l.i.d complex Gaussian 
distributed with zero mean and unit covariance, the 
cumulative distribution function F, 	(x) and probability 
density function I 	(x) of gax  are [9] (pp.337): 
Fmax (x) = (1 	 (11) 
fm.. (x) = N(l_ej e 	(12) 
where x 0. Then the data selection gain Gma,  is  [9]: 
G.j. 	xN(l_e_X)  edx=L (13) 
From equation (13), it is clear that we can obtain more 
channel gain via increasing the number of available antennas 
N. The larger N is, the smaller the additional benefit we 
obtain from adding one more antennas. If we let N -+ w , we 
have G -9 w because the harmonic series is unbounded  
[8]. From the equation. (11) and (13). the CDF of SINR and 
ergodic SINR for the secondary system are: 
NRa (x) = (1— e)N  and E[SNR8] = 	(14) 
aB k=1 k. 
Furthermore, since the interference channels and data 
channels are independent and the elements of -interference 
channel are i.t.d random variables, selecting the antenna with 
maximum data channel gain has no influence on the 
interference channel. So for the interference channel, it is 
equal to random selection, which has same effect as N = 1. 
Then the CDF of SINR and ergodic SINR for the primary 
system can be obtained from equation (7) and (8): 
	
- 	 - 
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E[SINRA]=——eElI - (16) r/ ,rP8 j 
It is easy to understand that this method will decrease the 
performance of the primary system - when compared to the 
minimum interference strategy. Only by decreasing the 
transmitter power of the secondary system can improve the 
SINR performance of the primary system. 
3.3 Maximum sum capacity strategy 
We considered two kinds of extreme situations in previous 
subsections; one Is the best for the primary system and the 
other for the secondary system. However, our aim is to 
achieve the maximum spectrum efficiency and find the best 
trade-off between two coexisting radio systems. Therefore, 
the - maximum sum throughput strategy, which selects the 
antenna that can achieve best overall sum capacity, can be 
used. 	- 	- 
= arg max log(I+SINR-)+log(l+SNR'8) (17) 
From equation (17), it is clear that to select the optimal 
antenna from N available antennas, - the transmitter , of the 
secondary system needs to compute all possible SINRs for 
both systems. This means that all the CSI shouldbe known by 
the secondary system, including the CSI of the primary 
system. Moreover, the primary system and the secondary 
system have equal priorities. The channel, transmitter power, 
and noise in receive decide which system has better 
performance. However, in fact, the secondary system has high 
probability to achieve better performance because there is no 
co-channel interference (CCI) for the secondary system in CR 
and the primary system usually has to suffer serious CCI. 
3.4 Maximum SLIR strategy 
Three selection strategies have been discussed in previous 
sections. For the minimum interference strategy, although we 
ensure the primary system experiences less interference, the 
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secondary system has not obtained any benefit from the use of 
multiple antennas. If we allow more interference to the 
primary system, it is possible that the performance of the 
secondary system could be greatly improved. For the 
maximum data gain strategy, it may greatly decrease the 
performance of the primary system, and this is usually not 
allowed in a cognitive radio environment. Moreover, although 
the maximum sum capacity strategy can achieve best overall 
performance, it might sometimes greatly degrade the 
performance of the primary system, just like maximum data 
strategy. More seriously, this method needs all the CSI from 
both systems, and it usually is very difficult to achieve in a 
practical cognitive radio system. So we need to find an 
antenna selection strategy that has little negative influence on 
the primary system while the secondary system may benefit 
from it, and then increase the total spectrum efficiency. 
In here, we propose a maximum signal power to leak 
interference ratio (SLIR) strategy to solve this problem. The 
key ides is to select the antenna with maximum SLIR. Define 
the SLIR for antenna j as K1 = DhDJO/O/CJJQ , where 
j o l,• , N) . Then the maximum SLIR strategy can be 
presented as follows: 
Jn,a-sup. =arg max K1 	 (18) 
je{l,'.Nl 
From the definition of SLIR, it is easy to understand that the 
interference channel and data channel are both considered, 
andthe interference is more important than data channel gain. 
It has a higher probability to select an antenna which leak 
lower interference than an antenna which has high data 
channel gain. This can ensure that the performance of the 
primary system has little negative influence. On the other 
hand, this method does also consider the data channel. If the 
antennas leak similar levels of interference power, the 
antenna with the highest data channel gain-will be selected, 
and the performance of the performance of the secondary 
system is improved. In fact, this strategy allows a trade-off in 
performance between the two coexisting radio-systems. 
Unlike the minimum interference and maximum data gain 
strategies,, this method needs to compute all the maximum 
SLIR in transmitter side. Therefore, the receivers have to 
feedback the CS! of all available antennas for the secondary 
system. 
4 Numerical results 
In this section, simulations are used to prove and verity our 
analytical results and discussion. We compare the capacity 
performance of four 'single-antenna selection strategies. 
Assume that the transmitter power of the primary system PA 
is 10dB, and the number of available antennas for the 
secondary system N is 4. Define the interference factor 
requals to 0.5, and assume there is no interference from the 
primary system to the secondary system. Then we compare 
the capacity performance of minimum interference strategy, 
maximum data power strategy, max signal power to leak 
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Figure 2 Capacity of primatysyatem 
The capacities of the primary system A are displayed in 
Figure 2. It is clear that the minimum interference method 
achieves best capacity performance. It is because for this 
strategy, space diversity is fully used to reduce the co-channel 
interference. As we expect, the maximum data power method 
obtains the worst perforniance for the primary system since it 
does not consider the CCI. For our proposed maximum SLIR 
strategy, it just loses a little capacity performance compared 
to the minimum interference strategy. For example, when the 
transmitter power of the secondary system P. = 8dB, only 
0.11 bits/s/Hz are lost compared to the minimum interference 
strategy. However, the maximum data power strategy loses 
0.55 bits/s/Hz compared to the minimum interference strategy 





Power of secondary system PB  (dB) 
Figure 3 Capacity of secondary system 
The capacity performance of the secondary system is 
described in Figure 3. Here, the maximum data power method 
obtains the best performance and the minimum interference 
method achieves the worst performance. The perfonnance of 























method and worse than the maximum data methods. When 
PB  =8dB, the maximum SLIR method outperforms the 
minimum interference method by 0.82 bits/s/Hz but loses 
0.57 bits/s/Hz compared to the maximum data power methods. 
Finally, we compare the sum capacities that are presented in 
Figure 4. Although the minimum interference method is the 
best method for system A, it will lose some sum capacity 
performance. The maximum data method achieves near 
optimal sum capacity because it greatly improves the 
performance of the secondary system and the interference 
factor is not large. Our proposed method improves the sum 
capacity compared to the minimum interference method 
whilst having little influence on the primary system. For 
P8 = 8dB , it loses 0.26 bits/s/Hz for sum capacity 
performance compared to the optimal sum capacity method, 
but the minimum interference method loses a further 0.96 
bits/s/Hz. Therefore, it achieves a good trade-off between the 
two coexisting systems. 
0 	2 	4 	6 	8 	10 
Power of secondary System P (dB) 
Figure 4 Sum capacity of both systems 
5 Conclusion 
Cognitive radio has received lots of attention because it 
provides a possibility to reuse radio frequencies and, therefore 
to increase the spectrum efficiency. Multiple antenna 
technologies have been used in coexisting environments to 
cancel the co-channel interference. However, the cost of the 
RF chain has limited the application of multiple antennas. In 
this paper, we apply antenna selection algorithms to solve this 
problem. A single-antenna selection scenario is considered. 
The key point for the single-antenna selection scenario is that 
the co-channel interference can not be avoided. We first 
analyse the performance of the minimum interference 
selection strategy in which space diversity is used to reduce 
the CCI and the maximum data power strategy which 
achieves the best performance for the secondary system 
however can degrade the primary system. Then we propose a 
maximum signal power to leak interference power ratio 
(SLIR) strategy, which considers the leaked interference and 
data power at same time. The simulation results show that our 
proposed method achieves a better trade-off between two 
coexisting systems and obtain good overall capacity 
performance. 
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Abstract—Cognitive radio has attracted much attention due to 
the lack of spectrum resource and low usage statistics of existing 
spectrum allocations. Interference suppression and cancellation 
are seen as key technologies for enabling coexisting systems, and 
the application of multiple antennas might be one solution for this 
problem. This paper addresses linear vector precoding techniques 
for multiple input single output (MISO) cognitive radio systems. 
The optimal linear vector precoding algorithms for the secondary 
system in the sense of minimum mean squared error (MMSE) are 
proposed with reasonable constraints. Then we compare and an-
alyze these approaches under different channel assumptions. The 
simulation results show that the proposed precoding algorithm 
can maximize the utilization of multiple antennas and greatly 
improve the system performance. 
Index Terms—multi-input and single-output (MISO), interfer-
ence cancellation, cognitive radio 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Cognitive radio (CR), proposed in 2000 by Joe Mitola [1], 
has attached much attention due to the lack of radio spectrum 
resources and the low usage statistics of existing spectrum 
allocations [2] [3].  The key idea of cognitive radio is the 
coexistence of multiple radio systems in overlapping frequency 
or/and time slots and interference mitigation is the key factor. 
Multiple antenna technologies may be a potential solution for 
mitigating interference in coexisting environments. Generally, 
they can supply multiplexing 'gain, diversity gain, ' and co-
channel interference suppression to the wireless system be-
cause of the independent channel fading between different 
pairs of antennas [4] [5]. 
Consider the downlink of coexisting environments with 
multiple antennas in base station side. The optimal precoding 
approach is dirty paper coding (DPC) [6] when the two sys-
tems can share the transmitted signals. However, the particular 
challenge of the cognitive radio is that, both the transmitters 
and receivers are distributed and may be unable to coordinate 
with each other. Thus we consider approaches which do not 
need knowledge of the other system's transmitted signals. The 
maximum ratio transmission (MRT) method in [7] maximizes 
the received signal-to-noise ratio, but it does not consider the 
interferetce to the other radio system and therefore degrades 
its performance. The zero-forcing (ZF) method, which comes 
from multiple input and multiple output multi-user detection 
The authors of this paper are among the core members of the Mobile VCE 
working group. 
(MIMO-MUD) techniques [8], perfectly mitigates the inter-
ference to other radio systems. However, it may degrade the 
power of desired signals and lose some of the diversity gain 
of the channel. 
In this paper, our focus is on finding a precoding solution 
for the downlink of coexisting environments. We discuss single 
base station approaches. Firstly we present the optimal inter-
ference free (IF) approach, which is equivalent to TxZF in [9]; 
then Interference constrained (IC) linear precoding algorithm 
is proposed when the primary system can suffer controlled 
co-channel interference (CCI). Moreover, we compare these 
approaches under different channel assumptions via analyses 
and simulations. 
The rest of this paper is organized as 'follows. Section It 
describes the system model and basic assumptions of this 
paper. The known and proposed precoding approaches for a 
single system are presented in Section tll. Simulation results 
comparing the algorithms under various conditions are given 
in Section IV, and finally, we conclude our paper in Section 
V. 
All boldface letters indicate vectors (lower, case) and matri-
ces (upper case). The Tr(A), )(A), Rank(A), and All are the 
trace, the eigenvalue, rank, and conjugate transpose of A. The 
lihil = ( h5hfl"2, is the norm or length of vector h, and 
E[.] denotes the mathematical expectation. 
II. SYSTEM MODELS 
A block diagram of the multiple-input and single-output 
cognitive radio (MISO-CR) system for downlink transmission 
is shown in Fig. 1. Suppose that there are two radio systems, 
system A and system B. System A is the primary system and 
system B is the secondary system which tries to share the 
spectrum of system A. The 'base stations of system A and 
system B have NA and N8 antennas respectively. We assume 
that NA 2 2 and N8 > 2. In the transmitters, the messages 
of system A and system B, 3A  and 5 B € C, are multiplied by 
the vectors VA € CNXI and v8 € CNS 1,  then transmitted 
over the freqtiency non-selective radio channels. 
The received signals YA  and yn  are: 
YA 	= hAAVASA + rBAhB,4vsaB + ZA 	(I) 
YB = h88v8s8 +TABhABVASA + 	(2) 
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8g. I. Block diagram of multiple-input single-output cognitive radio system 
where past I is the desired signal, part II is the co-channel 
interference (CCI), and part III. is the additive noise. The row 
vectors hAA E C'<, hAD E C<Ns,  h88 E C1 >< 8 , 
and hBA E C"' are channel vectors, whose elements are 
defined for different channel models. Moreover, define hAA, 
h88 as message channels, and hAD, hBA are interference 
channels with scaling, channel weight VAB and 5BA  respec-
tively. The noise term 5A  and z13 are independent, identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian random variables with 
zero mean. Their covariances we cv and o% respectively. 
In the receivers, the received signals are multiplied by the 
complex scalars 9A  and 9B  respectively. The receivers also 
estimate their corresponding data channel and interference 
channel information, and according to different applications, 
feedback this channel information to the transmitters, as shown 
in Fig. '1. 
We assume that the average transmit powers are fixed - 
E [IIvAsA
11 2 ] 
	= 	E [1I8A1I 2] Tb ("'AV) = PA 
E [IIvosBlI ] = E [lIsBlI ] Tr (vBvB) = Ps. 
Without loss of generality, define 









TABPAVAhABhABVA + O 
The normalized mean squared error for system B is defined 
Since system A and system B are symmetrical, the equations 
for SINRA,MSE, and MMSE  are simular to those for 
system B. - 
- 	III. SINGLE SYSTEM ALGORITHMS 
The single system algorithms are used when the two systems 
cannot exchange their channel state information. Each system 
independently precodes depending on their own channel stale 
information for user A and B. In this section, we consider the 
precoding methods for system B (the secondary system) and 
fix the precoding vector for system A (the primary system). 
We usually assume that the base station only knows the infor-
mation of its own data channel and the interference channel to 
the primary system through the feedback of information from 
the terminals. 
Maximum Ration Transmission (MRT) 	- 
The maximum ration transmission method (MRT), also 
named TxMF [7] [9], maximizes the received 'desired signal's 
power subject to limited transmitter power. For system B, the 
solution of this approach is the conjugate transpose of the 
message channel with power limitation: 
h8  v1 J5T = 	813 	 (6) 
11h8'sIl 
This method provides the best performance for system B, 
but without considering the interference to system A. The 
maximal diversity gain against the fading channel is obtained. 
In addition, only the message channel information for system 
B is needed. The main drawback of MRT in coexisting 
environments is that it may greatly degrade the performance 
of the primary system due to the interference coming from the 
secondary system. 	- 
Zero-forcing (ZF) - 
The zero-forcing (ZF) method [8] can perfectly cancel the 
interference to system A. The key idea of this method is to 
find a vector that is orthogonal to the interference channel, 
hBAvB = 0. Define the system B interference self-correlation 
matrix F8 = h AhBA, and then Rank(F8) = 1. Thus, 
it has one non-zero eigenvalue and N8 - 1 zero 'eigenval- 
ues, A(F8) = {Assoo_eero, 0, 	01, where  
IIhBA Il. The eigenvectors corresponding to the zero eigenval-
ues of the interference self-correlation matrix form the solution 
of the ZF method. The data channel information for system B 
is not needed for this approach. A. direct solution of ZF is: 
(7) II V13 
and 
MSE 	
E [1138- 9BYB 112] 	 VB = V - hBAv hA .V E CNSXI,IIVB II 0. 	(8) - 	IIhBAIl 	- 
— 	PB 	 If there are more than two antennas in base station B, the 
For the fixed precoding vector VA and v8, the minimum solution to the ZF algorithm is not unique because there are 
normalized mean squared error (MMSE) for system B is - more than one independent eigenvectors corresponding to zero 
MMSE = 	rABPAVAhABhABVA 
+ o 	- 	eigeisvalues. An arbitrary choice of the ZF vector will lead to 
the loss of some diversity gain due to not exploiting the data PBVhLhBBVB  + rBPAVhBhABVA 
(5f channel information. 
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C. Optimal Interference-free (IF 
The optimal precoding vector in the sense of causing no 
interference to the primary system will provide better perfor-
mance than the ZF method. We select minimizing MSE as our 
performance criterion: The problem is described as follows: 
v = argminMSE$(v) 
{vS} 
st.: IIh8Av8I2 = 0 and T(v0v) = 1. 
Rn the nrecrsdinu vector v and frnm. (S) minimi,inu MP 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF SINGLE-SYSTEM APPROACHES 
Interference Message channel Required channel 
power to primary power of secondary stale 
system System (G) information 
MIrT r BA FC B IIhBAIIPB IIhorsII2Po Message channel 
ZF Zero < C;p Interference channel 
IF Zero (5— R)IIhBBII 2 PB Message and 
interference channel 
IC F Gee < Gic < GMRT Message and 
- 	- - interference channel 
translates into maximizing the scalar IhBBvB II 2 with the 
above constraints. 	 where 
Theorem 1: Let -hBB and hBA E C1t<Ns, NB > 2, 
be the message channel and the interference channel row 	If 
vectors respectively. If they are not linearly dependent, 
i.e. 	hBnhBI 	IIhotII IhBB II, the optimal precod- 
ing vector v0 maximizing the IIhaava Il with constraints 
IIhBnvBII2 = 0 and VOVO = 1 is: 	 then 
$EI1 and 0<f3<RB. - 
l F
\/rBAPBIhBAII2
RB 	 (13) 
IBB''IIsun = IIhBBII2and 	= R0 	(14) 
(9) else 
lIhBB'fiIIina = III5BB II 2 II /(1 - 2)(i - R) + I3RolI2 
(15) 
IR1BB'[IIsan, = 11h00112 (1 - R) 	(10) and 






Proof: See [9] and [10]. 
D. Optimal Interference-constrained (IC) 
Sometimes the primary system may be able to tolerate 
controlled levels of interference in a practical system. In this 
scenario, this headroom may be- used to help the secondary 
system achieve better performance.Keeping this in mind, an 
interference constrained precoding. algorithm is proposed. The 
problem is described as follows:
vic =argminMSE(vB) 
{vn} 
st.: r BA PBIIhBAvBII<F and 1(vnv) =1.
The only difference to the IF scheme in the previous subsec- 
tion is the interference constraint, therefore this problem is 
also equal to maximizing the scalar IIhsavoII 2 with above 
constraints.
Theorem 2: Let h88 and hBA - E C<'n, NB ~ 2, 
be the message channel and the interference channel row 
yectors respectively. If they -are not linearly dependent, 
i.e. hBAhBl -A IIho-iIIII1BBII, the optimal precod-
ing vector YB maximizing the IhBBvBI 2 with constraints 
















Proof See [10]. 	- 	 U 
E. Comparison of Single System Approaches 
We presented the single system precoding approaches, MRT, 
ZF, IF, and IC in the four previous sections. The comparison 
of these approaches is presented in Table I. - 
- IV. SIMULATION & RESULTS 	- 
The Rayleigh fading channel is considered in our simula-
tions. The elements of the channel vectors are i.i.d. complex 
Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit covari-
ance. We also assume the channels are slow-fading wireless 
channels with packet-based transmission and are quasi-static 
over one packet length. For one simulation, a total of 2 x 106 
packets are sent, and there are 10 symbols in each packet. Both 
radio systems send uncoded QPSK signals, and the noise in 
the receivers is set to unity (OdE). 
Assume that system A employs two antennas in its base 
station. The ZF scheme is used by system A and it will not 
cause interference to system B. The transmission power of 
system A is fixed to 10dB. The base station of System B has 
4 antennas and variable transmission power. We compare the 
BER performance of two systems when different precoding 
approaches are used. 	- 	 - 
The simulation results of system - B and system A are shown 
in Fig.2 and Fig.3 respectively. From these two figures, we 
can see that MRT achieves the best performance for system B 
but simultaneously causes the poorest performance for system 
A. This is because MRT maximizes the received signals for 
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System A BER (Anotenna = 2, SF) Iran. Power= 15dB 
	
System B BER (Number of anntenrta = 4) 
I 
to 
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Fig. 2. 	BER of system A for ZF, IF, IC, and MRT under Rayleigh channel Fig. 3. 	•BER of system B for ZF, IF, IC. and MRT under Rayleigh channel 
system B (full diversity gain is obtained) and produces the multiple antenna can mitigate or constrain the co-channel 
maximum co-channel interference to system A which greatly interference and improve the performance of coexisting system 
degrades system A's SINR. 	 . at the same time. 
The ZF method achieves the poorest performance for system 
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